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Abstract 

This thesis has investigated commercialization of organic solar cells with incorporated low 

cost, high efficiency donor PDCBT polymer and acceptor ITIC small molecular compound 

materials to improve the efficiency, lifetime of devices, and critically to keep material large 

scale production cost as low as possible. The thesis includes a review on device performance 

from new organic photovoltaic materials fabricated in the literature published to date. 

 

Firstly, methodology based on selection of contemporary donor acceptor materials for the 

upscaled application will be discussed and comparison of these new materials versus 

benchmark compounds will be introduced.  

 

The large scale organic synthesis of traditional active layer materials such as poly(3-

hexylthiophene) P3HT polymer, [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM or C60-

PCBM), ICxA fullerenes and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene) sulfonate 

(PEDOT:PSS) conducting polymer is undertaken. Then, PDCBT polymer and ITIC small 

molecule compounds are synthesised on a small scale and improvements and challenges 

encountered during the preparation is discussed in terms of translation to large scale 

synthesis. The characterization of standard P3HT:PCBM and PDCBT:ITIC organic solar cell 

performance, in contrast to the PDCBT:ITIC NP devices manufactured at the University of 

Newcastle during the course of this PhD will be examined to demonstrate device efficiency 

improvements over the time of this research project (2016-2022). Furthermore, to further 

examine and broaden the understanding of the chemistry and physics of large-scale synthesis, 

flow chemistry, as a method of production for selected materials is examined this work.  

 

Although, vigorous recent progress has been made in the development of novel photoactive 

materials and the COE has already demonstrated the economical production of >100 m2 of 

printed organic solar at ~1% power conversion efficiency, the challenge of highly efficient, 

long lifetime and low-cost material application at large scale production still exists.  

 

Finally, optimisation of bulk heterojunction blend in OPV devices was examined to address 

existing issue of cost limitation for high performance new generation materials.  This thesis 

demonstrates how we can identify, synthesise, test, and scale up new active layer materials 

for use in large scale roll-to-roll printed organic BHJ and nanoparticulate solar cells, to 

improve the power conversion efficiency while maintaining a low cost of the solar modules. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Overview  

This chapter will discuss the basics of organic photovoltaic technology and introduce a 

number of recently published highly efficient polymer and small molecule OPV materials. 

In particular, the focus is on leading candidates for large area roll-to roll (R2R) OPV 

production [1]. The chapter will also discuss economically viable chemical production 

methods, such as batch and flow chemistry, and demonstrate large scale synthesis [2] of 

benchmark and contemporary molecular donor and acceptor materials, towards the goal of 

high performance, long lifetime and low cost large scale OPV [3]. 

1.2 Background 

Currently, due to increasing global energy demand and concerns related to climate change, 

solar energy, and photovoltaic technology (PV) has attracted worldwide attention as an 

environmentally friendly, clean, and very abundant renewable energy source [1], [4]. In 

particular, organic photovoltaics (OPV) is a promising contemporary PV technology. 

Recent progress has been made in the development of novel photoactive OPV materials for 

converting sun light into electrical energy [5], [6], as well as the demonstration of OPVs 

low cost, flexibility, and high throughput roll-to-roll production [7], [8]. It is estimated that 

by 2025, 7.5 % of total Australian energy demand will be met by PV solar panels [9]. High 

consumption of PV resulted in decrease of its average cost by 85 % between 2010-2020 

[10]. Accordingly, the cost will decrease further, the more PV market grows.  
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In the mid-twentieth century, in 1953 (six years after the discovery of the p-n junction effect 

by William B. Shockley, Walther H. Brattain, and John Bardeen, which earnt them the 

Nobel prize for the transistor in 1956), the first silicon solar cell with an efficiency of 

around 4 % was developed [11]. A few decades later, in the 1970s (semi)conducting 

conjugated polymers were discovered and developed by Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. 

MacDiarmid, and Hideki Shirakawa, who received the 2000 Nobel Prize in chemistry for 

this work [11]. There are a number of advantages in using conjugated polymers in 

comparison to inorganic silicon materials in a PV device, such as lighter weight, and high 

flexibility [12].  

The first report of an OPV was Ching Tang’s publication of an organic donor/acceptor solar 

cell with an efficiency of 1 % in 1986 [13]. In that solar cell, a planar bilayer junction of 

an electron and a hole accepting material (a perylene tetracarboxylic derivative and copper 

phthalocyanine respectively) was utilised [14]. The next major achievement in OPV was 

the development of the bulk heterojunction, wherein a mixture of donor and acceptor 

materials are co-deposited in a single solution-processed layer within the electronic device, 

leading to a significant improvement in power conversion efficiency [15]. The discovery 

of the BHJ led to a rapid increase in the number of OPV publications over the last two 

decades, with recent OPV efficiencies reported in excess of 18 % in laboratory cells and 

above 8.5 % in multi-cell modules [16]–[18]. Even though conventional silicon solar cells 

have reached efficiencies of 20 % [19] and hold the world record solar efficiency of 46 % 

[20], there are significant disadvantages to the technology, such as the expensive crystalline 

silicon semiconductor material and complex fabrication procedure. In comparison, the 
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advantages of organic solar cells are low weight and fabrication cost, mechanically 

flexibility, short energy payback times, low environmental impact (in particular 

nanoparticles) and high throughput manufacture using established large scale roll-to-roll 

(R2R) production [15], [21].  

There has been much research done for better understanding of the organic solar cell 

working principle and the structure/property relationships with different materials in the 

device [22]. Recent progress in OPVs over the past two decades has also included the 

improvement of traditional polymerization methods [23], [24], developing new synthetic 

routes [25], and designing novel high performance donor and acceptor materials for 

application in high efficiency solar cells [26]–[30]. Some of the benchmark OPV material 

synthesises (e.g. P3HT and PCBM) are quite mature now and have even achieved semi-

commercial production in a few commercial projects/companies (e.g. the now bankrupt 

Konarka OPV company) [31]. Development of experimental methods to achieve low 

production cost, high output and maximum purity for novel, higher performance materials, 

is now a growing area of research, both in the field [32] and for my PhD project. 

1.3 Photovoltaic technology and the operating principle of PV solar cells 

PV technology has evolved through a significant amount of research and development work 

since the discovery of conducting polymers in the 1970s [33]. The basic physical and 

chemical phenomenon for direct conversion of sunlight into electricity inside a solar cell is 

performed by a photogeneration principle called the photovoltaic (PV) effect. [34] There are 

a range of different types of photovoltaic modules, including both inorganic and organic 
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devices. These types can then be further divided into various forms of inorganic devices such 

as amorphous [35], thin film [36], and crystalline [37] silicon, gallium arsenide, cadmium 

telluride, and others; and organic-based and organic-containing devices such as organic 

photovoltaics (OPV), dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) and perovskite solar cells (PVSK). 

We will first consider the inorganic solar cell as a background technology for this study and 

then the focus of the discussion will shift to organic photovoltaics for this review [38]. The 

origin of semiconductivity in organic solar cells is established by the primary operation 

principle called photogeneration. The OPV cell is basically a semiconductor diode, where 

initially photons are absorbed by a semiconductor material and form electron-hole pairs 

called excitons. The key parameter that defines the contribution of photons to this 

photogeneration process is the bandgap energy (Egap) of the semiconductor i.e. if the photon 

has an energy hν < Egap then no contribution will occur, whereas when the energy hν > Egap 

then each of photons will be absorbed to form an exciton, with a subsequent rapid loss of 

excess thermalisation energy (hν − Egap). In the following step, charge separation takes place, 

where excitons are separated by the devices internal electric field into electrons and holes 

which travel to the respective electrodes in the solar cell.  Therefore, the established 

“optimum” for Egap (~1.1eV) is a maximum of energy, roughly half of the incident solar 

energy, that can be transferred from sunlight to excitons [37].  

1.3.1 First developed silicon solar cells 

In inorganic solar cells, silicon semiconductors have an electron structure with a higher 

energy conduction band and a lower energy valence band separated by an energy band gap 

ranging from 0.1 – 2.2 eV (Figure 1.1). In order to manipulate and improve device 
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conductivity, doping of the semiconductor material is required to achieve an excess in the 

number of electrons (n-type) or holes (p-type) to form a p-n junction [39] [40] [41] [42].   

 

Figure 1.1 Diagram of energy bands for pure and doped semiconductors [43] 

Upon contact of a p-type doped material with an n-type semiconductor wafer, electrons 

transfer from the region of high electron concentration (n-type), across the p-n junction, into 

the area of low electron concentration (p-type) resulting in a net charge transfer (Figure 1.1) 

and the establishment of an internal electric field. After light is absorbed by silicon, free 

electrons and holes are formed across the junction and directed by the electric field towards 

their respective electrodes [44]. The high dielectric constant of the silicon (εr ~11.7) [45] 

means that excitons spontaneously undergo charge separation, since the resultant charges are 

well shielded from each other. An organic semiconducting material’s electronic properties 

are defined by π bond delocalization over the entire molecule and quantum mechanical 

production of a bonding (π-orbital) and anti-bonding (π*-orbital) orbital localized within the 
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conjugated polymers. The band gap is the energy difference between the valence band or 

lowest energy π orbital (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO) and the conduction 

band or highest energy π* orbital (highest occupied molecular orbital, HOMO) describes the 

optical properties of organic material. The majority of semiconducting polymers used in OPV 

devices have a band gap between 1.5-3 eV [39][40], and thus absorb light in the visible region 

of the spectrum. 

In organic bulk heterojunction solar cells, a commonly used n-type material is a fullerene 

derivative, which is a pure carbon molecule consisting of at least 60 carbon atoms (Figure 

1.13). This n-type material has strong electron accepting and conducting properties). 

Common p-type materials are conjugated polymers which conduct holes (Figure 1.10). 

Examples of these solar cells’ materials are shown in Section 1.3.3.1 and Section 1.3.3.2 

in this chapter. In recent times there is a move to use non-fullerene acceptor molecules 

(NFAs) since the optical properties and electronic energy levels of NFAs can be readily 

tuned and they have proven to be more thermally stable than fullerenes in OPV devices 

[46] Together, a blend of these n-type and p-type materials form the active layer of the 

OPV device. An acceptor material is required since the low dielectric constant of organic 

materials (2-4) prevents the spontaneous charge separation of the generated exciton and 

instead a material interface must be utilised to facilitate the charge separation. The key 

feature of most conducting polymers that function as electron donor materials is a high 

absorption region that matches the solar spectrum. The basic differences between inorganic 

and organic solar cells are shown in Figure 1.2.  Firstly, in inorganic solar cell, by placing 

p-type and n-type semiconductors next to one another a p-n junction is created. The p-type 
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semiconductor, which has one less electron, attracts the electron from n-type 

semiconductor. When sunlight hits the surface of semiconductor, a photovoltaic effect 

happens. An electron is generated and is attracted towards the n-type semiconductor. This 

results in more negatives in the n-type semiconductors and more positives in p-type 

semiconductor. Organic solar cell’s sunlight conversion to electricity occurs by 

lightabsorption of donor-acceptor material and formation of an exciton. Once the exciton 

is generated, it diffuses within the active layer to donor-acceptor interface. The dissociation 

fexciton from the LUMO of the donor to the LUMO of the acceptor occurs and collection 

of free charge carriers takes place at the electrodes.  

 

Figure 1.2 A simple inorganic silicon solar cell (A) and a heterojunction organic solar cell 

(B). These two simple schemes represent carrier generation difference between inorganic 

and organic solar cells [19] 

1.4 Organic solar cell basics 

In this section, the basic structure and operation of OPV devices are considered. Initially, 

the working principle of devices is discussed, with the comparison between bilayer 

(A) Inorganic solar cell        (B) Organic solar cell 
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heterojunction and bulk heterojunctions emphasised. Then the standard BHJ device 

structure, organic photovoltaic materials, and a summary of characterization methods of 

OPV devices are outlined. Characterization methods discussed include current and voltage 

(IV) testing, to check the device efficiency; optical techniques for light absorption 

measurement; and spectral response tools for determining the number of photons converted 

to photocurrent at different wavelengths of light. Understanding of the OPV materials’ 

properties impact on these factors is very important for effective device fabrication and will 

also be discussed.  

1.4.1 Operation principles of OPVs and bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells 

The first bilayer heterojunction OPV device consisting of two organic layers with different 

electronegativities, namely copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) and a perylene derivative 

exhibited a reasonable power conversion efficiency of 1 % [47]. The compound structures 

are shown in Figure 1.3 below. In this device architecture, the copper phthalocyanine 

functioned as a p-type material and the perylene derivative as the n-type semiconductor [47]. 

 

Figure 1.3. The two organic compounds used in Tang’s heterojunction solar cells. Copper 

phthalocyanine (left), and a perylene derivative (right) [47] 
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An improved bilayer heterojunction structure with fullerene (C60) functioning as a more 

efficient acceptor material (PCE = 1.7 %) was then introduced by Sarifitci (1992) [48] and 

the bulk heterojunction concept development was later shown by Yu Gang (1995) [49]. 

(Figure 1.4). The bulk heterojunction morphology resulted in further improvements to 

device efficiency, as by increasing the donor acceptor interface area, whilst maintaining 

charge transport pathways within the device, the BHJ active layer allowed for both efficient 

exciton dissociation as well as effective charge transport. 

 

Figure 1.4. (A) bilayer heterojunction arrangement; (B) bulk heterojunction morphology 

[21] 

The first step in the operation of an OPV is the absorption of a photon by the active layer 

materials, as shown in Figure 1.5. Light absorption leads to the creation of an exciton within 

the active layer electron donor (p-type) and electron acceptor (n-type) material blend. The 

binding force of exciton depends on their initial separation (into free charges) distance 

according to the photon energy and the dielectric constant. High dielectric constant of the 

material is increasing the separation distance. Therefore, the binding electric force between 

the electrons and holes in the excitons gets smaller. And consequence of low dielectric 

 (A) 

  

(B) 
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constant is a strongly bound excitons in the materials. The efficiency of organic solar cells 

still behind the inorganic solar cells due to their low dielectric constant and charge transport 

[50]. The next step is the diffusion of formed exciton through the active layer and once the 

exciton reaches a donor-acceptor interface, charge separation occurs. Dissociation of the 

exciton forms free electrons and holes that are transported to the respective electrode 

through regions of donor (hole transport) and acceptor (electron transport) [39].  

        

Figure 1.5. Charge generation for photoenergy conversion mechanism in bulk 

heterojunction organic solar cells [39] 

In terms of energy levels of donor and acceptor materials in BHJ solar cells, analysis by 

Coakley and McGehee [51] showed that if all photons with higher energy than the band 

gap are assumed to be absorbed, each electron’s energy is equal to the band gap energy 

minus the energy lost during the charge transfer process (∆LUMO), therefore energy losses 

will be in the order of 0.1 eV. From this electron transfer to an electron acceptor, the 

optimum theoretical efficiency can be derived as a function of the band gap of a conjugated 

polymer (Figure 1.6). It is estimated that a maximum PCE of ~15 % could be reached using 

an ideal absorber with a band gap of 1.75 eV [21]. 
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Figure 1.6. Optimum efficiency alignment of the energetic levels of a donor acceptor 

system in BHJ e.g. Eg,DA is often called the effective band gap [21] 

1.4.2 Device architecture 

There are two major types of OPV device architectures. A typical BHJ device is a 

multilayered structure, and the order of these layers will define the device structure 

geometry as normal (or standard) architecture or inverted architecture (Figure 1.7 (A) and 

(B)). The difference in the inverted structured device is that the metal cathode is deposited 

on the substrate, whereas the first layer in the standard device is typically a coating of 

indium-tin oxide (ITO) i.e., an optically transparent anode vacuum deposited on the 

substrate. The transparent electrodes absorption of visible light should be as low as 

possible, as device illumination must occur through this face. Due to its high conductivity 

and optical transparency of 90 % [52], ITO on a glass or flexible plastic substrate has 

historically been the most commonly used anode material for OPV devices.  

In a typical device, a thin layer of the conducting polymer mixture poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) and poly (styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS, Figure 1.8) that assists 
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charge extraction (by acting as an electron blocking layer) and minimises short-circuits 

through the device, is then spin-coated onto the ITO layer. 

 

Figure 1.7. Normal or standard device structure (A) is (a) transparent substrate ITO, (b) 

transparent electrode PEDOT:PSS, (c) active layer a blend of donor acceptor material, (d) 

metallic electrode Ca or a metal oxide such as ZnO and inverted device structure (B) [53] 

 

Figure 1.8. PEDOT (left) and PSS (right) structures 

The primary light absorbing layer of the solar cell is referred to as the active layer, which 

consists of a blend of donor and acceptor materials. Typically, the donor will be a polymer, 

and the acceptor a fullerene, however both donors and acceptors can be polymers or small 

(A) (B) 

d 

c 

b 

a 
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molecules. The electron donating semiconducting polymer and electron-accepting 

fullerene absorb sun light, generate excitons, and produce photocurrent.  

Onto the active layer is typically deposited a thin interlayer such as Ca or a metal oxide 

such as ZnO, which assists in the extraction of electrons (or holes, in the case of an inverted 

architecture device) from the active layer blend into the top electrode. The final layer 

deposited, typically by vacuum deposition, to complete the device is a metal cathode. A 

typical cathode is a low-work function metal such as aluminium, usually with a thickness 

between 80-150 nm [54], due to its high conductivity, low cost, and relatively low boiling 

point. Other materials are also commonly used such as silver [55], particularly in devices 

with inverted architecture, with the relative work functions of the electrode materials 

determining the flow of electrons and holes within the device (Figure 1.9). 

 

Figure 1.9. BHJ device structure [55] 

Organic photovoltaic performance strongly depends on the material properties of the 

donor-acceptor photoactive layer. These materials determine such device parameters as the 
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internal electric field, film morphology, the generation and recombination rate of the carrier 

charges, and the formation of ohmic contacts within the device. To achieve high 

performance, OPV materials should have following properties [22]: 

(1) appropriate LUMO and HOMO energy levels in relation to other device materials;  

(2) an optical absorption region with relatively low or narrow bandgap; 

(3) a high acceptor (e.g. fullerene, small molecule, polymer)with optimal energy levels; 

It is important to consider that these properties are interdependent. HOMO and LUMO 

energy levels variations, for example, will change the band gap energy [32]. These factors 

will be discussed in more detail throughout this thesis. 

1.4.3 Organic photovoltaic materials 

In this section, benchmark photovoltaic materials which are now being actively used in 

OPV, are discussed, followed by a further discussion of novel high-performance donor-

acceptor materials arising from contemporary OPV research.  The application of 

photoactive materials in OPV relies on the concept of charge photogeneration through 

maximum light absorption and optimal charge carrier transport [56]. When the polymer 

material has a low ionization potential, it can release an electron out of the material’s 

HOMO or valence band, and therefore it will act as an electron donor. When the molecular 

material has a high electron affinity it can accept an additional electron into the LUMO or 

conduction band, and it will perform as an electron acceptor material. Common acceptor 
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materials are C60 and C70 fullerene and their derivatives. The energy separation between 

the HOMO and LUMO levels of donor acceptor materials will be the energy band gap of 

0.1-1 eV within the device [57]. Recently, materials incorporating donor-acceptor regions 

within a single molecular structure have shown an increase in popularity in OPV research. 

For an effective band gap, the approach widely used is to apply the donor-acceptor (D-A) 

hybridization technique, where alternation of electron-rich and electron-poor segments that 

are built in along the polymer backbone takes place. The choice of monomers is the key 

parameter to control the band gap and energy levels, since the HOMO and LUMO levels 

of a polymer are almost entirely determined by the HOMO and LUMO of the donor and 

acceptor units [58]. 

1.4.3.1 Common donor materials 

Conjugated polymers based on polythiophene and poly(p-phenylenevinylene) were 

traditionally the commonly used donor materials in the organic solar cells. Due to π-bond 

electron delocalization in the conjugated backbone in these materials, they have both good 

conductivity and stability; also, the absorption profiles lie with the visible solar spectrum, 

and they have efficient electron transfer to electron accepting fullerene species [59]. The 

most commonly used early organic photovoltaic donor materials were poly[2-methoxy-5-

(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene (MDMO-PPV) and poly(3-

hexylthiophene-2,5diyl) (P3HT).  An alkoxy polythiophene derivative poly[2-methoxy-5-

(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene (MDMO-PPV) has dialkoxy side chains 

which improves the solubility of this polymer and a π-π* electronic energy gap which 

improves the absorption of photons in the visible solar spectrum compared with the non-
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derivatised PPV [60] (Figure 1.10 (B)). The maximum efficiency for PPV-based devices is 

around 2.5 % [61]. 

In comparison to MDMO-PPV which was popular only in the early days of the field, P3HT 

remains in high demand due to many advantages such as easy synthesis, high charge carrier 

mobility, and good processability (Figure 1.10 (A)) [62][58]. The limiting factor for P3HT 

is a relatively large band gap of 1.9 eV that means the polymer can harvest only 22 % of 

photons from the sun [63]. There have therefore been various modified PT derivatives, such 

as P3HDTTT, PT-C3 and PDCBT, developed to improve the absorption spectrum of the 

polymer. The P3HDTTT derivative contains fewer electron-donating groups; this lowers 

the HOMO level and thus results in a higher open circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.82 V (PCE 3.4 

%) than P3HT in OPV devices. More recently, PT-C3 polymer with carboxylate 

substituents represents another OPV donor material with an improved VOC of 0.78 V (PCE 

3.87 %). One of the most recent PT derivatives is poly[5,5′- bis(2-butyloctyl)-(2,2′-

bithiophene)-4,4′-dicarboxylate-alt- 5,5′-2,2′-bithiophene] (PDCBT), where attached 

electron-withdrawing carboxylate substituents reduce the HOMO level from the −4.90 eV 

observed in P3HT to −5.26 eV for PDCBT with a minor effect on the optical bandgap but 

a considerably improved VOC  to 0.91 V which results in a PCE of 7.2 %  [26], Figure 1.10 

(C). 
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Figure 1.10. Common donor polymer materials: (a) poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5diyl) 

(P3HT) [64] and two PT derivatives with various side groups [26]; (b) poly[2-methoxy-5-

(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene (MDMO-PPV) [60]; (c) PDCBT donor 

material [26] 

Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 

The polythiophene class of polymers was first investigated in 1986 [65]. The most studied 

electron donor and hole transporting materials are functionalised polythiophenes [66]. 

However, there was an initial limitation caused by the poor solubility of unsubstituted 

polythiophene’s (PT) at high molecular weight during the polymerisation process, where 

precipitation was often observed. In order to solve this issue, poly(3-alkylthiohenes) with 

improved solubility were developed. The 3-hexyl derivate (i.e. poly(3-hexylthiophene), 

P3HT) was selected as the optimum chain length for a simple PT derivative, and P3HT is 

(B) (A) 

(C) 
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now known as a classic photovoltaic donor material with such key features as high 

solubility in common solvents such as chloroform and chlorobenzene, a straightforward 

synthetic route and high quality crystalline thin film production with wide range of practical 

and potential applications [67]. During the modern (Grignard metathesis, GRIM) synthesis 

methods of PT derivatives, the dissymmetry of the 3-alkylthiophenemagnesium halide 

monomer yields highly regioregular P3HT (RR-P3HT) with head-to-tail couplings in the 

structure, which is illustrated in Figure 1.11 [67]. The advantages of the regioregular P3HT 

include better π-orbital overlap and less contortion in the backbone which improves the 

conductivity of the polymer. 

The simple two-step synthesis of RR-P3HT is represented in Figure 1.12, where first the 

dibromo-3-alkylthiophene monomer is treated with an alkyl Grignard reagent, yielding 2-

bromo-5-chloromagnesium-3-alkylthiophene as the major regiochemical isomer. In the 

next step, Ni(dppp)Cl2 catalyses the formation of RR-P3HT, which is later recovered by 

quenching in acidified methanol, often with addition of a chelating agent to assist removal 

of residual metal species such as magnesium and nickel. The filtered residue is the purified 

by Soxhlet extraction to remove unreacted monomer, oligomers, insoluble high molecular 

weight species, and metals species [68]. 

 

Figure 1.11. The regioregular RR-P3HT structure, where R = C6H13 [69] 
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Figure 1.12. Grignard metathesis polymerization P3HT synthesis [68] 

1.4.3.2 Common acceptor materials 

C60 or Buckminsterfullerene (“buckyball”) is the base representative of the fullerenes 

group. The key purpose of incorporating fullerenes in the donor-acceptor blend within the 

active layer of device is their ability to dissociate excitons due to their strong electron 

affinity, and their good conductivity to assist in transport of electrons to the electrode. The 

first observation of fullerene assisted photocurrent generation was in MEH-PVV:C60 

polymer solar cells [70]. However, the limiting factor was the solubility of C60 in common 

organic solvents. The acceptor [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM or C60-

PCBM) was therefore developed which has a much higher solubility and processability and 

enabled a subsequent increase in device performance. The structures of a range of common 

acceptor fullerene materials are shown in Figure 1.13.  

For the standard synthesis route of PCBM, following the original Hummelen (1995) paper, 

the adduct is prepared as the p-tosylhydrazone derivative which is then reacted with C60 

fullerene in the presence of a base. The intermediate fulleroid is then heated or irradiated 

to convert the fulleroid to the fullerene PCBM, as seen in Figure 1.14 [71].   In comparison 
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to PC70BM which has ellipsoidal symmetry, PC60BM has a very low light absorption ability 

due to the spherical shape that affects the electron transitions within the molecule [72]. 

Another fullerene derivative, synthesised from PCBM (or as a reaction by-product from 

PCBM synthesis) is bis [C60] PCBM, which improves the VOC of solar cells by introducing 

a greater energy offset between the HOMO of the donor material and LUMO of the 

acceptor due to the higher LUMO energy of bis [C60] PCBM [73].  

One issue with fullerene acceptors is their strong tendency for diffusion through the 

polymer and self-aggregation over time, which is accelerated by heat, resulting in 

morphological degradation of the OPV [74]. Furthermore, due to their relatively high 

electron affinity, which is difficult to decrease, fullerenes are fairly limited in being able to 

achieve a high VOC [75]. Currently, the most successful fullerene to use in a P3HT:fullerene 

device is the indene-C60-bisadduct (ICBA), which has a relatively small electron affinity, 

with potential to increase device VOC above 0.8 V. ICBA has a relatively simple synthesis 

route (Figure 14), where firstly, the mixture of C60 fullerene and indene in 1,2-

dichlorobenzene is heated at reflux for two days, to give a mixture of mono-, bis-, tris-, and 

higher adducts. However, despite the simple synthesis, it is due to the low solubility in 

solvents required for chromatographic purification that ICBA is an expensive fullerene to 

manufacture with a market price of ∼$1700/g, compared to PC71BM with the price of 

∼$900/g and PC61BM of ∼$300/g [58]. A simplification of the purification procedure by 

extraction of unreacted C60 from the mixture of adducts, pioneered by the Centre for 

Organic Electronics (COE) at the University of Newcastle for use in low-cost R2R OPV, 

gives rise to a mixture called ICxA (where x is mono-, bis-, or tris-adducts of C60 fullerene 
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of average ICMA:ICBA:ICTA ratio of 36:52:12), with the ICBA as a majority product. 

This mixture of indene adducts can replace PCBM in P3HT:PCBM OPVs and gives similar 

power conversion efficiency at a much lower cost to produce [8]. 

 

Figure 1.13. (A) buckminsterfullerene C60; (B) [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester 

(PCBM or C60-PCBM); (C) C70-PCBM (D) bis[C60] PCBM; (E) ICBA [69] 

 

 

Figure 1.14. PC60BM synthesis [71] 

 

(B) (A) (C) (E) (D) 
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Figure 1.15. Synthesis of ICBA, ICMA and ICTA [8] 

1.4.3.3 Contemporary high efficiency donor-acceptor materials: PDCBT and ITIC 

During the past decade, hundreds of donors, acceptors and conjugate donor-acceptor 

organic photovoltaic materials have been synthesised and investigated with improved 

absorption of light, formation of charges and charge transport for better PSC efficiency 

[58]. Even though a large amount of research has focused on reducing the energy band gap 

for increasing light harvesting efficiency, band gap decrease may also result in 

thermalisation of charge carriers formed by the absorption of high-energy photons, that can 

decrease the external quantum efficiency and the PCE of low band gap based solar cells as 

well. Another disadvantage of low band gap (LBG) polymers is that their generated 

excitons within the interlayer materials result in their separation into free charges with very 

low VOC for LBG devices. So far, in terms of LBG polymers, only a few conjugated 

polymers among the large number of polymer donors could display PCE over 5 % in PSCs 

with active layer thickness of ∼200 nm or thinner [76]. Finally, solar cells based on wide 

band gap polymers (WBG) represent higher values VOC and EQE, that is an advantage for 

wide applications in OPV field [28].  
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Contemporary photovoltaic materials survey 

The lack of coherency between high performance active layer material selection and their 

critically important criteria such as synthetic complexity, costing and large scale 

application was identified by T.P. Osedach et al. [77] in 2013 and three years later this 

research area gap was analysed more detailed by Riccardo Po et al. [2]. As described in this 

chapter, after critical literature review and the careful analysis of a number of promising 

active layer candidate materials, selected materials for my thesis are PDCBT as a donor 

and ITIC and an acceptor. These materials meet the following criteria, which we have 

identified as crucial to the successful scale up and commercialization of OPV: 

• High efficiency 

• Printable using large scale R2R methods 

• Relatively simple PDCBT and ITIC chemical structures 

• Relatively easy synthetic routes 

• Economic viability (See Chapter 3) 

• Reduced production costs at scale 

• Favorable device lifetime 
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The maximum solar cell efficiency reported for PDCBT with ITIC as an acceptor is 10.16 

% with no impact on the device performance upon thickness variation of active layer, which 

is a significant benefit for R2R printing [78]. Also, PDCBT’s advantages, such as 

insensitivity to thermal treatment, additives and strong degradation resistance of the active 

layer, in comparison to the P3HT:PCBM blend [26][79] are favorable for production using 

a printing process such as R2R. In terms of the chemical synthetic methods of these two 

selected materials discussed in this introduction, it is critical to emphasise the simplicity of 

synthetic routes that enable mass production in a cost-effective manner. Finally, a major 

step forward in choosing these promising high efficient, cost effective candidate materials 

is the relatively simple sustainable production methods and chemical structures, which 

allow for practical large scale R2R application and commercialised mass production [80]. 

T.P. Osedach et al. considered several important factors of photovoltaic materials such as 

complexity of synthesis, as well as the purification methods which can have a crucial effect 

on the scalability and use of these materials in the OPV field [77]. They surveyed the 

compounds production cost ($ per g) versus the number of synthetic steps, which is 

illustrated in Figure 1.16, where the PTB1 (poly ((4,8- bis(octyloxy)benzo(1,2-b:4,5-b’) 

dithiophene-2,6-diyl) [2-((dodecyloxy)-carbonyl) thieno(3,4-b) thiophenediyl])) [81] 

polymer with 14 number of steps represents a very high cost material in comparison to 

common P3HT, whereas DBP (dibenzo([f,f0]-4,40,7,70-tetraphenyl) diindeno[1,2,3-

cd:10,20,30-Im]perylene) [82] donor material has a relatively simple synthesis method and 

purification which reduces costs considerably, comparing to those, our selected materials: 

PDCBT and ITIC represent both simplicity in synthesis and average material cost of 
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production. Though examination and costing of a series of materials of various synthetic 

complexity, a linear relationship between the cost and complexity of the synthesis was 

observed (Figure 1.16), suggesting a cost per synthetic step (at the kilogram of product 

scale) of between $6.39 per gram step and $31.00 per gram step [77] depending on the 

complexity of the material. 

 

Figure 1.16. Linear plot with the cost ($ per g) versus the number of the synthesis steps  

 A similar method of analysis to quantify the complexity of synthesis and the suitability for 

scale-up of a selection of common donor materials was presented by Riccardo Po et al. as 

the synthetic complexity index (SC) for donor photoactive materials [2]. SC index 

calculations are examined further in Chapter 3. The synthetic complexity index has clear 

implications for the cost of commercialising OPV technology, as well as the environmental 

impact of producing materials at scale, and should be evaluated along with device 
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efficiency and lifetime when considering future large-scale application of any novel 

developed OPV materials. 

Another interesting calculation of efficiency and lifetime effect of solar cells modules on 

the cost of electricity generated by these modules has been performed by C.J. Mulligan et. 

al [83]. By integrating the OPV modules data, an estimation of commercial scale levelised 

cost of electricity (LCOE) is derived. The average lifetime levelised electricity generation 

cost calculation is introduced in the following Equation 1.1: 

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =  
∑𝑡=0

𝑛 (𝐶𝑡/(1 + 𝑟)𝑡  )

∑𝑡=0
𝑛 (𝐸𝑡/(1 + 𝑟)𝑡  )

=  
𝐶𝑁𝑃𝑉

𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑉
 

Equation 1.1 LCOE calculation [83] 

Where, Ct is the total cost of generation in the time, t, Et is the total energy generation per 

square metre in the time period, t, r is the discount rate, and n is the system’s life. As a 

result, an estimated LCOE of $0.20 /kWh for device efficiencies of 3 % and lifetimes of 

three years and LCOE $0.13 /kWh for of 5 % efficient devices with and five years, 

respectively, was calculated [83]. The relative dependence of LCOE on efficiency and the 

lifetime of the OPV module is demonstrated in Figure 1.17 below, which illustrates the 

decrease in the LCOE with increase of these two parameters. 
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Figure 1.17. (A) The LCOE dependence on the efficiency and (B) Lifetime influence on 

LCOE [83] At that stage, in 2014, a 2 % efficient solar panel with 2-3 years lifetime showed 

potential in becoming achievable for replacement with the conventional solar technologies, 

which improves each year [83]. 

PDCBT and ITIC 

The highest published power conversion efficiency of P3HT:PCBM is only 5.5 % [64], so 

solar  cells with various other polymers and fullerenes have been studied in the literature 

in an attempt to drive the efficiency of OPVs higher [84][26][85][76][79]. A limiting factor 

of P3HT:PCBM BHJ device performance is the P3HT HOMO level of 4.9 eV, and 

therefore the absorption band is in the visible spectrum and makes PT:fullerene-based 

active layers more likely to be affected by oxygen that increases device degradation and 

therefore makes the process of PSC optimization more complex [26]. To address this issue, 

an organic benzothiadiazole polymer, named PDCBT [79], with a 30 % higher light 

absorption coefficient than P3HT [26] has been considered in combination with the small-

molecule ITIC as a promising novel acceptor material. Due to PDCBTs deeper HOMO 
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level of 5.3 eV it combines well with PC70BM but importantly, also with the much less 

expensive PC60BM, as well as non-fullerene acceptors such as ITIC [85][86] which 

therefore makes it a strong candidate for development of organic photovoltaics at the large 

scale [87]. 

Recently, Zhan et al. synthesised a non-fullerene small-molecule with a low bandgap of 

1.59 eV; 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-indanone)-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4-

hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-d:2′,3′-d′]-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b′]dithiophene (ITIC) [88] and 

reached a maximum OPV efficiency of 6.8 % by combination with the donor polymer 

PTB7-Th. Due to the incompatibility of the absorption spectra in the short-wavelength 

region, some studies have reported ITIC’s application with PT derivatives with a low band 

gap, however desirable PCEs were challenging to achieve. To overcome this issue, a new 

alkoxycarbonyl-functionalised PT derivative, poly[(4,4′-bis(2-butyloctoxycarbonyl-[2,2′-

bithiophene]-5,5-diyl)-alt-(2,2′-bithiophene-5,5′-diyl)] [89] (PDCBT) was produced. 

The relatively simple 4 steps synthesis route of ITIC and 5 steps synthesis route of PDCBT 

in addition to their non-complex molecular structures, offer the possibility to scale-up both 

PDCBT and ITIC (Figure 1.18, 1.19, 1.20), in comparison to common complex novel high-

performance donor-acceptor materials syntheses [2][78].  
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Figure 1.18. Molecular structures of PDCBT (A), P3HT(B) and ITIC (C) 

Figure 1.19. ITIC synthesis. a) n-BuLi, ZnCl2, THF, 2,5-dibromoterephthalate, Pd(PPh3)4, 

-78 °C, yield: 83 %; b) 4-hexyl-2-bromobenzen, n-BuLi, THF, AcOH, H2SO4, yield: 65 %; 

c) n-BuLi, THF, DMF, -78°C, yield: 93 %; d) pyridine, chloroform 65°C, yield: 21 % [88] 

 

Figure 1.20. Synthetic route of PDCBT. a) DCC(N,N’-dicyclohexalcarbodiimine), DMAP 

(4-dimethylaminopyridine), 2-butyloctan-1-ol, yield:85 %; b) KI,Zn,PPh3 

(A) (B) (C) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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(riphenylphosphine), Ni(PPh3)2Cl2,50°C yield: 70 %; c) CF3COOH/CHCl3,NBS (N-

bromosuccinimide), yield: 60 %; d) toluene, Pd(PPh3)4, 110°C, yield: 76 % [26] 

Zhan et al. also reported that the blends of P3HT:ITIC and PDCBT:ITIC exhibit very 

different photovoltaic properties. The optical absorption spectra of both P3HT and PDCBT 

are complementary with that of ITIC and are shown in Figure 1.21. 

 

Figure 1.21. Normalised optical absorption spectra of P3HT, PDCBT, and ITIC in films 

[78] 

PDCBT:ITIC and P3HT:ITIC based devices show maximum PCEs using chloroform as a 

processing solvent with a D/A weight ratio of 1:1, followed by thermal annealing at 160 

°C for 10 min. After the annealing process, the PCE of PDCBT:ITIC PSC was optimised 

to 10.16 %, with VOC of 0.94 V, JSC of 16.50 mA cm−2, and FF of 65.67 % (Figure 1.22( 

a)), however thermal annealing brought smaller FF and VOC but improved JSC for the 

P3HT:ITIC devices with PCEs of only ≈ 1 % (Figure 1.22 (b).  From EQE measurements, 
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the P3HT:ITIC devices performed poorly across the entire response range from 300 to 800 

nm, but for the PDCBT:ITIC solar cells, the EQE values were in the range of 60-70 % 

between 550–700 nm. 

 

Figure 1.22. (a) J–V and (b) EQE curves and absorbance of PSCs based on PDCBT:ITIC 

or P3HT:ITIC processed under optimized conditions [78] 

In comparison to more synthetically complex materials, PDCBT and ITIC have the 

desirable properties of having relatively few synthetic steps, which leads to reduced solvent 

and reagent waste, an issue of key importance when considering suitable polymers for 

upscale [78]. 

Development of PTs 

PDCBT-2F 

To control the energy levels of organic photovoltaic materials inside the solar cell, 

halogenation, and in particular fluorination, of these organic semiconductor materials has 
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been commonly used in the optimisation of chemical structures. By reducing of the HOMO 

and increasing the LUMO energy levels without changing light absorption, the VOC is 

enhanced and this change, in principle, results in improved device PCE. For example, 

PDCBT-2F donor with, IT-M, methyl-end-capped ITIC derivative as the electron acceptor 

device demonstrates a PCE of 6.6 % with a very high VOC of 1.13 V. However, a limitation 

of fluorination is that it is generally a low yielding reaction which increases the cost of the 

polymer synthesis and may hinder the commercial application.  One example of a 

fluorinated polythiophene (PT) derivative, PDCBT-2F, is represented below in Figure 1.23 

[90]. 

 

Figure 1.23. PDCBT-2F structure [79] 

Another approach to manipulate the energy levels of PT and establish control over the 

polymer energy bandgap is the incorporation of electron-rich donor units in D/A conjugated 

polymers. These donor units represent fused and bridged thiophene-based ring systems as 

benzodithiophene (BDT), indacenodithiophene (IDT) and cyclopentadithiophene (CPDT) 
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with high electron density, where lone-pair donation from the sulfur atoms into the π-

bonded system takes place [62].  

Benzodithiophene-thienothiophene polymers (BDT) with reported efficiencies of >10 % in 

solar cells have been developed during the last decade. Commonly the thieno[3,4-

b]thiophene (TT) ring system is used as a co-monomer for BDT, because of the added 

stability of the quinoidal structure (see Figure 1.24) which decreases the energy bandgap 

[58]. 

 

Figure 1.24. BDT-TT polymer structure. TT unit stabilises the quinoidal structure and 

planarises the polymer backbone [58] 

Indacenodithiophene (IDT) has the structural feature of a ladder-type donor unit with a 

coplanar and extended ladder-like carbon framework, which results in an effective increase 

in the π-conjugation length and improved the charge carrier mobility. IDT has been used 

successfully with efficient non-fullerene acceptors. An IDT-based copolymer first 

developed by Ko et al. showed a PCE of 4.4 % with [6,6]-phenylC71-butyric acid methyl 

ester (PC71BM) [91][92] Figure 1.25 (a). 
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Figure 1.25. (a) IDT unit structure [92]; (b) CPDT Cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b]dithiophene [93] 

Cyclopenta [2,1-b:3,4-b]dithiophene’s (CPDT) have extended conjugation and strong 

intermolecular interaction due to two thionyl subunits with a bridging carbon at the 4-

position of CPDT which can be functionalised by alkyl groups to increase the solubility 

and results in a low energy band gap [94], Figure 1.25 (b). 

Fused-ring non-fullerene acceptors 

A critical review of fused-ring non-fullerene acceptors for use in commercially viable 

OSCs is introduced in this section. It is known that employing non-fullerene acceptors in 

solar cells aids in photon harvesting. Altering the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) results 

in better tunability of the absorption level and increasing the photocurrent in bulk 

heterojunction devices.  

Overcoming the significant drawbacks of fullerene-based acceptors, such as poor optical 

features and photostability of the active layer is critical to produce photo- and 

morphologically stable organic solar cells. Limitations in achieving chemical modification 

(a)                                    (b) 
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of LUMO by the presence of additional functional groups (methano-adducts, amines or 

fluorine atoms on the phenyl unit of the adduct) and delocalisation of the LUMO level 

across the 3D carbon cage, results in poor tunability of the absorption spectrum in UV-

visible region [95]. Additionally, tendency for aggregation (as a result of fullerene poor 

solubility) after the active layer has been cast, causes major morphological issues such as 

delamination and loss of operation of the device [96]. The aforementioned LUMO 

delocalisation is a critical aspect to maximise the open circuit voltage (Voc) and thus 

improve bulk heterojunction device performance. Furthermore, active layer photostability 

[96] is a necessary, and indeed critical, component in reaching new heights in organic 

photovoltaics [97].  

By contrast non-fullerene compounds and their recent chemical modifications offer new 

pathways to address the limitations of fullerene acceptors [30]. One of the main features of 

NFAs is better control over the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) of the acceptors, which 

allows for a variety of donor polymers to be incorporated in the active layer. In addition, 

NFAs can be readily modified to increase steric hinderance which prevents aggregation 

and allows enhanced solubility in common organic solvents compared to the fullerenes 

[97]. 

We will now consider NFAs with a focus on ITIC and its derivatives; 2-(3-oxo-2,3-

dihydroinden-1-ylidene)malononitrile (IEIC) is an acceptor with indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-

b’]dithiophene (IDT) core flanked by thiophene spacer units and dicyanovinylindan-1-one 

(DCI) terminal unit end groups (Figure 1.2 (a) and (b)) IEIC is a toxic compound and due 

to environmental concerns unlikely to be commercialised. By comparison to a non-toxic 
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ITIC has a indacenodithieno[3,2-b]thiophene (IDTT) core, instead of the IDT core in IEIC 

acceptor and does not contain the DCI units on the periphery which form a π-conjugated 

spacer. These changes result in extension of the electron donating core that forms a bandgap 

of 1.59 eV which is very similar to IEIC. The HOMO and LUMO levels are both shifted 

upwards by around 0.1 eV. 

 

Figure 1.26 (a) IEIC structure [97] and (b) DCI terminal unit structure [71] 

Another analogue of ITIC is ITIC-Th (Figure 1.27), where the phenyl units have been 

replaced by thienyl groups to work as solubilising sidechains. The HOMO and LUMO 

levels are lower comparing to ITIC, which results in the σ-inductive effect [97] with 

electron withdrawal from the thienyl parts. This ITIC analogue with the thienyl moieties 

has better electron mobility due to higher intermolecular interactions. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 1.27 (a) ITIC-Th structure [97]; (b) IT-M; (c) IT-DM structures [97]; (d) IT-4F 

structure [97]; (e) m-ITIC structure [97]; (f) IDIC acceptor [98]. 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

(f) 
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To increase the LUMO levels, further derivatives of ITIC (IT-M and IT-DM) were 

designed with methyl groups introduced onto phenyl ring of the DCI unit (Figure 1.27 (b) 

and (c)). This addition of electron donating groups raises the LUMO level 0.04 eV higher 

than ITIC for IT-M and of IT-DM the LUMO was 0.09 eV higher.  

In the case of IT-4F (Figure 1.27 (d)), a similar approach is employed to IT-M and IT-DM, 

where the phenyl units of the DCI each contain two fluorine atoms instead of the methyl 

units introduced in the IT-M and IT-DM. This modification was expected to narrow the 

bandgap due to fluorination and increase intra- and intermolecular exchanges. As a result, 

it was observed that the HOMO and LUMO levels were lowered because of the strong 

electronegativity of the fluorine atoms. Also, the extinction coefficient of the molecule was 

improved, and the red shifted absorption spectrum was broadened due to stronger π-π 

bonding. All these effects result in higher electron mobility of this non-fullerene acceptor 

material.   

m-ITIC is an isomerised ITIC derivative with the alkyl substituent moved from para- to 

meta- position on the phenyl rings. This change aimed to increase the delocalisation 

however the FMOs and optoelectronic properties remained the same as in ITIC. This side 

chain isomerisation does increase crystallinity (self-organisation) in m-ITIC compared it to 

the para-alkyl-phenyl ITIC (Figure 1.27 (e)). This change results in a modest increase in 

electron mobility for the m-ITIC acceptor (μe= 1.30 x 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1) in contrast to the 

ITIC acceptor blend (μe = 1.05 x 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1). These comparisons were made for the 

m-ITIC and ITIC acceptors blended with J61 polymer [97] and result in more balanced 

charge transport in the blend for m-ITIC. Therefore, these structural changes made to the 
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ITIC base molecule (isomerization of aryl–alkyl chains) should be considered in order to 

improve structural and morphological properties of non-fullerene acceptors.   

IDIC is a fused-ring electron acceptor (FREAs), which is based on indacenodithiophene 

(IDT) and indacenodithieno[3,2-b]thiophene (IDTT) electron-donating rings (Figure 1.27 

(f)) [99]. The molecule was designed by deleting the benzene group side chain of ITIC and 

replacing with solubilising alkyl chains. IDIC has a planar structure and narrow bandgap 

comparing to fullerene acceptors which allows high performance (PCEs of 11.03 % in 

OSCs [99][100]).  

In summary, most of solar cells with ITIC derivative acceptors exhibit performances with 

more than 8 % PCE on small scale devices [101][100]. To identify the best donor material 

for non-fullerene acceptors, Yuze Lin et.al. proposed 3 basic principles: (1) suitable energy 

levels, (2) complementary absorption and (3) morphology compatibility of donor material 

with the NFA.  Following these criteria to match the donor to the non-fullerene acceptor will 

allow us, firstly to achieve higher exciton dissociation with small energy loss and high VOC; 

secondly to improve JSC via increased incident photon conversion and finally, good 

morphology match will afford high charge separation for improved FF and JSC [83]. The 

reason that ITIC is a superior acceptor among most NFA materials is due to its excellent 

compatibility with donor materials compared to P3HT:PC60BM as an example. The best 

donor materials for ITIC reported are donor PTB7-TH with 2D-BDT unit resulting a PCE of 

8.7 % [102], PBQ-0F with 2D-BDT unit with a PCE of 6.5 % [103], whilst PDCBT achieved 

a maximum PCE of 10.16 % [78] and PBDB-T with 2D-BDT has the highest PCE of 11.21 
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% [104], [105]. This brief review demonstrates that it is critical to carefully select the best 

matching donor material for the ITIC acceptor in order to achieve optimal efficiencies.  

1.5 Device fabrication and performance control 

Rapid progress in organic photovoltaics has led to power conversion efficiencies (PCE) of 

over 18 % [16] [17]. The reason for this improvement is not only the development of novel 

materials, but also specific fabrication methods and optimisation techniques for the solar 

cells [69]. For better free charge carrier extraction, photoexcitation must occur within 

proximity (<10 nm) of a material interface, or the exciton will recombine, and the photon 

energy will be lost. In bulk heterojunction devices a blend of polymer and fullerene (or 

NFAs) spin coated from a common solution create a larger interfacial surface for effective 

photogenerated charge separation and further transport of free charges to the appropriate 

electrodes [69]. 

1.5.1 Spin coating and the roll to roll printing process 

Spin coating for small-scale fabrication and roll to roll for large-scale printing are widely 

applied techniques in device fabrication for the active layer blend deposition of OPV 

devices.  The spin coating process, which is illustrated in Figure 1.28, involves evenly 

spreading an excess of active material solution onto a rotating substrate, where the angular 

velocity can be modified to achieve desired final thickness of the film. The solvent is “flash 

evaporated” and a well-blended active layer is deposited. Spin coating works well for 

laboratory-scale device fabrication but is limited in the size of substrates it can coat, e.g., 
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the largest substrate reported for spin coating had a total active area of 108 cm2, with 

dimensions of 15.2 x 15.2 cm and a PCE of 2.4 % [53]. 

 

Figure 1.28. Spin coating technique [53] 

Roll-to-roll (R2R) processing of organic electronic materials from solution at high speed 

across large areas is a key technique in OPV upscaling. With rapid printing on large areas 

a new challenge of material selection and availability becomes significant and many 

challenges for selection and synthesis of large-scale materials exist. Even the most 

commonly printed materials such as P3HT and PCBM encounter several challenges on the 

R2R printing scale, such as surface energy compatibility of specific substrate materials to 

the ink formulations, temperature control across the entire module during the various steps 

of R2R processing and equipment maintenance after repeated use of machines to maintain 

uniformity in printed patterns over time.  

Wide application of large-scale OPV by R2R processing (See Figure 1.29) promises a 

bright a future for the technology but depends significantly on the development of new high 

efficiency, low cost and stable materials suited to this new fabrication scale [72]. This thesis 
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addresses this issue and deals fundamentally with the selection, up-scaling and trialling of 

materials for R2R printing of OPV. 

 

Figure 1.29. Printing equipment facilities at the Centre for Organic Electronics. (a) Dimatix 

inkjet printer, (b) blade coater and custom-built single head automated slot die, (c) roll-to-

roll solar coating line from Grafisk Maskinfabrik and (d) roll-to-roll sputter coating unit from 

Semicore Inc. Fabricated samples are represented in the middle images (a)-(d) respectively 

[7] 

1.5.2 Annealing 

A common method to optimise OPV device morphology and performance is heating above 

or close to the polymer’s glass transition temperature. This technique is known as 

annealing. The ideal thermal annealing treatment was shown by Y.Kim et. al, to be 140 °C 

for 4 minutes for a P3HT:PCBM active layer at 1:1 material ratio with the maximum 

efficiency of 3 % for films from chlorobenzene (CB) and 2.3 % for 1,2-dichlorobenzene 
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(DCB) solvents. Figure 1.30 illustrates the AM 1.5 I-V characteristics of annealed and 

unannealed P3HT:PCBM CB devices, where the maximum FF and JSC were achieved at 

140 °C for 4 minutes thermal annealing and performance decreases with increasing 

temperature as this dramatically reduces the JSC [106]. Thus, it is now very common to see 

P3HT-based device fabrication performed using an annealing temperature of 140 °C for 4 

minutes, conditions which I have also adopted in my device fabrication within this thesis. 

 

Figure 1.30. AM 1.5 I-V characteristics of P3HT:PCBM (1:1) films of the chlorobenzene 

a) unannealed solar cell; b) annealed solar cell at 140 °C for 4 min in air, and c) annealed 

solar cell at 230 °C for 4 min in air [106] 

1.5.3 Solvent 

The morphology of the active layer blend inside the device is strongly influenced by 

deposition solvent choice. For instance, in BHJ P3HT:PCBM blend devices, the films made 

from chloroform, toluene, chlorobenzene and xylene solutions are schematically 

represented in Figure 1.31. These images are diagrams of annealed films reconstructed 

from the results of atomic force microscopy (AMF) investigation, where black areas 

correspond to pure PCBM phases and white to pure P3HT phases with the characteristic 
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lengths observed. These images give an insight into how solvent modification can be used 

to optimise OPV active layer morphology. For instance, the most beneficial solvent for 

hole collection near the hole collecting electrode is the film spun from chlorobenzene 

solvent, due to a higher P3HT accumulation at this interface. Consequently, charge 

collection by increased sunlight harvesting occurs and directly improves the PCE of the 

solar cell [107]. Typically, thin active layers of ~100 nm are considered the optimal 

thickness for high performance in P3HT-based OPV devices. However, thick active layers 

with high PCE may in some instances be better suited to large scale printing technology 

(e.g. reduced risk of short circuiting when using thickly printed layers) and therefore more 

effective for the light harvesting [56].  

 

Figure 1.31. Schematic morphology of annealed P3HT:PCBM films spun from chloroform, 

toluene, chlorobenzene and xylene [108] 

1.5.4 Donor/acceptor ratio 

The active layer blend donor (D) and acceptor (A) ratios can also have a significant impact 

on solar cell efficiency, due to the influence on the crystalline order, morphology, and 

separation of the blend phases. Therefore, the optimum D:A ratio depends on the materials 

selection and can vary widely. For instance, a P3HT:PCBM blend of 1:1 or 1:0.8 ratio is 
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necessary to reach efficiencies over 4 %, whereas, for example, in a different D:A system 

Sun et al. developed BHJ solar cells from small molecule DTS(PTTh2)2:PC71BM with 

donor-acceptor ratios of 7:3 and with a PCE of 6.7 %.  

P3HT:PC61BM active layer films with various donor acceptor ratios were studied by Huang 

et al. [107], where they examined the three-dimensional morphology of the films. Among 

all blend ratios (Figure 1.32), the highest efficiency was of a device with a 40 % PC61BM 

ratio, with the efficiency attributed to a high crystallinity and dense network of P3HT 

nanowires within the active layer [107]. Even though advances in research have been made 

regarding optimum donor acceptor ratio blend determination, optimisation is a constant 

requirement whenever a new material system, or even new batch of material is investigated. 

  

Figure 1.32.  BF-TEM images of P3HT:PC61BM films with different D/A ratios [107] 
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1.6 Device characteristics 

There are several standard methods of organic solar cell characterisation which are used to 

benchmark device performance. These include current – voltage determination for the 

calculation of device efficiency, optical techniques for determination of light absorption of 

the active layer materials, and spectral response techniques for photon to photocurrent 

conversion at various light wavelengths. 

Current-voltage (IV) characteristics 

To investigate the properties of a solar cell, a graph of current I (or current density J) versus 

voltage V is commonly used. This measurement provides the necessary information for the 

power conversion efficiency of the device to be calculated. There is no photocurrent 

generated in a solar cell when it is in the dark, however when the solar cell is illuminated, 

it produces photo current and the IV graph shifts downward. Usually, a light source with 

an AM (air mass) 1.5 illumination spectrum is used when recording current-voltage curves. 

This light source simulates the accepted standard illumination conditions equivalent to 

sunlight that has reached the earth’s surface at an angle of 48°. OPV devices are commonly 

illuminated at a fixed light intensity of 100 mW/cm2 which simulates the light reaching the 

earth’s surface. In order to measure IV curves of a solar cell under solar simulation, the 

voltage applied to the device is varied and the photocurrent produced under illumination at 

different applied potentials measured, from this data an IV or JV curve is plotted, Figure 

1.33 [19]. 
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Figure 1.33. Current-voltage (IV) curve and detailed photovoltaic parameters for a BHJ 

solar cell [19] 

A number of key device characteristics can be derived from the recorded data. 

Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) is given as the percentage of incident light energy 

(Pin) which has been converted into current by the device and is equal to output power 

divided by input power: Equation 1.2.  

𝑃𝐶𝐸 =  
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝

𝑃𝑚
 =  

𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑉𝑜𝑐𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑚
 

Equation 1.2 Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) calculation 

Short Circuit Current (ISC) is the current that flows when the connected electrodes in the 

device are under light without external resistance or load at 0 V, i.e. at short circuit. The 

units of current density (JSC) are mA/cm2. 
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Open Circuit Voltage (VOC) is the maximum voltage that a cell can perform at and it 

occurs during illumination without current flowing in the solar cell, i.e. at open circuit.   

Maximum Power Point (MPP) is the maximal value of the power that is represented on 

an IV curve.  

Fill Factor (FF) is the ratio between the actual cell power and theoretical maximum output. 

The value of fill factor value rises as the area of square formed within the IV curve 

increases. Equation 1.3  

𝐹𝐹 =  
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝

𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑉𝑜𝑐
 

Equation 1.3 Fill Factor (FF) calculation 

Quantum Efficiency (QE), which is subdivided into two kinds being internal quantum 

efficiency and external quantum efficiency and evaluates the device efficiency in terms of 

energy function or incident radiation wavelength and combines the charge carriers with 

photons.  

External Quantum Efficiency or Incident Photon to Current Efficiency (EQE or 

IPCE) calculates the losses through reflection and transmission. This is a key technique 

for accurate spectral response measurement of a device, where photocurrent is determined 

by the ratio of produced electrons for each incident photon absorbed by the photovoltaic 

material i.e. polymer: fullerene blend components across a range of wavelengths [69]. To 

convert power (J.s-1) to the number of photons arriving per second and to convert current 
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(C.s-1) to the number of electrons arriving per second is achieved by the following Equation 

1.4 below:  

𝐸𝑄𝐸 =  
1240 𝐽𝑆𝐶

𝜆𝐼
 

Equation 1.4 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) calculation 

where 1240 is a conversion factor, which combines Planck’s constant, the elemental 

charge, the speed of light, and a scaling factor), JSC is the short‐circuit current density 

(mA/cm2), λ (nm) is the wavelength of the incident light, and I is the incident irradiance 

(mW/cm2). 

The quantum efficiency that is deals only with the process of absorbed photons is Internal 

Quantum Efficiency (IQE). 

1.7 Modern organic synthesis - flow chemistry and scale up 

Flow and batch synthesis are the two main chemical production methods (Figure 1.34). The 

most common method is standard batch synthesis, which involves mixing of reagents and 

solvents in a flask or reaction vessel, product collection after the reaction occurs, then 

further purification of the discharged product [109]. However, a potential disadvantage for 

large scale batch synthesis is the issue of heat transfer and mixing which may affect the 

reproducibility of the reaction [110], which can then be problematic in R2R OPV 

production due to the large consumption of materials in printing trials and the effect of 

material quality and variation on device performance. In order to address this scale up 
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concerns, the flow chemistry synthesis for P3HT donor [111], [112] was introduced in this 

thesis. 

Flow chemistry has been under development in the modern organic synthesis field over the 

past decade and allows continuous production of materials that are (ideally) scalable and 

reproducible at the same time [113]. H. Seyler et al. suggest that a Suzuki polycondensation 

method of synthesis performed by continuous flow chemistry is an ideal method to improve 

reaction time for appropriate systems [114]. Flow synthesis introduces the reagents 

continuously into the system and their formed products are simultaneously discharged 

during the flow. 

  

Figure 1.34. Batch synthesis method (a) and flow synthesis method (b) [109] 

Recently the use of microreactors has become a popular tool for flow chemistry, whilst the 

dual pump, continuous flow synthesis setup is widely applied as well, due to the low cost 

and simplicity. The microreactor assembly (a type of a mixing device) was first described 

in the flow chemistry of an OPV material in the synthesis of rr-P3HT using GRIM catalyst 

in perfluoropolyether suspensions by Bannock et al. [115]. This study described a 
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continuous throughput of 0.9 g per 17 hours, clearly a limitation for adoption to large scale 

OPV [115]. Another J.H. Bannock et al. [116] paper introduced a droplet-based 

microfluidic reactor which achieved gram-scale P3HT synthesis by the GRIM method 

[116]. However, the major drawback of using the microreactor was the limitation in 

achieving a high area to volume ratio [117], so instead the authors transitioned to a pump 

system as more effective setup for scaling the flow reaction [118]. To apply pressure in 

order to force the liquid in the flow synthesis setup to move through the other components, 

pumps are used in the flow system, typically common syringe pumps with wide internal 

dimensions, which result in a suitably low back pressure, Figure 1.35. 

 

 

Figure 1.35. Continuous flow synthesis equipment Harvard apparatus model 33 twin 

syringe pump 99.5 PSI max [119] 

A dual pump system allows better control for flow chemistry reactions due to maintaining 

a constant flow rate with low back pressure. The first solution is taken up in an air-tight 

glass syringe and placed into pump 1, and similarly a separate second solution is taken up 

in an air-tight glass syringe and placed into pump 2 (see Figure 1.36). 
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Figure 1.36. P3HT flow synthesis by utilizing dual pump system [68] 

The most commonly used combination of units in flow chemistry system are represented 

in the scheme below with key components A-M, Figure 1.37 [120]. Components D (T-

piece), F (static mixer chip), G (immobilised reagents) and H (reaction coil) play the most 

important role in the flow chemistry assemble. Further details of the flow chemistry 

apparatus design are discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

Figure 1.37. Scheme with key units in flow chemistry setup [120] 
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A new organic photovoltaic donor material PiIEDOT (poly[isoindigo-alt-3,4-ethylenedi-

oxythiophene]) with a PCE of 3% in BHJ devices fabricated with PC70BM as an acceptor 

material, was synthesised by a continuous flow method with high yields and appears 

economically feasible as a commercially scaled material. However, the difficulty of 

reproducing this conjugated polymer synthesis in large scale, identified a challenge in flow 

synthesis of this polymer [121]. An in-house built vapour technology flow chemical reactor 

system was introduced by M. Helgesen et.al, who suggest this method to synthesise 

PBDTTTz-4 (poly[thiazolo[5,4-d]thiazole4,5-bis(2-hexyldecyloxy)benzo[2,1-b:3,4-

b0]dithiophene) donor polymer at the 10 g scale production. Devices of PCE 3.5 % with 

PCBM [122] were fabricated, using this in-house built flow chemistry system, which is 

illustrated in the Figure 1.38 below: 

 

Figure 1.38. In-house flow chemistry setup. Where reactant solution (A) is heated by oven. 

The oven outlet-inlet (B) is connected to a pump (C) with a maximum output pressure of 
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400 bars was used. Resulting polymer was quenched in a collection reaction vessel (D) 

[122]. 

Proposed advantages of flow synthesis include [109][123]: 

• Potentially less hazardous. The reaction is performed in an isolated system, which 

eliminates the contact with toxic materials. 

• Better control over reaction performance and high reaction yield. The coil reactor 

allows efficient reagent mixing inside the tubing which leads to a higher reaction 

yield. 

• Greater scope for scaling up a reaction. When planning an upscale of existing flow 

chemistry reaction, the flow system is not limited by the size of available glassware 

unlike in the batch chemistry.  

Two significant challenges exist;  purification of the product (solvent extractions, filtrations 

etc.) that may require industrial facilities due to the scale, and multistep reaction control, 

that requires computer control which is potentially prohibitively expensive for researchers 

[124]. Due to a limited number of publications and a gap in research conducted with respect 

to optimisation of methods and tools for flow chemistry synthesis, the current driving force 

is towards improving the methods of modern organic flow chemistry for large scale 

application by improving the  physics of mixing in flow [113], [125], [126]. Significantly, 

whilst the flow chemistry field continues to grow there are still few publications which 

investigate the synthesis of polymeric OE materials [24], [25], [114], [120], [121], [127]–
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[130]. This is in part due to the physical challenge in mixing materials in flow, especially 

since changing solubility of the polymeric product as the polymer chain grows can lead to 

precipitation of the product in the flow system and thus blockages. Consequently, not all 

synthetic processes are suitable for transition to flow chemistry. Nonetheless, for large scale 

OPV fabrication particularly using techniques such as R2R printing, large quantities of 

P3HT and other solar cell materials are required, quantities which are potentially not 

practical using batch chemistry. Therefore, flow chemistry with the ability to directly scale 

material production may be the best method of synthesis. This thesis will determine if flow 

chemistry is amenable to the synthesis of key new OE materials to aid material scale up. 

Compatible Ni-catalyst systems were studied by H.Seyler et. al and their results for the 

continuous flow synthesis of P3HT showed challenge in using an o-tolyl–Ni catalyst in 

THF and Ni(dppp)Cl2 in o-DCB due to their high reactivilty in the continuous flow 

reaction. A schematic representation of their flow apperatus is shown in Figure 1.39 [111].  

 

Figure 1.39. Scheme of flow chemistry reactor for continuos P3HT synthesis by flow, using 

o-tolyl–Ni catalyst 3 in THF and Ni(dppp)Cl2 in o-DCB [111]. 
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 Two alternative methods to improve compatible Ni-catalyst solvent systems, were 

suggested by Kumar et. al (2014) [131] and Bannock et, al (2016) [129]. They both 

described rapid “flow” synthesis of high quality P3HT in reactors with residence times of 

between 1 – 2 minutes. Both authors used a combination of catalyst and solvent that is 

different to the commonly used Ni(dppp)Cl2 (dppp=1,3-bis(diphe- nylphosphino)propane)) 

/THF [68]: 

Kumar et. al [131] used an EDOT:THF mix as the solvent, where EDOT was used to 

increase the solubility of the Ni(dppp)Cl2 catalyst. Additionally, LiCl was employed to 

increase the  reaction rate. They used a conventional (single phase) commercial flow 

synthesis apparatus (Asia Syrris microreactor; see Figure 1.40). However, despite 

appearing to operate the reactor at an elevated pressure, no mention was made of this 

parameter in the paper as well as for the percentage of conversion of monomer. 

Characteristics of the P3HT produced were Mn ~ 15k, PDI 1.1–1.3, rr  > 98%. This paper 

also highlighted the critical importance of mixing (particularly during initiation of the 

polymerisation) in achieving good results. The continuous flow reaction was performed 

using a relatively simple setup of micro reactor “chips”, micro mixer chips and syringe 

pumps. 

By comparasion, Bannock et. al [129] used 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2MeTHF) as solvent 

and a synthesised Ni(dppp)Br2 catalyst, using this combination in a (two-phase) droplet 

“flow” reactor. Characteristics of the P3HT produced: Mn ~ 33k, PDI 1.4 and rr 93%. 
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Figure 1.40. Asia Syrris microchip reactor of 1 mL for P3HT synthesis by continuous –

flow reaction [112] 

Continuous flow synthesis method has also been applied as a method for the production of 

fullerene derivatives such as PCBM and ICBA [132], Figure 1.41. 

Figure 1.41. (A) IC60BA, (B) C60 and (C) PC60BM 

The primary advantage of continuous flow chemistry as discussed by Hartman et al. is the 

potential for improved reaction yield, which is of significant benefit for a large-scale 

materials production [113]. 

(C) (A) (B) 
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1.7.1 The Physics of flow chemistry  

T. Shinbrot et al. have shown that transient effects can cause trace material concentration 

in flow chemistry leading to potential blockages in the fluid. They focussed on numerical 

simulations of laminar flow in a stirred tank and suggested that sensitivity to density 

fluctuations affects the fluid control. To date, much effort has been dedicated to study 

localisation of particles in volume preserving flows. Two assumptions on the mechanism 

of this localisation were considered. Of importance, the first is that massive or large 

particles follow different, usually nonconservative, trajectories from an ambient flow. 

Secondly, these particles can be concentrated by subsurface currents and rise until they are 

at the boundary of a flow. Therefore, the physical properties of these blockages and the 

sensitivity to density fluctuations has been determined [126]. 

To resolve the current challenges in flow chemistry a fundamental understanding of particle 

mixing is required. A detailed characterisation of the mixing behaviour including the 

transport of mass, momentum and heat has been considered by Bothe et al. The mixing 

behaviour of a solution flow in a T-shaped micro-reactor with rectangular cross sections 

was investigated; for the description of the mixing quality [125] and from their observations 

it has been shown that an increase of the contact area is of key importance. Increasing 

contact area can be achieved mechanically (Figure 1.42) or hydrodynamically 

[125][126][23].  
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Figure 1.42. Micromixing principles schemes for flow chemistry application [23]. 

To calculate the mixing quality Bothe et al. derived equation 1.5 represented below: 

𝜑(𝑉) =  
1

|𝑉|
∫‖∇𝑓‖𝑑𝑉   𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑓 =  

𝑐

𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉

 

Equation 1.5 [125] 

where |V | denotes the volume content of the spatial region V and ‖∇𝑓‖ is the (Euclidean) 

length of the gradient of the normalised concentration. An analogous measure can be 

applied to a cross section instead of a volume, in which case V has to be replaced by the 

appropriate areal region. For a segregated species distribution, the quantity 𝜑 exactly gives 

the specific contact area, or respectively the specific contact length, if applied to a cross 

section. Therefore, this implementation of specific contact area can be simply evaluated by 

this equation [125]. 
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In more details, the polymer physics has been discussed by Michael Rubinstein et al. [133] 

who demonstrates the summary of mixtures in terms of thermodynamics. Two major parts 

of free energy of mixing exists, i.e. entropic and energetic parts that can be calculated by 

the following equations 1.6 and 1.7 [133] respectively as represented below: 

−
𝑇∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥

𝑉
= 𝑘𝑇 [

𝜑

𝑣𝐴
ln 𝜑 + 

1 − 𝜑

𝑣𝐵
ln(1 − 𝜑)] 

Equation 1.6 [133] 

∆𝑈𝑚𝑖𝑥

𝑉
= 𝑘𝑇

𝑐

𝑣0
𝜑(1 − 𝜑) 

Equation 1.7 [133] 

Where, -∆𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑥 translational entropy of mixing; 𝑣𝐴 – volume of A chain; 𝑣𝐵 – volume of B 

chain;𝑣0  – volume of a lattice site; 𝑐 - Flory interaction parameter  

 𝑐 = 𝐴 + 
𝐵

𝑇
  

As a result, very few polymer mixtures are truly miscible, since only some polymers have 

soluble side chains and mostly only low molecular weight liquids are miscible. 

Hartman et al. summarised all criteria which determine flow suitability, in particular; flow 

chemistry instrumentation, design of the elements, significance of the shutdown process 

and compatibility with the upscaling of flow and batch methods in order to make a decision 

guide for replacement batch system by flow chemistry [113]. 
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In essence, there are four types of the reaction synthesis suitable for conversion to 

implementation by flow methods: 

• Type I is the continuous way of product synthesis, by introduction of reagents A 

and B into the column to form A-B, where any unreacted A or B by-products are 

disposed.  

• Type II reactions introduce reagent B to the column as a supported reagent; 

overreaction may occur due to the excess of reagent B substrate consuming A.  

• Type III reactions have reagents A and B react together in the presence of a 

homogeneous type catalyst, which is eluted from a product as a contaminant.  

• Type IV is the same reagent mixture in the column as Type III, however the catalyst 

used is heterogeneous and embedded in the flow column and therefore no separation 

of the catalyst from the product is required.   

According to green and sustainable chemistry, the choice of flow system will favour type 

III and IV systems, as homogeneous or heterogeneous catalyst synthesis can result in less 

energy consumption and pollution in comparison to synthesis without catalysts. The best 

contamination free product can potentially result from the Type IV synthesis method (if 

by-products can be minimised); therefore, this is method is potentially advantageous over 

another type III method [109], Figure 1.43.   
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Figure 1.43. Flow method reaction types [109] 

According to a literature survey with the possible flow chemistry reaction methods and 

different apparatus used, in Chapter 6 it has been investigated which of these methods are 

the most efficient for the large scale OE materials synthesis application. The methods were 

developed to improve both material cost and reaction yield, in order to allow commercially 

viable synthesis. 

1.8 Summary 

This overview has outlined the effective way towards large area OPV module 

commercialisation by incorporating economically viable, highly efficient, active layer 

materials into solar modules. It included an investigation on the currently available scale up 

production methods to achieve inexpensive material production. The synthesis of benchmark 

materials has been considered on a mass scale, and more importantly, compared to the 

synthesis of PDCBT polymer and ITIC small molecular compounds for potential 
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introduction into OPV devices on small scale, nanoparticle devices and large scale printed 

modules. Much more understanding and optimisation of experimental work for component 

material synthesis upscale and effective printing/processing of these materials is required to 

realise the development of new high-performance materials in OPV devices. The systematic 

study to establish operative large scale production methods by batch or flow chemistry and 

their cost control is a yet relatively unexplored area of solar research. Almost no work has 

been conducted in this respect, with the existing work focusing on a small-scale device 

manufacturing only. One of the vital key factors for the most efficient large scale devices’ 

mass manufacturing is cost-effective utilisation of organic photovoltaic materials.  

Consequently, this thesis aims to uncover relationships between the synthesis and cost of 

flow or batch reactions of selected high performance materials and address any upscale 

issues, as well as, to examine device physics and more importantly investigate both 

performance improvements and fabrication cost reductions. 
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Chapter 2: Experimental 

 

2.1 Materials and reagents  

All solvents were either A.R. or A.C.S grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. or 

Merck PTY Ltd., Australia. Thiophene-3-carboxylic acid and 5,5'-Dibromo-2,2'-bithiophene 

were purchased from Henan Tianfu Chemical Co., Ltd, China. Bromine (≥99.99%, trace 

metals basis), N,N′-Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide/DCC (99%),  N,N-Dimethylpyridin-4-

amine/DMAP (ReagentPlus®, ≥99%), 2-Butyl-1-octanol, dichlorobis 

(triphenylphosphine)nickel(II) (NiCl2(PPh3)2), triphenylphosphine (PPh3), zinc powder 

(purum), potassium iodide (ACS reagent, ≥99.0%), trifluoroacetic acid (ReagentPlus®, 

99%), N-Bromosuccinimide/NBS (ReagentPlus®, 99%), trimethyltin chloride solution (1.0 

M in hexanes), n-Butyllithium solution (1.6 M in hexanes) and Palladium-tetrakis 

(triphenylphosphine)/Pd(PPh3)4 (99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc., Australia. 

Thieno[3,2-b]thiophene was purchased from Hangzhou Sartort Chemical., Ltd , China. 

Diethyl 2,5-dibromoterephthalate was purchased from Zhejiang Arts & Crafts Imp. & Exp. 

CO., China. N-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane, zinc chloride (anhydrous, free-flowing, Redi-

Dri™, reagent grade, ≥98%) and celite (filter aid, dried, untreated) were supplied by Sigma-

Aldrich Inc., Australia. 1-bromo-4-hexylbenzene was purchased from Trylead Chemical 

Technology Co., Ltd. Acetic acid (glacial) and sulfuric acid (98%) were purchased from 

Chem-Supply Pty Ltd. Malononitrile (≥99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. 

Australia. 1-3-indandione (97%) reagent was supplied by Accel Pharmtech, LLC, United 
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States. Sodium Sulfate AR anhydrous powder was purchased from Chem-Supply Pty Ltd, 

Australia. Sodium thiosulfate AR was supplied by Bacto Laboratories Pty Ltd, Australia. 3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) was purchased from Yurui (Shanghai) Chemical Co., Ltd, 

China.  

All further compounds required for polymers (P3HT, PDCBT), fullerenes (PCMB, ICxA) 

and small molecule (ITIC) synthesis were synthesised as described in chapters 4-6. 

2.2 Characterisation methods and Equipment  

Vilber Lourmat VL-6C 6W 254 nm Tube 12W UV UltraViolet Light CN-6 Darkroom UV 

indicator was used for performing thin layer chromatography (TLC) on Sigma-Aldrich 

aluminium backed sheets pre-coated with silica gel. Silica gel column chromatography was 

carried out using a 40 mm diameter column packed with silica gel grade 60, 70-230 mesh. 

An ISG DMP-100 melting point device was utilised for melting point determinations. 

Chemical compounds were characterised by UV-vis and NMR spectroscopic methods. A 

Varian Cary 6000i UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer was used for recording the UV-vis 

spectra of compounds. The UV-vis spectra were measured of either a thin film deposited on 

quartz or a solution (concentration between 1x10-6 M and 5x10-6 M) with scanning range 

between 300 nm to 1100 nm, except where otherwise stated.  1H NMR studies were 

performed using a 300 MHz Bruker Avance-300DPX NMR spectrometer with deuterated 

chloroform (CDCl3) as solvent. Calibration against the residual 1H solvent signal at δ H 7.26 

ppm was used for all spectra. 
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2.2.1 Methodology for donor and acceptor materials selection and costing 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the calculation of SC index plays a critical role in the material 

selection and affects material synthesis cost as well. Initially, by utilising published methods 

[1], [2], [3], we have assessed between 150 to 200 of the most highly efficient OPV materials. 

Analysis of key criteria narrowed down our selection to 7 of the best candidates (listed in the 

Table) with relatively simple synthesis routes (i.e. less than six number of synthetic steps (>6 

steps increases the synthetic complexity [1])), economic viability and high efficiency.  

First considered were donor materials which perform well in organic solar cells ranging in 

PCE from 5.3-7.64 % [2] [3], however no preference was observed for selection, due to their 

expensive and complex synthesises with SC indexes ranging between 75-81 (See Chapter 3 

Table 3.1). Even though, a low SC index is attributed to PC60BM and ICxA compounds, in 

terms of the efficiency and cost of production, these materials are less preferable in 

comparison to the ITIC small molecule acceptor and PC71BM acceptors. This survey found 

that the most competitive and beneficial donor material based on the average SC index and 

an optimal cost per gram of $48.89 is PDCBT, which achieves a maximum PCE efficiency 

of 10.16 % with the ITIC acceptor at a cost per gram of $170.59. Thus, at gram scale, a total 

of $219.48 for the donor/acceptor pair is achieved for the most cost efficient active layer 

materials to be incorporated in a solar cell device for R2R.  

The developed method for chemical synthesis cost and cost breakdown (based on major 

chemical supplier quotes such as Solarmer Co., Sigma-Aldrich Co. and 1-Material Co.) is 

detailed in Chapter 3.  
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2.2.2 Synthetic methods 

Two main chemical synthesis methods i.e. flow and batch synthesis are described in this 

chapter.  

2.2.2.1 Flow chemistry 

This method provides potential for development of material upscale as a well-established 

technique in large quantity production. However, currently existing work is focusing only on 

a laboratory scale (using microreactors). This thesis examines the optimisation of this 

method to achieve the scale up goal. 

Based on the literature survey [4–17], there are two most effective continuous flow chemistry 

methods which have been applied in order to improve and upscale the flow synthesis of P3HT 

by the Grignard metathesis polymerisation method.  

The first method I have adapted is an optimisation of a method developed by former COE 

PhD student Dr Mitchell Wilson, who was able to eliminate the poorly soluble neat 

Ni(dppp)Cl2 initiator and instead used oligomer chains complexed to Ni in order to improve 

suitability for flow chemistry by improving catalyst solubility in organic solvents, Figure 2.1. 

rrP3HT yields of  32-55 % were achieved [4]. However, based on the previous investigations 

on  optimisation of the flow system which is respresented  below in Figure 2.2, a few 

improvements were proposed to improve the synthesis: 

1. Search for a better solvent for the Ni(dppp)Cl2 and P3HT, to avoid blockages in the flow 

chemistry tubing.  
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2. Determination of  P3HT solubility in THF during the flow reaction.  

3. Determination of the Ni(dppp)Cl2 solubility in THF and EDOT in particular 

4. Scale up by increasing tubing diameter and achieve consistant flow rate control.  

 

Figure 2.1. P3HT flow synthesis 0.5g scale. Mass recovered 0.305g (yield = 53 %) 

 

Figure 2.2. Flow system scheme for P3HT synthesis by introduction Ni-oligomer initiator 

[4] 

In the second method, I have modified the procedure described by Kumar et al., where they 

achieved rapid P3HT flow synthesis [18] by using 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) to 
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improve the solubility of Ni(dppp)Cl2, as this catalyst has poor solubility in the traditional 

solvent THF. This method allows dissolution of the Ni(dppp)Cl2 in order to perform flow 

chemistry without requiring the preforming of an oligomer solution [18]. Also, the 

introduction of EDOT in the catalyst solution increases its stability and it remains reactive 

for up to two weeks, as Kumar et. al report, whereas instability of the oligomer solution is 

observed over a few hours. This advantage increases the potential for scalability of the flow 

system. 

To investigate the effect of EDOT in my standard P3HT polymer synthesis, successful batch 

synthesis experiments were performed. By simply adding a mixture of THF and EDOT 

solvents at the ratio of 1:10 to a batch reaction (standard batch reaction), this showed us that 

the polymerisation remained successful in the presence of EDOT, Table 2.1. The aim of this 

experiment was to check that EDOT does not hinder the reaction or cause other problems 

with a standard batch synthesis method, so that we can proceed with the flow chemistry 

optimisation. We proceeded with the soxlet purification of P3HT with methanol and hexane 

solvents. However the polymer 1H-NMR showed that polymer was not as pure as the standard 

batch reactions. Therefore the polymer was further purified by reprecipitation in methanol 

from a chloroform solution and 1H-NMR results improved. 

Table 2.1. P3HT with EDOT and without EDOT batch synthesis results. 

 Actual Yield Theoretical yield Expected yield 

(batch, typical) 
P3HT with EDOT 0.346 g (69.2 %) ~ 0.5 g (100 %) 64 %  

P3HT w/o EDOT 0.705 g (70.5 %) ~1 g (100 %) 64 % 
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With optimal batch conditions determined, an attempt to modify the flow system for the two 

methods described above was made by introducing identical monomer and catalyst 

concentrations, where the catalyst solution concentration is exchanged with equimolar 

oligomer solution. This variation to the suggested concentrations reported in Kumar et.al [5] 

paper, performed well with high yield, which can be further optimised by variation of other 

parameters in the flow system and the use of larger vessels will enable future mass 

production. Optimisation of the existing flow chemistry setup with the goal of improving 

reaction yield was undertaken considering the improvements above. 

 

Figure 2.3. P3HT5KS flow synthesis with Ni catalyst solution without preinitiation, 

quenching in acidified methanol and vacuum filtration. Yield: 1.0 g (56 %) 

In Figure 2.3 shown above, an upscaled tubing inner diameter of 1.5mm2 rather than 0.8mm2 

was introduced, which allows better free flowing of particulates (P3HT can precipitate in the 

tube as molecular weight increases) and reduces blockages. In order to achieve higher yield 

for the flow chemistry polymerisation reactions, the flow reaction monomer and catalyst 

solution parameters such as concentration, pumping flow rates, temperature, mixing control 

and the residence time and their variation have been studied. In order to increase the 
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throughput of the polymerisation reaction, we firstly introduced larger diameter tubing, 

which improved the flow of particulates at temperatures above 50 °C, however blockages 

were formed in the tubes at the temperatures below that range (35-40 °C) as a result of more 

efficient polymerisation reaction (i.e better mixing in the narrower tubing). Therefore, in this 

reaction a temperature of 38 °C degrees was applied, giving a purified yield of 1.0 g (56 %). 

Fabricated bulk heterojuction device data for devices prepared from this material is compared 

to that for standard bulk batch prepared P3HT in Table 2.2. These results show that the flow 

chemistry prepared P3HT preforms as well as (or slightly better than) batch prepared P3HT, 

showing that flow chemistry does provide an attractive method for P3HT synthesis. 

 

Table 2.2. Bulk heterojuction OPV devices performance (P3HT3KS:PC60BM and reference 

P3HT20K:PC60BM blends). The I-V characteristics is represented for masked device average 

of 6 solar cells. Devices were annealed at 140 °C temperature for 4 min. 

Material PCE (%) VOC (V) JSC 

(mA/cm2) 

Fill Factor 

(%) 
P3HT(P3HT3KS):PC60BM 2.79±0.37 0.56±0.01 7.9±0.38 0.62±0.08 

P3HT(20K):PC60BM 2.47±0.25 0.55±0 6.65±0.67 0.67±0.01 

 

2.2.2.2 Batch chemistry 

2.2.2.2.1 Benchmark material production 

Traditional batch chemistry reactions for the synthesis of benchmark materials was 

performed at large scale (approximately 100 g) to provide a benchmark comparison for the 
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flow chemistry prepared materials. Large scale synthesis of P3HT by Grignard metathesis 

(GRIM) method followed by purification by soxhlet extraction was performed successfully 

and BHJ devices were fabricated from the synthesised batch material. Fullerene acceptor 

molecules such as PCBM and ICxA, and also conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS were also 

successfully synthesised by literature methods for use in device synthesis, with test devices 

provide similar device performance as previous batches made in the COE group. The details 

of these synthesised materials are introduced in Chapter 6 Section 6.2.1. 

2.2.2.2.2 PDCBT and ITIC synthesis  

Polymer and small molecule used in this study were prepared by the following methods. 

Where preparing compounds that were previously published/prepared, spectra were 

compared with existing literature spectra to confirm identity. Synthesis routes for those two 

compounds are represented in Fig 2.4 and Fig 2.5 below [19]–[21]: 
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Figure 2.4 Synthesis of PDCBT [21] 
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Figure 2.5 Synthesis of ITIC [19]  

2.3 Small- and Large-scale organic photovoltaic device fabrication 

To fabricate BHJ devices, a standard fabrication procedure has been followed. Firstly, small 

5 mm2 devices ITO substrates were cleaned in acetone and isopropanol solvents for 5 min 

and then dried by house nitrogen, followed by ozone treatment for 10-15 minutes. The next 

fabrication step is PEDOT:PSS layer deposition (approximately 65 nm), and deposition of 
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the mixed P3HT:PCBM active layer with an optimised film thickness of 100-120 nm from 

common solvent (chlorobenzene) by spin coating of the solutions onto the substrate. To 

complete solar cell fabrication, electrode materials (20 nm of calcium and ~90 nm of 

aluminium) were vacuum evaporated onto the active layer, and devices were tested using an 

AM 1.5 IV data recorder with the light intensity calibrated to 100 mW cm-2 and by EQE 

measurements.  

To carry out fabrication of organic photovoltaic devices, further testing in a clean room 

facility within the Centre for Organic Electronics at the University of Newcastle was used. 

The construction of this facility was completed in April 2008, and the air quality certified to 

Class 1000 Standard (<1000 particles per cubic foot of air). This enabled device 

manufacturing under controlled atmospheric conditions, minimising the damage that can 

occur to cells due to dust and other debris during fabrication process. 

Materials: For the electrode application in OPV device Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) pre-

patterned microscope slides (Rs = 15 Ω/sq) were purchased from Xinyan Technology Ltd 

and glass microscope ITO coated slides (Rs = 8-12 Ω/sq) were supplied by Livingstone 

International Pty Ltd. For OPV device encapsulation Delo Katiobond UV-curing barrier 

epoxy resin (LP655, Delo Industrial Adhesives, Germany) was used. 

Reagents: Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester 

(PC60BM) fullerene acceptors were synthesised in-house at the University of Newcastle as 

reported elsewhere in this thesis. FBT-Th4 and [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester 

(PC70BM) were purchased from 1-Material Co. (China). Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-
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poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) was purchased from H.C. Starck as Clevios P VP Al 

4083, with a solid content of 1.3 – 1.7 % by weight, and a PEDOT:PSS ratio of 1:6 by weight, 

and kept under 5 °C in a refrigerator until used for deposition of conductive layer in device 

manufacturing. 

HPLC grade (99.8%) chlorobenzene, ethanol, isopropanol and acetone solvents were all 

supplied by Sigma Aldrich for device fabrication and cleaning process.  

2.3.1 ITO substrates cleaning 

ITO substrates were washed with Milli-Q water and detergent under ultrasonication for 10 

minutes. Then the process was repeated using acetone and isopropanol solvents respectfully. 

Finally, the ITO slides were mechanically cleaned for 10 minutes using ozone treatment. 

2.3.2 Active layer solution preparation 

2.3.2.1 Organic-based solution 

In this thesis, photoactive layer materials were prepared from P3HT, FBT-Th4(1,4) and 

PDCBT donors and PC60BM or PC70BM acceptor materials at 1:2 ratio for FBT-

Th4(1,4):PC60BM and PDCBT:PC70BM with the reference P3HT:PC60BM device of 1:0.8 

material ratio. These organic-based active layer solutions were spin coated from 

chlorobenzene solvent using a Laurell WS-400A-6NPP/LITE spin coater at concentrations 

of 30 mg/mL for FBT-Th4(1,4):PC60BM and PDCBT:PC70BM and 36 mg/mL for 

P3HT:PC60BM, respectively. The mixtures were sonified for 30-60 minutes in ultrasonic 
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bath heated up to 60°C temperature to ensure formation of a homogeneous solution. Devices 

were fabricated on the same day as solutions were prepared.  

2.3.2.2 Aqueous Nanoparticle dispersions 

The Landfester mini-emulsion process was applied for nanoparticle synthesis using Hielscher 

ultrasound booster horns UIP400S (400W, 24kHz). Resulting nanoparticle inks were 

centrifuged with water solvent through polyethersulfone (PES; cutoff 10 kDa MWCO) by 

using ultrafitration tubes (Vivaproducts)  

2.3.3 Spin coating  

A Laurell WS-400A-6NPP/LITE spin coater was used for the deposition of conductive 

PEDOT:PSS and active layers onto ITO/glass substrates. The process of spin coating 

includes placing and securing the substrate onto the chuck of the spin-coater by applying 

vacuum. Then, to achieve uniform thin film, a few drops of PEDOT:PSS solution were placed 

onto the glass. This substrate was spun at a fixed speed of 4000 rpm for 60 seconds and the 

final film thickness was approximately 65 nm. In order to remove any residual water, the 

substrates were then heated on a hotplate, under nitrogen at 120 °C for 15 mins. Once devices 

were cooled, the active layer solution was deposited usually at 1500 rpm – 2000 rpm for 30-

60 seconds under nitrogen atmosphere to achieve a photoactive layer thickness of 100 ± 10 

nm. The active layer solution’s film thickness was controlled by altering concentration, 

changing acceleration rate or adjusting the spin-speed of the spin coater.  
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2.3.4 Ca/Al evaporation 

The cathode of the OPV was formed from a thin layer of calcium (20 nm) and aluminium 

(95-110 nm) using an Angstrom Amod thermal evaporator. The rate of Ca and Al deposition 

through a mask was 0.2 Å/S and 2 Å/S, respectively, and was monitored by a quartz crystal 

microbalance throughout the evaporation process. 

2.3.5 Large scale R2R OPV device fabrication 

A Solar-1 Coater from Grafisk Maskinfabrik, developed by Department of Energy 

Conversion (DTU), was utilised in large scale solar cells production (as shown in Figure 2.6) 

[22].  Large scale PTE substrates were coated with silver grid, PEDOT:PSS, active layer, 

zinc oxide, and sputtered aluminium layers to form a traditional printing OPV architecture. 
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Figure 2.6 Solar-1 Coater at the University of Newcastle, Newcastle Institute for Energy and 

Resources (NIER) 

2.4 Device testing  

2.4.1 Solar simulator. I-V characteristics 

In order to define the OPV device performance, a Newport Class A solar simulator was used 

for testing I-V characteristics of the solar cells. The instrument records data to determine the 

voltage, current, fill factor and power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the devices. An AM 

1.5 spectrum filter simulator, a Keithley 2400 (a source meter used for testing both masked 
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devices (active area is 0.038 cm -2) and unmasked devices (0.05 cm-2)) and a silicon reference 

diode with a KG5 filter for calibration light intensity to 100 Mw cm-2 were used to record the 

devices performances. 

2.4.2 External quantum efficiency measurements 

As described in Chapter 1, external quantum efficiency defines the incident photons 

conversation to electrons ratio inside the OPV device as a function of wavelength. The 

photosensitive device generates current as the wavelength of illuminating light is changed 

and this data is analysed in a Labview program.  The instrument comprises a quartz tungsten-

halogen lamp, dual gating monochromator, chopper, fibre bundle, apertures, lenses, sample 

holder and silico and germanium diodes (for the purpose of reference diodes current 

calibration).  

2.4.3 Ultra-violet-visible spectroscopy 

A high-performance Varian Cary 6000i UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer is an ultimate tool 

for measurement of transmission and reflection spectra of materials. In order to avoid any 

noise with wavelength below 350 nm all thin films samples were spun onto a quartz substrate. 

2 Light sources and 2 photodetectors are used in the operation of the spectrometer and each 

of these are used in these spectral range for these measurements. Across 175-350 nm a 

deuterium lamp is used for illumination, while a tungsten lamp is used for the wavelengths 

higher than 350 nm. Within wavelength range of 175-800 nm a silicon photo detector is 

employed, and lead sulphide (PbS) detector used in the near infrared (800-1800 nm). To 

measure transmittance, the spectrophotometer was adjusted to use a narrow band of 1 nm and 
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a reduced beam height was employed for all measurements to improve the signal to noise 

ratio. All measurements began with a baseline correction at 100% transmission (chamber 

empty) and 0% transmission (light beam blocked with Teflon insert) in order to account for 

baseline effects. 

2.4.4 Profilometry 

Profilometry permits accurate thickness measurements of OPV’s devices. A Bruker’s 

DektakXT™ Stylus Profiler permitted measurements of the electron and hole transport layer 

of organic solar cells with 1 mm resolution and highest vertical range of 1200 µm.  

2.5 Optical microscopy 

Films of 110-130 nm thickness were deposited onto glass substrates from chlorobenzene and 

chloroform solvents. A Zeiss Axioplan2 optical microscope aided imaging of devices using 

an Olympus DP70 CCD camera, with images processed by Olympus DP Controller version 

2.1.1.183 software.  

2.6 Atomic force microscopy 

The atomic force microscope (AFM) used in this study was an Asylum Research 

Cypher Scanning Probe Microscope and operated in AC mode. Samples were prepared by 

spin coating onto a pre-cleaned glass silica slide (1 cm×1 cm) then dried on a hot plate at 

150 °C for 15 min.   

https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.newcastle.edu.au/topics/engineering/atomic-force-microscope
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.newcastle.edu.au/topics/engineering/scanning-probe-microscope
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.newcastle.edu.au/topics/engineering/silica-glass
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2.7 Dynamic Light Scattering 

In order to detect nanoparticle size, from particles of a few nanometers in size up to 

micrometers in diameter, the light scattering (DLS) technique was applied using a Zetzsizer 

Nano ZS (Malvern instruments) with a 633 nm laser. To determine the average particle size 

in suspension, 5 µL of nanoparticle ink (30 mg/mL) was diluted with water and 2 mL of this 

solution was filled in a plastic cuvette for DLS measurements at 25 °C temperature. 

2.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

To achieve high resolution imaging of active particles on the nanometer scale, scanning 

electron microscopy was utilised in this thesis. The key principle of SEM is to raster focused 

electron beams onto the photoactive surface to capture images from the backscattered and 

secondary electrons.  

Sample preparation for the SEM process involves conductive silicon substrates with 

nanoparticle ink (diluted with water 1:10 ratio) deposited at 2000 RPM/min with acceleration 

of 112 rpm/s. Measurement of the SEM images for the nanoparticle study was conducted by 

Dr. Natalie Holmes. Particle nanoscale morphology was studied by using Zeiss Sigma ZP 

field emission FESEM instrument, the accelerating voltages were 1-3 kV and instrument 

magnifications setting up to 400k.  
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2.9 Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy 

Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM), is a sub-micron scale microscopic 

synchrotron-based technique which offers chemical contrast for a range of materials 

including organic semiconductors. It enables quantitative investigation and characterisation 

of chemical composition of multi-component films. The STXM samples studied for this 

thesis were fabricated by depositing 2.5 µL of NP inks of P3HT:ICxA and PDCBT:ITIC onto 

low stress silicon nitride (Si3N4) window membrane substrates with silicon dioxide coating 

(purchased from Norcada, Canada). The silicon nitride window dimensions were 250 x 250 

μm2, membrane thickness of 15 nm, silicon frame dimensions of 5 x 5 mm2. Spin coating 

conditions were as follows: 3000 rpm, low acceleration of 112 rpm/s, 1 min. The 

measurements were conducted by Dr Natalie Holmes, Dr Matthew Barr and Dr Adam Fahy 

at the Advanced Light Source synchrotron, beamline 5.3.2.2 Polymer STXM. 

2.10 Methods of production cost reduction and scale up reaction safety 

Scale-up reaction (> 100 g) purification may cause many safety issues not normally 

encountered during smaller scale (< 10 g) work. For safety, simplification of the work up and 

reduction of cost, chromatography, in particular, needs to be replaced by different 

purification method in mass production. The fire and respiratory hazards of the large amounts 

of flammable organic solvents used in the silica gel column work up, make this technique 

much less safe and viable in large scale purification. Also, the size of specialised glassware 

(e.g., columns) can make it difficult for handling and still may not give efficient separation 

of eluting bands, making it necessary to repeat chromatography procedures. Therefore, 
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crystallisations, extractions, triturations, distillations and washes are used whenever possible 

to minimise solvent usage and reduce cost and risk.  

As an example, in this work, successful simplification of ITIC small molecule starting 

material work up has been achieved. The main issue encountered during column 

purifications, was low solubility of crude, that required large quantities of solvent (> 2 L to 

clean up only small amounts (< 50 mg) of crude. This requirement increases the cost 

drastically when considering the scaling up goal. Therefore, in the step 1 reaction, 

recrystallisation as a method of inexpensive work up procedure was performed instead of 

silica gel column chromatography (Figure 2.7 (A) – (C)). 

 

Figure 2.7 (A) silica gel column purification of starting material; (B) and (C) recrystallization 

of starting material from (1:1) hexane:ethyl acetate solvent ratio 

Another method for impurity removal is multiple washes of aqueous solutions (e.g., 5% 

NaHCO3, 1M citric acid, 5% brine, 1M NaOH) with analysis (via TLC or more sophisticated 

chromatography) of both the wash and the organic phases. Additionally, reactions that occur 

(C) (A) (B) 
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in a hydrophilic medium (e.g., acetone, ethanol) makes a precipitation technique ideal for 

purification by slow addition of water. These synthesis modifications for ITIC compound are 

described in more details in Chapter 4. 

Consequently, we should use reagents that can make workups and purifications cleaner and 

easier for substantial industrial development of material synthesis. These changes can lead to 

cleaner reactions, less intensive purifications, lower flammable solvent usage, lower fire 

hazard, and less expenditure of time. Ultimately, efficiency and safety will be improved 

successfully. 
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Chapter 3: Costing and device materials  

Sections of the work introduced in this chapter has been published in the following paper:  

Alaa Y. Al-Ahmad, Furqan Almyahi, Mohammed F. Al-Mudhaffer, Matthew Griffith, 

Wenqing Liu, Shuixing Li, Kamilla Sivunova, Daniel Elkington, Nathan A. Cooling, 

Krishna Feron, Minmin Shi, Warwick Belcher, Hongzheng Chen, Paul Dastoor and Thomas 

R. Andersen “A nuanced approach for assessing OPV materials for large scale applications”, 

Sustainable Energy Fuels, 2019, DOI: 10.1039/c9se01149h  

3.1 Introduction 

One of the key factors in scaling up OPV materials is the synthesis cost. In general, highly 

efficient materials directly correlate with the most expensive photoactive layers and the most 

complex synthesises. These compounds are typically non-scalable, or extremely difficult to 

synthesise at scale and include compounds such as: PC70BM [1], FBT-Th4(1,4), PTB1 etc., 

and are therefore unsuitable for industrial solar cell production [2]. In order to achieve the 

best performance a wide range of factors including architecture, materials system, thickness 

of active layer (~150 nm) [3] and printing methods must be optimised. Addressing these 

issues, whilst minimising the number of purification steps in the synthesise, simplifying 

synthesis and reducing waste products and solvents, is essential to establish an achievable 

and affordable high performing device fabrication. 
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Handling large scale process in a laboratory is another important aspect to be considered. 

Neglecting the safety rules corelates to risk to staff, environmental pollution, and large 

volumes of toxic by-products (which must be minimised or eliminated during the synthesis). 

According to up-to-date research in the area [3]–[5], three major parameters have been 

identified for achieving successful commercialisation; performance, stability, and cost. In 

addition, processability of materials and printability is also a significant consideration for 

safe up-scale manufacture.   

The main objective of this chapter is production cost - the most essential OPV parameter for 

commercializing and circumventing the escalation of the levelised cost of generated 

electricity. This factor has traditionally been neglected in previous research [6] and still 

remains largely unexplored and generally unjustified in literature that claims potential low-

cost technology focusing on production cost [6]–[9]. The majority of up-to-date publications 

are focused on the high-performance achievement, considering this as the most valuable 

parameter for the best device operation. Recent performance studies of OPV devices focus 

on achieving donor-acceptor systems with high efficiency such as the PM6 and 2,7-bis(3-

dicyanomethylene-2Z-methylene-indan-1-one)-4,4,9,9-tetrahexyl-4,9-dihydro-

sndaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]-dithiophene (IDIC) system which exhibit much higher efficiencies 

(11.9%) [10] but with correspondingly more complex and expensive synthesis than 

benchmark P3HT, ICxA, PCBM materials. Currently, active layer improvements result in 

OPV efficiencies of 16.4% [11], however it is challenging to determine the 

commercialization potential of such devices with unknown synthesis cost and stability 

factors.  
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As a first step to explaining the perceived importance of the cost, lifetime and performance 

of OPV in the research community, a survey based on the key words efficiency, lifetime and 

cost was conducted for organic solar cells since 1956 in the Web of Science database and the 

resultant number of publications found is shown in Figure 3.1. The number of papers in 

search results for efficiency was 5,188 and for lifetime and cost, 583 and 454 respectively. 

This data outlines the factors that govern the cost of manufacture (COM) in large-scale 

manufactured devices and gives some idea of the research effort being applied in each area. 

Efficiency of materials and devices is by far the most dominant criteria in terms of research 

interest. However, for each parameter, cost, efficiency, and longevity OPV technology must 

make improvements to achieve commercialisation, in particular, lowering the cost of 

materials that can be processed from acceptable solvents using inks formulated at scale. In 

this Chapter we will analyse the current literature, identifying high performance OPV donor 

and acceptor materials which are suitable for large scale, inexpensive synthesis and will 

therefore be suitable for the commercialisation of OPV.  

 

Figure 3.1 Significant triplet of photovoltaic parameters chart  
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3.2 Costing of materials and devices 

Material cost per gram calculations are tabulated in this section for recently developed donor 

materials and fullerene and non-fullerene acceptors SF(DPPB)4, PCBM, ITIC, ICxA 

(selected based on a literature review[1], [5]-[30], [33]–[45], [51]–[57], [101]–[109], [111], 

[119]-[134], [151]–[160], [171]–[174], due to their high performance in organic solar cells)     

versus benchmark donor and acceptor materials, according to published procedures [3], [12]–

[22] and the literature synthetic methods for these reagents [23]–[26]. Synthetic reports have 

been linearly adjusted and upscaled to 100 g of final product. Estimations of the volumes of 

workup solvents and silica gel required for all synthetic steps were based on published 

methods [27]. We assume that for each 2.5 g of crude 1 L of solvent and 200 g of silica gel 

with a density equal to 0.5 g/mL is required for a 20 cm long x 5 cm diameter column 

purification. All price sources from suppliers used for material synthesis analysis and the 

device manufacture are introduced in the previous Chapter 2, as a reference.   

3.2.1 Investigation of synthesis cost for donor materials 

In this section, we examine and compare the commercialisation potential of the newly 

developed PDCBT polymer based on device performance, stability, and cost in comparison 

with benchmark materials. This material has been selected after a careful review of high 

efficient newly developed donor materials in the organic photovoltaics literature [1], [2], [5]-

[20], [31]–[40], [51]–[60], [101]–[110], [111]–[140], [151]–[160], [171]–[174].  

A materials selection method used for materials selection was presented by Riccardo Po et 

al. in 2016 who utilised a synthetic complexity index (SC) for assessment of potential donor 
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photoactive materials [2]. In this calculation the number of synthetic steps (NSS), the reaction 

yield for each step (RY), the number of separate purification/isolation procedures for 

intermediate compounds (number of unit operations, NUO) required for each step (e.g. the 

number of column chromatography steps (NCC)), as well as the materials safety (number of 

hazardous chemicals, NHC) are all considered in the calculation of SC as detailed in Equation 

1 below.   

We have based our selection of viable materials for OPV applications, in part, upon this 

calculation. Taking into accordance that the SC index of materials represents the complexity 

for synthesis and scale up of materials, it should not exceed index value of 70 [10] due to 

high material costs and complex synthesis of the materials with > 70 index value [10], [16], 

[17], [19]–[21], [44], [46], [104], [127], [129], [132]. Accordingly, in order to preselect 

suitable donor and acceptor materials for upscale and R2R printing, we have performed SC 

calculations for the synthesis of several promising high efficient donor and acceptor 

photoactive materials using their published synthesis routes [16], [17], [19]–[21], [44], [46], 

[104], [127], [129], [132], as well as some lower performance (and lower cost) materials for 

comparison, and presented the SC analysis in the table below (Table 3.1).  As examples, the 

calculations for SC indices of PDCBT and ITIC are presented with explanation.  

𝑆𝐶 = 35 ×  𝑁𝑆𝑆/𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥  + 25 ×   log𝑅𝑌/ log 𝑅𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 15 ×  𝑁𝑈𝑂/𝑁𝑈𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥  

+ 15 ×  𝑁𝐶𝐶/𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥  + 10 ×  𝑁𝐻𝐶/𝑁𝐻𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 

Equation 3.1. The synthetic complex index (SC) calculation [10] 
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Having summarised the calculated SC indices and the maximum PCE as reported in the 

literature (as shown in the Table 3.2) of devices using selected material combinations, several 

material combinations were selected for further analysis.  

After careful analysis of each of recently developed materials (>250 compounds), in 

accordance with the literature reported performances in binary structured organic solar cells 

[5], [10], [11], [32], [165]–[174][1]–[16], [18]–[175], we have chosen those that appear 

viable to upscale economically and summarised the selected materials for further 

investigation. For each donor acceptor material system with high performance, we observed 

that the SC numbers varying between 58-83. This demonstrates the complexity of high 

efficiency (7.64-18.22 %) [21] [174] [43] [129] [172] [22] [116] materials and the expensive 

costs of their purification and synthesis. Highlighted drawbacks of these materials varied 

from the donor to acceptor blend, therefore having estimated the cost and compensating for 

their performance in OPVs and searching for a reasonable SC index and figure of merit 

(FOM) of materials (see section 3.3.2), the most advantageous selection resulted in PDCBT 

and ITIC donor-acceptor compounds. The active layer morphology of this system allows 

high efficiencies of up to 10.16 % [116] in devices and synthesis complexity is lower 

compared to the other candidates (66 for PDCBT and 64 for ITIC). To emphasise, the main 

criteria chosen is the costing and simplicity of PDCBT and ITIC materials synthesis routes.  

Step by step synthetic costing has been assessed in detail for these materials and the analysis 

is presented and summarised in Table 3.3 below. Synthesis routes and purification methods 

were examined, successfully adjusted and reported in the Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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Table 3.1. Summary of SC index selected potential donors (FBT-Th4(1,4), PDCBT, PTB1, 

P3HT, D18, DTBT, DR3TSBDT, PPDT2FBT (FBT)) and acceptors (ITIC, SF(DPPB)4, e-

PPMF, PC61BM, PC71BM, ICxA, BTP-4F(Y6)) materials [2]    

Compounds NSS RY NUO NCC NHC SC 

DR3TSBDT [2] 18 12.7 28 9 69 89 

FBT-Th4(1,4) 8 79.4 7 4 38 75 

PDCBT 6 81.0 5 3 27 66 

ITIC 5 64.6 5 4 24 64 

SF(DPPB)4 7 80.0 7 6 29 52 

PTB1 4 85 8 2 28 63 

P3HT 3 80.0 1 0 9 51 

e-PPMF [172] 8 42.0 12 6 28 73 

PC61BM 2 62.5 2 1 6 48 

PC71BM 2 90 2 1 6 52 

ICxA 1 85.11 1 0 5 47 

DTBT [32] 3 84.0 5 2 20 58 

BTP-4F (Y6) [174] 10 64.0 14 6 35 83 

PBDB-T-2F (PM6) [171] 9 60 13 4 22 75 

PPDT2FBT (FBT) 4 80 9 2 30 63 

 

Table 3.2. Summary of maximum PCE (%) for various donor and acceptor material blend 

solar cells 

Donors1 Acceptors2 PCE (%) 

DTBT BTP-4F (Y6) 18.22 [32] 

PBDB-T-2F 

(PM6) 

BTP-4F (Y6) 15.7 [174] 

DR3TSBDT PC71BM 9.95 [129] 

PPDT2FBT e-PPMF 8.11 [172] 

FBT-Th4(1,4) PC71BM 7.64 [21] 

PDCBT PC71BM, PC61BM 7.2 [19] 

PDCBT ITIC 10.16 [116] 

P3HT PC61BM 3.9 [27] 

P3HT ICXA 3.37 [16] 

PTB1 PC71BM, PC61BM 5.3 [130] 

P3HT SF(DPPB)4 3.22 [3] 
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3.2.2 Selecting the best candidates for low cost OPV production 

After a detailed analysis of synthetic route (number of steps), number of expensive 

purifications, reaction yields, device performance and overall synthesis costs, in order to 

complete the initial preselection of material systems and justify the choice of PDCBT and 

ITIC compounds, a figure of merit calculation is introduced. A simple figure of merit (FOM) 

was calculated to rank material combinations in terms of viability and is presented in the 

following equation: 

𝐹𝑂𝑀 =  
𝜂

(𝜔𝐷 ×  
𝑆𝐶𝐷
100) + (𝜔𝐴 ×  

𝑆𝐶𝐴
100) 

 

Equation 3.2 A figure of merit (FOM) calculation 

 where η is the maximum reported efficiency of the material combination and ωD and ωA and 

SCD and SCA are the mass fraction of the donor and acceptor materials in the device active 

layer and the synthetic complexities of the donor and acceptor materials, divided by the 

maximum SC index of 100 for the highest complex material respectively. 

Table 3.3. FOM for various donor and acceptor combinations 

Donors1 Acceptors2 D/A 

RATIO  

PCEmax (%) FOM 

DTBT BTP-4F (Y6) 1:1.6 18.22 [32] 9.55 

PBDB-T-2F (PM6) BTP-4F (Y6) 1:1.2 15.7 [174] 8.99 

DR3TSBDT PC71BM 1:0.8 9.95 [129] 7.62 

PPDT2FBT e-PPMF 1:1.5 8.11 [172] 4.70 

FBT-Th4(1,4) PC71BM 1:2 7.64 [21] 4.27 

PDCBT PC71BM 1:1 7.2 [19] 6.10 

PDCBT PC61BM 1:1 6.3 [19] 5.53 
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PDCBT ITIC 1:1 10.16 [116] 7.82 

P3HT PC61BM 1:0.8 3.63 [14] 4.06 

P3HT ICxA 1:0.8 3.90 [16] 4.40 

PTB1 PC71BM 1:1.2 5.3 [130] 4.23 

PTB1 PC61BM 1:1 4.76 [130] 4.29 

P3HT SF(DPPB)4 2:1 3.22 [3] 2.09 

 

The highest values of FOM are shown in Table 3.3 from 7.62-9.55 are for the highest 

performing material blends such as DTBT:BTP-4F, PBDB-T-2F:BTP-4F, 

DR3TSBDT:PC71BM, which contain donor and acceptor materials with expensive synthesis 

and high complexity (SC). In contrast, P3HT is cheap, relatively stable, but only 

demonstrates low to medium efficiency with PCBM (PCE of around 3 %). However, active 

layer materials such as PDCBT and ITIC exhibit much higher efficiency of up to 10.2 %, 

whilst retaining a relatively simple synthesis and therefore appear much more effective for 

upscaled commercialisation. Based on the calculation (summarised in Table 3.3) 

P3HT:PC61BM gives a FOM of 4.06, whilst PDCBT:ITIC gives a value of 7.82 – almost 

double the value and therefore more viable towards the goal of high performing materials 

which are easily scaled up. Also, the less expensive synthesis and moderate SC index 

numbers is a major reason for the selection of these materials instead of higher performing 

materials.   

From a purely theoretical perspective, after investigating donor materials and performing 

comparative studies for the best candidate, PDCBT as a high-performing donor polymer and 

ITIC as a small molecule acceptor were chosen as the material combination for this study. 
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The PDCBT structure is similar to P3HT which contains a hexyl group, whereas this group 

is substituted by the alkoxycarbonyl in PDCBT. The change makes a huge impact on the 

polymer electronic structure, in terms of improving the lower molecular orbitals (LMOs), 

planarity and the hole mobility for better charge separation in a PDCBT device. These 

changes also lead to better electron transfer in the device and results in the PDCBT system 

having higher performance compared to P3HT system [156]. Due to the material morphology 

the polymer blends well with the ITIC small molecular compound resulting in high efficiency 

solar cells. 

 As it has been demonstrated herein, PDCBT and ITIC materials have the potential to be a 

more viable donor-acceptor system than P3HT and ICxA for the application of large scale 

OSCs, based on the systems lower cost per unit long-term efficiency. This factor combined 

with a similar overall module cost illuminates the potential of these materials as a future 

active layer for OSC.   

Table 3.4 below presents the full costing of PDCBT at a 100 g scale of production. Initial 

synthesises will be (often much) more expensive, because, for example, it is necessary to buy 

a 100 g bottle of reagent when only maybe 15 g is used per batch. Obviously in practicality 

the remainder will be used in subsequent synthesises and thus the additional cost is not lost. 

Additionally, the cost of waste disposal at kg solid + liquid waste x $10.84 should be 

considered (also the need to add ~ $641 transport and environmental fee). 
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Table 3.4 Costing of PDCBT at a 100 g scale of production 

Material AUD/kg 

or AUD/L 

Amount required 

for synthesis of 

100 g 

Price for 100 g 

step 1 
   

thiophene-3-carboxylic acid 1,272 96.87 g 123.26 

acetic acid 7.20 0.68 L 

 

4.88 

bromine 1,340 0.04 L 

 

57.40 

step 2 
   

5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid (step 

1 product) 

- 92.91 g - 

DCC 790 54.12 g 

 

42.76 

DMAP 4,440 14.43 g 

 

64.08 

CH2Cl2 5.00 2.26 L 11.28 

2-butyloctan-1-ol 509 166.88 g 84.94 

step 3 
   

2-butyloctyl 5-bromothiophene-3-

carboxylate (step 2 product) 

- 144.33 g - 

Ni(PPh3)2Cl2 4,980 37.95 g 

 

189.01 

PPh3 140 30.47 g 4.26 

Zn powder 288 56.13 g 16.17 

KI 720 2.14 g 1.54 

DMF 12 5.67 L 70.19 

step 4 
   

bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-

dicarboxylate (step 3 product) 

- 171.06 g - 

CH2Cl2 7.20 1.45 L 10.44 

trifluoroacetic acid 692 0.29 L 

 

200.63 

N-bromosuccinimide 308 108.73 g 

 

33.49 

step 5 
   

5,5'-dibromo-2,2'-bithiophene 308 57.62 g 

 

17.74 

THF anhydrous 100 4.09 L 408.62 

n-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane  855 0.17 L 145.34 

trimethyltin chloride 1M in hexanes 2,930 0.46 L 1,352.90 
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step 6    

bis(2-butyloctyl)-5,5'-dibromo-[2,2'-

bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate (step 4 

product) 

- 130.47 g - 

5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2'-bithiophene 

(step 5 product) 

- 85.81 g - 

toluene anhydrous 52.00 5.81 L 299.42 

Pd(PPh3)4 5,408 10.47 g 56.59 

Sum of reactants   3,194.93 

Price per g is         

31.95 

work-up 
   

water -almost no 

cost 

  

CH2Cl2 5.00 61.1 L 238.65 

Na2SO4 37 0.4 kg 14.72 

silica gel 10.2 49.2 kg 501.10 

n-hexane 8.25 180.9 L 1,492.62 

dichloromethane 5.00 65.2 L 326.04 

ethyl acetate 7.80 34.2 L 266.85 

brine 0   

methanol 2.75 119.3 L 328.02 

Sum of work-up   3,183.00 

Price per g is        

31.83 

The total sum for reactants and work-up   6,377.93 

Price per g is         

63.78 

 

The weights and volumes of reagents and solvents are quantified exactly as in the relevant 

paper experimental section and have been scaled up (i.e. amounts x "scaling factor") to an 

isolated yield of 100 g based on reported synthetic yields. Then the best materials prices from 

the prepared costing spreadsheet have been incorporated and scaled accordingly. Quotes 

were obtained for reactants from a wide range of commercial sources and the cheapest in 

each case has been applied. The listed cost is for the actual amount of reagent used in the 

reaction, e.g. if a 100 g bottle cost $100 and only 20 g is used, the applied cost is $20. For 
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purification, the assumptions of Osedach et al. (2013) [132] to estimate factors such as 

solvent and silica use have been applied. To conclude from the cost analysis, the top 5 major 

cost items per g isolated of reagent in the synthesis are THF anhydrous, trifluoroacetic acid 

for HPLC (≥99.0%), trimethyltin chloride solution 1.0 M in hexanes, 2-butyl-1-octanol and 

DCC and these items drastically impact cost effectiveness. In order to eliminate the costs and 

find potential source of a cost saving, investigating alternative chemicals for the updated 

syntesis and purification methods modifications is further described in Chapter 4. 

The estimated total cost of PDCBT was found to be $63.78 per g (at a 100 g of product scale) 

divided into a cost of $31.95 per g for chemicals and materials involved in the reaction and 

a cost of $31.83 per g for materials and chemicals consumed during workup/purification. As 

a comparison the commercial cost of PDCBT per g is $2,775.12 from Brilliant Matters 

(Canada) (a factor of x44). 

3.2.3 Investigation of the synthesis cost for acceptor materials 

 After surveying contemporary photovoltaic materials, based on the tabulated SC and device 

performance in the Table 3.1 and 3.2 in the previous section, the selected acceptor for further 

investigation was ITIC as part of a PDCBT:ITIC active layer for OPV. The same 

methodology was applied as for PDCBT and in this case, the cost of ITIC acceptor was 

calculated as $225 per g on a 100 g batch scale, with the cost of purification on the 100 g 

scale have been calculated to be $97.70/g (Table 3.5). Comparing the costs from Ossila Ltd 

(UK) suppliers commercial price for ITIC is $3,350.00 per g (a factor of x15). 

Table 3.5 Costing of ITIC at a 100 g scale of production  
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Material AUD/kg 

or AUD/L 

Amount required for 

synthesis of 100 g  

Price for 100 g 

step 1  
   

thieno[3,2-b]thiophene 5,408 224.78 g 1,215.57 

THF anhydrous 100 10.68 L 1,067.82 

n-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane 855 0.66 L 566.05 

ZnCl2 anhydrous 355 218.37 g 77.52 

diethyl 2,5-dibromoterephthalate 1,934 243.46 g 470.89 

Pd(PPh3)4 5,408 36.84 g 199.23 

step 2 
   

2,5-dithieno[3,2-b]thien-2-yl-, 1,4-

diethyl ester (step 1 product) 

 264.82 g  

1-bromo-4-hexylbenzene 912 615.70 g 561.72 

THF anhydrous 100 13.24 L 1,324.08 

n-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane 855 1.02 L 871.71 

acetic acid 7.20 13.24 L 95.33 

H2SO4  7.52 0.26 L 1.99 

step 3    

IT (step 2 product)  350.88 g  

THF anhydrous 100 43.86 L 4,386.00 

n-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane 855 0.33 L 285.00 

DMF anhydrous 155 0.07 L 10.88 

step 4 
   

malononitrile 340 367.10 g 124.81 

1,3-indandione 2,010.46 406.03 g 816.32 

anhydrous sodium acetate 104 30.85 g 30.85 

ethanol 3.00 13.91 L 13.91 

step 5 
   

IT-CHO (step 3 product)  350.88 g  

1,1-dicyanomethylene-3-indanone 

(step 4 product) 

 489.47 g  

CH2Cl2 7.20 87.72 L 631.58 

pyridine 29.60 1.75 L 51.93 

Sum of reactants   12,772.34 

Price per g is 

127.72 

work-up 
   

water -almost no 

cost 

  

acetic acid 7.20 23.20 L 166.86 

brine -almost no 

cost 

  

MgSO4 anhydrous 27 0.4 kg 10.06 

celite 46 2.7 kg 123.87 

ethyl acetate 7.80 209.8 L 1,636.47 

silica gel 10.2 136.99 kg 1,394.48 

petroleum ether 7.20 342.47 L 2,465.79 

CH2Cl2 7.20 175.4 L 1,263.17 
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Na2SO4 37 0.86 kg 11.81 

dichloromethane 5.00 342.47 L 1,712.36 

methanol 2.75 350.9 L 964.91 

Sum of work-up    9,769.75  

Price per g is 

97.70 

The total sum for reactants and 

work-up 

  22,542.09 

Price per g is 

225.42 

 

It is clear from the calculations that anhydrous THF is a major contributor to synthetic cost 

and that chromatography (silica gel and associated solvents) is the major cost contributor to 

workup.  Expensive solvents increase the purification costs as well as the hazardous criteria 

of the synthesis, this identifies the target for savings in order to achieve production of highly 

effective materials safely and at low cost. A detailed investigation of ITIC synthesis 

simplification with cost reduction is introduced in Chapter 4. 

3.2.4 Breakdown of device costing with incorporated selected materials versus 

benchmark photoactive layer compounds  

Manufacture cost, especially the material cost plays an essential role in determining success 

and industrial feasibility of OPVs [29]. For the calculation of the cost of PDCBT and ITIC, 

on semi-commercial scale we decided to base the costing on the synthesis of 100 g product. 

This costing was based on the published route of synthesis [16], [17], [19]–[21], [44], [46], 

[104], [127], [129], [132], prices were sourced from various venders as specified in previous 

Chapter 2. The estimated total cost of PDCBT polymer was found to be $63.78 per g (at a 

100 g of product scale) and the cost of the ITIC compound used in this work is $225.42 per 

g on a 100 g batch scale.  
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However, to fully assess whether these price differences have a significant impact on the cost 

of completed OPV we calculate the material price for 1 m2 of fabricated OPV prepared with 

the geometry Ag/PH1000/Active layer/ZnO/Al for different modules comparison. As shown 

in Figure 3.2, the module cost breakdown is material cost, production capital cost and 

production operating cost. Production capital cost identifies the equipment (R2R printers, 

electrical deposition, encapsulation and stirred tanks) and start -up equipment is pumps, 

electrical systems, land and civil works and engineering construction costs. Production 

Operating cost includes labour, utilities, maintenance, taxes/insurance, rent and production 

rate. 

 

Figure 3.2. Module cost breakdown for OPV modules [176] 

In order to determine the price of one square metre module we collected the material costs 

scaled to one square meter (assuming a coverage of 75 % except for substrate, UV-epoxy, 

silver grid and aluminium, where the coverage is 200 %, 100 %, 20 % and 100 %, 
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respectively (substrate is needed front and back, UV-epoxy is sleeve coated covering the 

entire width, silver is printed in grid pattern, and aluminium is deposited through a shadow 

mask meaning that the usage is full width even though the covering on the substrate is only 

75 %)). Therefore, we assume the active layer contains equal parts donor:acceptor and has a 

density of 1 g/cm3. So, a 1 nm layer = 1 mg/m2. The active layer is 150 nm at 75 % coverage 

and therefore equates to 112.5 mg/m2.  Then module cost = $9.02 + active layer material 

cost. In summary, the module cost = $9.02 + (combined active layer material $ per gram)/2 

x 0.1125. A cost breakdown for each layer in the P3HT:ICxA as an example of module 

costing method is demonstrated in Table 3.6. 

 Table 3.6. Module cost breakdown for P3HT:ICxA OPV panel 

Material Cost of 

material 

(AUD) 

Price 

per 

unit 

Unit  Coverage 

per m2 

(%) 

Layer 

thickness 

(nm) 

Amount/

m2 (g or 

cm3) 

Price m2 

module silver $2400/L  $41.96 cm3 20% 200 0.039 $1.65 

PEDOT:PS

S 

$585/L  $41.66 cm3 75% 200 0.150 $5.18 

P3HT  $8.55/g  $8.55 g 75% 100 0.075 $0.64 

ICxA  $15.14/g  $15.14 g 75% 100 0.075 $1.14 

ZnO $1.96/g $11.00 cm3 75% 30 0.023 $0.25 

aluminium $300/g $3.00 cm3 75% 200 0.150 $0.45 

total $10.38  

 
 

The calculated price per square meter for each material system (P3HT:ICxA, 

P3HT:SF(DPPB)4, PDCBT:PCBM, PDCBT:ITIC) is shown in Table 3.7 below. From this 

table it can be seen that the cost of one square meter of OSC module based on different 

acceptor units have the following trend P3HT:ICxA <P3HT:SF(DPPB)4 < PDCBT:PCBM < 

PDCBT:ITIC with a cost of $10.38, $18.20, $19.38 and $30.29, respectively. Whereas the 

cost difference for PDCBT and ITIC donor-acceptor materials are in the order of 3-fold from 
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P3HT:PCBM system, this price difference for 1 m2 is more than compensated for  by the 3-

fold improvement in device performance of the newly developed materials blend.  We can 

also determine a $/W value for each module by considering the efficiency of the material 

combinations in the active layers. Assuming P3HT:ICxA performing at 3% efficiency, kW 

generated per 100 m2 will be 1.0 kW at 1.04 $/W. 6 hours of direct sunlight per day for 365 

days/year = 2190 hours, therefore at 10 W/m2 generates 21.90 kW/m2 in a year. At 20 c/kWh 

the energy generated per 1 year lifetime will cost $ 4.20.  

Table 3.7. Cost effectiveness calculation for OSC devices with the four different active 

layers.  

Blend Lab PCE 

(published) 

$/g  

Donor 

$/g 

Acceptor 

Cost/m2 

OPV 

kW/100m2 $/W 

P3HT:ICxA 3.0 % [177] $9.30 $15.14 $10.38 1.0 kW $1.04 

P3HT:SF(DPPB)4 3.2 % [3] $9.30 $64.19 $18.20 2.1 kW $0.63 

PDCBT:PCBM 6.1 % [178] $63.78 $61.23 $19.38 2.1 kW $0.72 

PDCBT:ITIC 10.7 % [116] $63.78 $225.42 $30.29 3.6 kW $0.59 

 

A trend of module cost increase with the more expensive active layer materials combination 

is introduced in Table 3.8. It is observed with the cost of active layer materials at $10, $25, 

and $50 per gram, the module cost per m2 is at reasonable price and allows us to consider 

highly efficient materials with relatively simple synthesis for a scale up. To confirm the data 

analysis, the PDCBT and ITIC blend is in total $ 144.6 is at ~ $ 17 per m2 suggesting its 

viability on a large-scale production. 

Table 3.8. Material cost of active layer versus module cost 
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Combined active layer 

materials cost $/g 

Module cost / m2 

$ 10 $ 9.58 

$ 25 $ 10.42 

$ 50 $ 11.83 

$ 100 $ 14.64 

$ 150 $ 17.45 

$ 300 $ 25.89 

$ 500 $ 37.14 

$ 1000 $ 65.27 

$ 2000 $ 122.52 

$ 5000 $ 290.27 

 

Referring to the data demonstrated above for materials synthesis (SC index), synthesis 

costing, FOM and module cost, we can conclude and justify our selection of PDCBT :ITIC 

that these are clearly the materials system of choice. Therefore, they were chosen for further 

study and consideration for synthesis scale-up as discussed in later Chapter 4, and their device 

fabrication and optimisation work in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a particular case study based on cost analysis of active layer materials to 

enable commercially viable economic modeling of the levelised cost of electricity for OPVs 

has been conducted. We can conclude that the analysis requires a trade-off among those three 

key factors - cost, efficiency and lifetime [179][175] and optimisation is a challenge to 

encompass the triplet. To significantly accelerate up-scale development, in this Chapter, 

costing studies were fully assessed step by step for analysis and calculation of synthesis cost 

of recently emerging high-performance materials (PDCBT, ITIC etc.) that were considered 

viable. In addition, cost of device fabrication for these materials, are presented. In conclusion, 

cost comparison with benchmark photoactive materials based on reported literature reviews 
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(P3HT, PCBM, ICxA, ICBA etc.) [16][3][180] is introduced, allowing us to directly compare 

the industrial viability of OSCs. 
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Chapter 4: PDCBT and ITIC synthesis 

and scale up  

4.1 Overview 

In this chapter, recently developed photoactive materials (PDCBT and ITIC) were 

successfully synthesised on a laboratory scale and assessed for a large-scale production. As 

well as, mass scale batches of benchmark materials (P3HT, PCBM, ICxA, PEDOT:PSS) 

were synthesised and incorporated into devices for further investigation and direct 

comparison with devices fabricated from PDCBT and ITIC. A step by step up-scale 

assessment of the synthesis of PDCBT and ITIC is introduced. Production cost reduction 

methods in their syntheses are addressed and approach to achieve industrialisation of these 

materials is introduced.  

4.2 Introduction  

The successful scale up of high performing newly developed OPV materials in a cost-

effective way has not been widely explored in the literature with only a few reports [1], [2]. 

Therefore, in this chapter we address this issue by investigating the scale up of materials 

identified in the previous chapter. 

Published research on the selected materials synthesis, demonstrated only a small-scale 

synthesis and successful incorporation of the materials into small scale solar cells. This 

approach produces high efficiency devices (PCEmax of 17.3%) [3] with long term stability 

(about 10 years) [4][5] in organic solar cells. However, the approach and potential of these 

materials is limited by the small scale and massive upscaling is required for commercial solar 

module production. Therefore, in this study the challenges of upscaled production whilst 

obtaining high yields is addressed. In addition, suggestions are made as for future research 

to achieve cost effective, high performing modules on a large scale.  
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Miscibility of donor and acceptor materials for solar cells optimal morphology is one of the 

critical points for better device performance and stability. Consequently, device fabrication 

and characterisation are further investigated and introduced in this thesis for PDCBT donor 

and ITIC acceptor devices in the next chapter (Chapter 5) of this thesis. 

For a successful PDCBT and ITIC donor/acceptor blend, it is important to consider energy 

levels, absorption, and charge mobility of the materials and blend. For an acceptor, aromatic 

fused ring electron acceptors typically exhibit high charge mobility due to conjugation in the 

fused rings with efficient interchain π−π overlaps. On the other hand, introducing electron 

withdrawing groups (amide, imide and cyano) may stabilise the LUMO level due to the π* 

energy of the electron-withdrawing component [6], [7]. However, the main drawback of 

fused ring-based acceptors is the self-aggregation and planarity [6], which can be avoided by 

incorporating rigid out of plane rings into the structure. By utilising these concepts, the 3,9-

bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-

dithieno[2,3-d:2’,3’-d’]-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene (ITIC) molecule which has a 

bulky seven ring fused indacenodithieno[3,2-b]thiophene (IT) core, with 2-(3-oxo-2,3-

dihydroinden-1-ylidene) malononitrile (INCN) units, and four 4-hexylphenyl groups on its 

periphery, demonstrates low LUMO and HOMO levels, increased electron transfer ability 

and higher absorption. In addition, the four out-of-plane 4-hexylphenyl units off the IT main 

chain, decrease aggregation and improve film morphology in OPV devices [7]. 

Consequently, ITIC has great potential for high absorption, efficient electron transfer, good 

miscibility with donor materials (i.e. PDCBT).  
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4.3 PDCBT synthesis and scale up 

The method to produce PDCBT is based upon Stille coupling, which is a common 

transformation used in organic chemistry. This coupling uses a suitable palladium catalyst to 

facilitate reaction between a suitable organotin compound (organostannane with a C-Sn 

bond) and an organic electrophile to form a new C-C σ-bond, as shown in the following 

Equation 4.1: 

 

Equation 4.1 Stille coupling mechanism between organotin compound and an organic 

electrophile 

In this process the reaction occurs between R and R’ (coupling partners can be aryl or vinyl 

groups), where X can be a halogen (Cl, Br, or I) or a triftalate (OTf). Hence, the product is a 

substituted biaryl system if the two partners groups are aryl groups, as is taken advantage of 

in the PDCBT polymerisation step of the two monomers. This reaction can be achieved in 

the presence of a catalyst such as Pd(PPh3)4, in which the palladium atom has an oxidation 

state zero [8]. 

Direct arylation polymerisation (DArP) is another appealing synthetic methodology 

developed by Robert M. Pankow et al. [9], [10], which exhibits production of PDCBT via C-

H activation and allows reduction of the number of synthetic steps, toxic waste and reagents 
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during the synthesis (Figure 4.1). However, the yield of polymer production by this method 

is 59%, comparing to the Stille coupling mechanism which is more efficient yield of 76%. 

 

Figure 4.1 DArP using sustainable solvents to synthesise PDCBT polymer 

Consequently, the standard method of Stille coupling was used in this work, due to higher 

yields during the synthesis. Improving the cost and sustainability of the polymerisation by 

replacing the solvent or metal catalyst to a green alternative is an important field for further 

research. The PDCBT polymer synthesis used in this study was based upon the literature 

method [11] as introduced in this chapter. Where preparing compounds 1H-NMR spectra data 

was compared with published literature spectra to confirm chemical identity. A schematic of 

the synthetic route for PDCBT is presented in Figure 4.2 below [11] and step by step 

synthesis follows. 
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Figure 4.2 Synthesis of PDCBT by Stille coupling [11]: steps 1-4 are Bis(2-butyloctyl)-5,5'-

dibromo-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate (Monomer 1) synthesis. Step 1 yield 54%, 

step 2 yield 85%, step 3 yield 70%, step 4 yield 60%; step 5 is 5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-

2,2'-bithiophene (Monomer 2) synthesis, step 5 yield 98%; step 6 is synthesis of PDCBT, 

yield 76%. 
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4.3.1 Bis(2-butyloctyl)-5,5'-dibromo-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate (Monomer 

1) production  

4.3.1.1 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid (1) synthesis 

A method to produce 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid was introduced by Ruurd Heuvel 

et al. [12]. The methods work up was effectively upgraded to improve the overall polymer 

synthesis. Instead of drying the material in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 4 days to give the 

product, the compound was sublimed to give an essentially quantitative yield of pure product, 

which is fast and ideal for time-sensitive reactions. The process produced high purity white 

crystals and the reaction is represented in Figure 4.3 (2).   

 

Figure 4.3 Synthesis of 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid 

Bromine (5.3 mL, 103 mmol) as a solution in acetic acid (36 mL) was added at room 

temperature to a solution of thiophene-3-carboxylic acid (12 g, 94 mmol) in acetic acid (48 

mL) over 25 minutes (illustrated in Figure 4.4 (A) and (B)). The resulting mixture was stirred 

for 6 days at room temperature. Once the reaction was completed, the resulting orange 

suspension was poured into 120 mL of ice-cold water to form voluminous white precipitate 

and isolated by vacuum filtration. The precipitate was re-suspended in ice cold water and 

isolated by vacuum filtration to give a white solid. The compound obtained, was sublimed at 
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144 °C to remove impurities to give a product as a white solid with a yield of 18.93 g (97 %). 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.12 (d, 1H); 7.51 (d, 1H); m.p. = >141 °C 

       

Figure 4.4 (A) Bromine addition to a thiopene-3-carbocylic acid and acetic acid reaction 

mixture; (B) Sublimation process of 5-bromothiophene-3-carbocylic acid  

4.2.1.2 2-butyloctyl 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylate (2) synthesis  

The method follows the procedure of M. Zhang et. al (2014) [11]  

 

Figure 4.5 Synthesis of 2-butyloctyl 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylate 
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In a 500 mL round-bottom flask with 250 mL of dichloromethane, the mixture of 5-

bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid (10.3 g, 50 mmol), DCC (6 g, 60 mmol) and DMAP (1.6 

g, 17.5 mmol) was added. After dropwise addition of 2-butyloctan-1-ol (18.5 g, 100 mmol) 

via syringe, the mixture was left to stir for 40 h under N2 atmosphere. The mixture was then 

diluted with 150 mL of DO water and extracted with DCM. After this acid-base wash with 

0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M NaOH solutions was performed. The organic extracts were dried with 

anhydrous sodium sulphate and the solvent was removed, then it was purified by silica gel 

column chromatography using hexane/DCM (5:1) (Figure 4.6 (A) and (B)). Yielding pure 

colorless oil product of 2.3 g (12 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.96 (d, 1H); 7.45 (d, 

1H), 4.18 (d, 2H), 1.70 (m, 1H), 1.32 (m, 16H), 0.88 (m, 6H); b.p. = >210 °C 

                                                                                                

Figure 4.6 (A) Synthesis of 2-butyloctyl 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylate; (B) Acid-base 

extraction of crude ester in polymer (PDCBT) production 
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As a result of the low yield, the purification procedure was investigated for this step. Due to 

low solubility of crude (0.005 g of crude per 10 mL of non-polar solvent), even small amounts 

of compound require large quantities of the solvent, which elevates the purification costs 

considering the scaling up goal. To improve yields from 12 % to 54 % of purified compound, 

vacuum distillation was used to decrease the costs of production. The schematic diagram of 

the vacuum distillation apparatus is illustrated in Figure 4.7 (A, B) 

 

Figure 4.7 (A) Schematic of vacuum distillation apparatus; (B) vacuum distillation of the 

crude    
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Distillation method  

To the mixture of 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid (5.58 g, 27 mmol), DCC (3.24 g, 32.4 

mmol) and DMAP (0.86 g, 9.4 mmol) in a 250 mL round-bottom flask with 135 mL of 

CH2Cl2 was added 2-butyloctan-1-ol (9.98 g, 54 mmol). The resulting mixture was stirred 

for 40 hours under a nitrogen atmosphere and then diluted with 80 mL of water and extracted 

with dichloromethane. After removing the solvent and drying the organic extracts over 

sodium sulphate, the crude weight was 10 g.  

The crude was loaded into a distillation flask (see Figure 4.5) to proceed with vacuum 

distillation purification. The synthesised ester product has a high boiling temperature of 210 

°C and the residual alcohol contaminant has a boiling point of 145-149 °C. The main reason 

for the vacuum distillation is to prevent overheating of the liquid. Boiling commences when 

the vapor pressure of a liquid or solution equals the external pressure (the atmospheric 

pressure). Thus, if the applied pressure is reduced, the boiling point of the liquid decreases. 

So, the boiling temperature of the 2-butyloctan-1-ol has been reduced to 105 °C. After 

heating of the crude at this temperature for 3 hours, the alcohol was evaporated and collected 

in the receiving vessel, 3.7 g. The purified compound (6 g) contained 3.5 times lower content 

of contaminant alcohol according to the NMR results by integrating the individual peaks of 

the product and alcohol as presented in the crude (1:4), the Figure 4.8 (1) with the respective 

individual peaks integration characterisation after first distillation (1:0.96), shown in Figure 

4.8 (2). 
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To improve the results, another distillation was applied to the distilled crude. The same 

procedure of vacuum distillation was used, yielding ester product (5.2 g), and the new NMR 

results show that product still contained residual alcohol (1:0.80) shown in Figure 4.8 (3). A 

third distillation process again reduced the contaminant to (1:0.76) according to the NMR 

analysis (Figure 4.8 (4)). 2-butyloctan-1-ol amounts collected from the distillation were 0.15 

g and the product 4.8 g. A final distillation purification experiment led to the minimum 

obtained impurity in the ester to be (1:0.24) according to the Figure 4.8 (5).  

The ester product collected was 4.04 g and trace 2-butyloctan-1-ol 0.08 g. Overall amount of 

the residual alcohol in 10 g of crude was 4.43 g and purified product 4.04 i.e. 40% yield. 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.96 (d, 1H); 7.45 (d, 1H), 4.18 (d, 2H), 1.70 (m, 1H), 1.32 (m, 

16H), 0.88 (m, 6H). 

The main benefits of vacuum distillation that it leads to cleaner and less expensive 

purification with lower flammable solvent usage, fire hazard and it also can be applied for 

large amounts of crude material to be purified. However, there is a possibility that the heating 

during the distillation process leads to some de-esterification of the ester product and 

regeneration of alcohol due to trace amounts of water present. 

Incorporating the distillation method into the synthesis has improved the overall yields up to 

54 %. The mixture of 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid (0.52 g, 2.5 mmol), DCC (0.3 g, 

3 mmol) and DMAP (0.08 g, 0.8 mmol) in a 50 mL round-bottom flask with 13 mL of 

dichloromethane was added 2-butyloctan-1-ol (0.93 g, 5 mmol). Resulting mixture was 

stirred for 40 hours under the nitrogen atmosphere and then it was diluted with 8 mL of water 
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and extracted with dichloromethane. After this acid-base wash with 0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M 

NaOH solutions was performed. The organic extracts were dried with anhydrous Na2SO4 and 

the solvent was removed. Then, crude was loaded into the 25 mL rbf with dry molecular 

sieves for distillation. Once, the vapor temperature reached 105 °C, the distillation process 

was stopped. The total distillation time was approximately 3.5 hours. After cooling down to 

room temperature, the crude was purified by silica gel column chromatography using 

hexane/DCM (5:1). Yielding pure colourless viscous oil 0.4 g (54 %).  1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 7.96 (d, 1H); 7.45 (d, 1H), 4.15 (d, 2H), 1.70 (m, 1H), 1.32 (m, 16H), 0.88 (m, 

6H). 
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Figure 4.8 (A) Partial 1H NMR spectra of 2-butyloctyl 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylate, 

integration of the product peak at 4.15 ppm (d, 2H) and the alcohol peak at 3.5 ppm (d, 2H) 
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to 1:4.08 (B) first vacuum distillation of the crude (1:0.96); (C) second vacuum distillation 

(1:0.80); (D) third vacuum distillation (1:0.76); (E) forth vacuum distillation (1:0.24) 

4.2.1.3 Bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate (3) synthesis 

Method follows the procedure of M. Zhang et. al (2014) [11]  

 

Figure 4.9 Synthesis of bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate  

Following the literature procedure [11], synthesis of bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-bithiophene]-

4,4'-dicarboxylate (Figure 4.8 A, B, C) was performed on the following outlined scale.  

To a three-neck round bottom flask with the mixture of Ni(PPh3)2Cl2 (1.11 g, 1.68 mmol), 

PPh3 ( 0.89 g, 3.37 mmol), Zn powder ( 1.64 g, 25.3 mmol) and KI ( 0.06 g, 0.42 mmol) 156 

mL of DMF was added under nitrogen atmosphere. The resulting mixture was quickly 

degassed and then stirred for 30 min at 50 °C. After addition of 2-butyloctyl 5-

bromothiophene-3-carboxylate (4.22 g, 11.3 mmol) in DMF (9.4 mL), it was heated up to 80 

°C and stirred for 16 hours. The reaction then was cooled, sieved and extracted with ethyl 

acetate. Extracts were washed with brine, water and then purified by column chromatography 

using hexane/DCM (3:2) solvent ratio to afford the light-yellow oil (1.06 g, 16 % yield).  1H 
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NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.98 (d, 2H); 7.57 (d, 2H), 4.16 (d, 4H), 1.74 (m, 2H), 1.33 (m, 

32H), 0.89 (t, 12H). 
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Figure 4.10 (A) synthesis of bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate; (B) 

sieving of filtrate during work up process; (C) colour progression from red to black upon 

addition of 2-butyloctyl 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylate/compound (2)  

Modified procedure  

To modify the coupling method of the thiophenes and improve yields a new method is 

suggested, as described in reaction scheme (Figure 4.11) followed up with the improved 

experimental. In this experimental the amount of used zinc powder was reduced by 4 times 

to avoid additional filtration during work up process due to excess of unreacted zinc. Another 

adjustment made to the procedure was the reflux time used in the procedure. After careful 

analysis of starting materials and product formation by TLC method of spotting a mixture 

sample every 30 minutes, the reaction came to a completion at the time of 2.5 hours under 

reflux. As a result of these changes the improvement in yields was achieved from 16 % to 25 

% yield. 

 

Figure 4.11 Bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate synthesis scheme  

A mixture of Ni(PPh3)2Cl2 (0.293g, 0.45 mmol), Zn powder (0.440 g, 6.72 mmol) and Et4NI 

(0.116 g, 0.45 mmol) tetramethylammonium iodide were added to a flask containing a stir 

bar, evacuated, and back-filled with nitrogen.  Dry THF (11.20 mL) was added, and the 
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reaction mixture stirred at room temperature for 30 min. 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylic acid 

(0.928 g, 4.48 mmol) was dissolved in THF (4.48 mL) and added to the flask via syringe. 

The resulting mixture was then heated at reflux (ca. 66 °C) with stirring for 2.5 hours. After 

cooling to room temperature, the mixture was filtered and washed with ethyl acetate. The 

filtrate was then washed with water, the organic phase dried with sodium sulfate, and the 

solvent was removed. Yield 290 mg, 25%.  1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.97 (d, 2H); 

7.57 (d, 2H), 4.17 (d, 4H), 1.76 (m, 2H), 1.33 (m, 32H), 0.89 (t, 12H). 

4.2.1.4 Bis(2-butyloctyl)-5,5'-dibromo-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate (4) 

(Monomer 1) synthesis 

Method follows the procedure of M. Zhang et. al (2014) [11] Figure 4.12. 

 

Figure 4.12 Bis(2-butyloctyl)-5,5'-dibromo-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate synthesis  

This reaction method is consistent with the literature reports [11],[12]. To a 5 ml round 

bottom flask with a mixture of 2.5 mL of chloroform and 0.5 mL of trifluoroacetic acid, was 

added bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate (0.29 g, 0.5 mmol). NBS (0.19 

g, 1.05 mmol) was added portion wise to the mixture as well, and it was then stirred for 1 

hour in the dark. The extracts were washed with chloroform several times, dried and 

purification was performed by using column chromatography hexane/DCM (4:1). 0.190 g, 
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51 %. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.97 (d, 2H), 7.35 (s, 2H), 4.22 (d, 4H), 1.75 (m, 2H), 

1.38 (m, 32H), 0.89 (m, 12H). 

4.3.2 5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2'-bithiophene (Monomer 2) production  

The 5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2′-bithiophene monomer synthesis for Stile polymerisation 

was prepared following the literature procedure of [13] (Figure 4.13). 

 

Figure 4.13 5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2'-bithiophene production (modified synthesis)  

2,2'-bithiophene (0.036 g, 0.217 mmol) was added to a solution of anhydrous THF (5 mL). 

Mixture was cooled to -78 °C and then, 0.208 g, 0.52 mmol of n-butyllithium (1.6 M in 

hexanes) was added slowly. It was left to stir for 2 hours. After addition of 

trimethyltinchloride in hexanes (0.57 mL, 0.565 mmol), the mixture was warmed up to room 

temperature and stirred for additional 2 hours under nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction 

mixture was dried to afford the crude which was taken to the next step without further 

purification. 0.90 g, 84 %. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.27 (d, 2H), 7.09 (d, 2H), 0.39 

(s, 18H). 
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4.3.2 Poly [5,5′- bis(2-butyloctyl) -(2,2′-bithiophene)-4,4′-dicarboxylate-alt- 5,5′-2,2′-

bithiophene] (PDCBT) synthesis  

For completing the polymer synthesis, the previously prepared monomers (bis(2-butyloctyl)-

5,5'-dibromo-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate and 5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2'-

bithiophene) (described in sections 4.2.1.4 and 4.2.2), were used for Stile polymerisation 

following literature procedure of M. Zhang et. al (2014) [11] Figure 4.14. 

 

Figure 4.14 Poly [5,5′- bis(2-butyloctyl) -(2,2′-bithiophene)-4,4′-dicarboxylate-alt- 5,5′-2,2′-

bithiophene] (PDCBT) synthesis. 

To a 25 ml two-neck round bottom flask with 6 mL of toluene, was added bis(2-butyloctyl)-

5,5'-dibromo-[2,2'-bithiophene]-4,4'-dicarboxylate (0.131 g, 0.2 mmol) and 5,5′-

bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2'-bithiophene (0.086 g, 0.2 mmol). The mixture was degassed by 

nitrogen purge for 30 minutes. Then, Pd (PPh3)4 (0.011 g, 0.010 mmol) was added quickly, 

and the mixture was purged with nitrogen for another 20 minutes. After degassing completed, 
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it was refluxed over 16 hours. The reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature, 

filtered into Soxhlet thimble with 120 mL of methanol and then purified by Soxhlet extraction 

(MeOH, hexanes, and CHCl3).  The polymer was dried under vacuum, after recovering it in 

a solid form from the chloroform fraction. 85 mg, 64 %. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 

7.58–7.45 (br, 4H), 7.19 (br, 2H), 4.21 (d, 4H), 1.75 (br, 2H), 1.30–1.28 (br, 32H), 0.89–0.86 

(br, 12H) Figure 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.15 1H-NMR of PDCBT collected in CDCl3, at 25 °C and 400 MHz 

4.4 Overcoming high costs of purification 

The most widely used purification technique for isolating pure compounds in organic 

chemistry is silica gel column chromatography. However, due to low solubility of the crude 

material in esters in the monomer 1 synthesis of PDCBT, even small-scale reactions require 
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large quantities of solvent, which increases cost dramatically. Also, silica gel column 

chromatography on a large scale is a laborious, time consuming and hazardous purification 

method.  

In order to improve purification costs and safety in PDCBT polymer synthesis, we have 

modified the synthesis steps and work up methods. We have introduced recrystallisation, 

sublimation and distillation techniques. Successful application of distillation process for 

separating a mixture of chemical compounds according to their different boiling point was 

performed. In addition, the recrystallisation technique was considered for 5-bromothiophene-

3-carboxylic acid purification, however sublimation was preferred as it proved a more 

efficient work up method.  

4.5 Modified synthesis 

Aiming towards the high yield, inexpensive and large-scale production, alternative methods 

have been incorporated into the synthesis of PDCBT polymer. A summary of the total 

modified synthesis of the PDCBT is shown in the Figure 4.16. Each step which has been 

changed from the published procedure [11] is demonstrated in the reaction scheme. 
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Figure 4.16 Modified synthesis of poly [5,5′- bis(2-butyloctyl) -(2,2′-bithiophene)-4,4′-

dicarboxylate-alt- 5,5′-2,2′-bithiophene]; step 1 yield 97%, step 2 yield 54%, step 3 yield 

25%, step 4 yield 51%, step 5 yield 84%, step 6 yield 64% (PDCBT)  
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4.5.1 Yield  

In accordance with the published procedures of PDCBT polymer synthesis [11], we have 

modified the synthesis and achieved reasonably high yields with inexpensive procedures to 

perform the best synthesis [14]. Due to existing challenges of low solubility of the crude the 

purification yields were lower (40-55 %) than expected referring to the published outcomes 

of 76 % [11].  

4.5.2 Characterisation 

To characterise the morphology and chemical structure of the synthesised polymers UV-vis 

spectroscopy, fluorescence, TLC (chromatography), NMR and melting point determination, 

techniques were used. During the process of reactions, it is useful to use TLC, NMR and UV-

vis spectroscopy for the characterisation of compounds synthesised and to monitor the 

progress of the reaction. These characterization methods for PDCBT polymer are discussed 

in detail in Section 4.8.2.  The characteristics of PDCBT and ITIC active layer materials 

synthesised in this work and in-laboratory OPV device characteristics, results and discussions 

are introduced later in Chapter 6 of this thesis.  

4.5.3 Costs and the scale up challenge  

To simplify the synthesis, every step of the polymer production was analysed in terms of the 

cost. Firstly, the starting material; 5-bromothiophene-3-carboxylate, which costs AUD 

$98.80/g from Sigma Aldrich, Australia and AUD $4.6/g from Henan Tianfu Chemical, 

China was considered for synthesis in-house instead of purchased. To simplify synthesis and 
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reduce the cost of synthesis, we synthesised this staring material and require AUD $1.76/g 

(detailed costing is shown in Table 4.1). The total for each step is detailed and summarised 

in the next Section 4.5 Table 4.1 for cost break down analysis. Considering basic rules 

regarding the large equipment, cleaning large glassware and chemicals safety measurements 

and disposal of unused extremely dangerous chemicals in the final stage of large synthesis 

must be obeyed. The challenge of mass production, in particular PDCBT’s starting material, 

may cause potential hazards from the handling of large volumes of liquid bromine, which is 

a toxic, carcinogenic substance. Later in the synthesis the large-scale purification safety is a 

large concern, due to high flammability and toxicity of the solvents used in the silica gel 

chromatography technique, necessary for 3 out of 6 steps during the overall synthesis [15]. 

After estimating the costs of these purifications, and observing the synthesis cost increase, 

we have instead incorporated less expensive modified work up procedures as shown in the 

Table 4.1.  

Overall, mass synthesis is a longer process which is more expensive. Also, it must be 

especially approached carefully and methodically due to potential hazards involved. In terms 

of safety, it is important to ensure safe procedures for personnel during the handling of 

multiple large-scale extractions, solvents and materials and the cleaning of large glassware 

where physical constrains can lead to broken glassware, that may cause lacerations or 

potential fire hazards [15]–[17]. Every reaction on a scale needs the right sized equipment, 

as it becomes hazardous due to large volumes of solvents used in extractions, quenches and 

rotavaping of solvent. For example, according to the disposal instructions of peroxide-

forming solvents, it is critical to check peroxide levels, to avoid the fire risks [18]–[21]. 
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Hence, these challenges increase the synthesis costs and also the cost of toxic waste disposal 

as well as the labour cost.  

4.6 Actual cost verses theoretical cost of PDCBT polymer synthesis 

After careful analysis of the costs for materials used in the synthesis of PDCBT, a summary 

for each step was tabulated in the Table 4.1. Each material has been upscaled to a 10 g of 

product scale and according to the cost for 100 g product scale (only materials used) was 

calculated for the 85 mg of laboratory obtained polymer. This cost is compared to the 

theoretical estimations of the published methods described in the Section 4.2 of this chapter. 

The theoretical total cost to synthesise and purify 85 mg of PDCBT came down to AUD 

$5.42 and the actual cost to synthesise and purify 85 mg of PDCBT is AUD $7.88. 

Consequently, the actual synthesis was approximately a third more expensive than what was 

predicted in theory. Costs on 100 g scale of material shows AUD $9,269.74 in practice, 

compared to a theoretical value of AUD $6,377.93 and a commercial cost of AUD 37,000.00 

(i.e AUD 3,700.00/g from Ossila Ltd., UK) In particular, the silica gel chromatography 

purification method is not realistic for large-scale production due to safety hazards. These 

considerations of such high cost and dangerous procedures needs to be more investigated and 

improved to realise pilot scale of solar materials production.   

Table 4.1 Comparing theoretical total cost to synthesise and purify PDCBT with actual cost 

to synthesise and purify PDCBT 
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STEP 1 

Paper yield and quantity of 

this step's product that is 

required for the next step 

78.6 g (97 % yield) We require 9.29 g 

of the product to 

use in Step 2 

We require 92.91 g of the product to use in Step 2   

 
78.60 14.43 144.33 

   

Scaling factor X 0.18 1.84 
   

Material Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
 

Cost for 100 g 

product scale 

(only materials 

used) 

thiophene-3-carboxylic acid 50.00 9.19 91.87 g 
 

 AUD      116.90  

acetic acid 0.35 0.06 0.64 L 
 

 AUD          4.63  

Br2 0.02 0.00 0.04 L 
 

 AUD        54.44       
Total for Step 1 

reaction: 

 AUD      175.97  

Work-up Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
  

water 12.15 2.23 22.32 L 
  

     
Total for Step 1 work-up:      
Grand total for Step 1 

(reaction and work-up): 

 AUD      175.97  

STEP 2 

Paper yield and quantity of 

this step's product that is 

required for the next step 

1.51 g (40 % yield) We require 14.43 g 

of the product to 

use in Step 3 

We require 144.33 g of the product to use in Step 3   

 
1.51 14.43 144.33 

   

Scaling factor X 9.58 95.84 
   

Material Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
 

Cost for 100 g 

product scale 

(only materials 

used) 

5-bromothiophene-3-

carboxylic acid 

2.06 19.74 197.44 g 
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DCC 1.2 11.50 115.01 g 
 

 AUD        90.86  

DMAP 0.32 3.07 30.67 g 
 

 AUD      136.18  

CH2Cl2 0.05 0.48 4.79 L 
 

 AUD        23.96  

2-butyloctan-1-ol 3.7 35.46 354.62 g 
 

 AUD      180.50       
Total for Step 2 

reaction: 

 AUD      431.49  

Work-up Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
  

distillation method 
    

 Almost no cost  

STEP 3 

Paper yield and quantity of 

this step's product that is 

required for the next step 

1.07 g (25 % yield) We require 17.11 g 

of the product to 

use in Step 4 

We require 171.06 g of the product to use in Step 4   

 
1.07 17.11 171.06 

   

Scaling factor X 15.99 159.87 
   

Material Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
 

Cost for 100 g 

product scale 

(only materials 

used) 

2-butyloctyl 5-

bromothiophene-3-

carboxylate 

2.70 43.16 431.65 g 
  

Ni(PPh3)2Cl2 0.71 11.35 113.51 g 
 

 AUD      565.27  

PPh3 0.57 9.11 91.13 g 
 

 AUD        12.75  

Zn powder 1.05 16.79 167.86 g 
 

 AUD        48.34  

KI 0.04 0.64 6.39 g 
 

 AUD          4.60  

DMF 0.11 1.69 16.95 L 
 

 AUD      209.92       
Total for Step 3 

reaction: 

 AUD      840.89  

Work-up Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
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ethyl acetate 0.64 10.23 102.32 L 
 

 AUD      798.07  

water 0.64 10.23 102.32 L 
  

brine 0.64 10.23 102.32 L 
  

Na2SO4 0.00 0.07 0.68 kg 
 

 AUD        25.24  

silica gel 0.34 5.46 54.57 kg 
 

 AUD      555.48  

n-hexane 1.02 16.37 163.71 L 
 

 AUD  1,350.57  

dichloromethane 0.68 10.91 109.14 L 
 

 AUD      545.69       
Total for Step 3 work-

up: 

 AUD  3,275.05  

     
Grand total for Step 3 

(reaction and work-up): 

 AUD  4,115.94  

STEP 4 

Paper yield and quantity of 

this step's product that is 

required for the next step 

0.74 g (58 % yield) We require 13.05 g 

of the product to 

use in the final Step 

6 to make 10 g of 

PDCBT 

We require 130.47 g of the product to use in the final 

Step 6 to make 100 g of PDCBT 

  

 
0.74 13.05 130.47 

   

Scaling factor X 17.63 176.31 
   

Material Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
  

bis(2-butyloctyl)-[2,2'-

bithiophene]-4,4'-

dicarboxylate (Step 3 

product) 

1.18 20.80 208.05 g 
 

    

chloroform 0.01 0.18 1.76 L 
 

 AUD 12.69  

trifluoroacetic acid 0.00 0.04 0.35 L 
 

 AUD 244.01  

N-bromosuccinimide 0.75 13.22 132.23 g 
 

 AUD 40.73       
Total for Step 4 

reaction: 

 AUD 297.44  

Work-up Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
  

chloroform 0.225 3.97 39.67 L 
 

 AUD 109.09  

silica gel 0.12 2.12 21.16 kg 
 

 AUD 215.37  

n-hexane 0.48 8.46 84.63 L 
 

 AUD 698.19  
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dichloromethane 0.12 2.12 21.16 L 
 

 AUD 105.79       
Total for Step 4 work-

up: 

 AUD 1,128.44  

     
Grand total for Step 4 

(reaction and work-up): 

 AUD 1,425.88  

STEP 5  

Paper yield and quantity of 

this step's product that is 

required for the next step 

0.18 g (98% yield) We require 8.58 g 

of the product to 

use in the final Step 

6 to make 10 g of 

PDCBT 

We require 85.81 g of the product to use in the final 

Step 6 to make 100 g of PDCBT 

 

 
0.18 8.58 85.81 

   

Scaling factor X 47.67 476.72 
   

Material Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
 

Cost for 100 g 

product scale 

(only materials 

used) 

5,5'-dibromo-2,2'-

bithiophene  

0.14 6.72 67.22 g 
 

 AUD        20.70  

THF anhydrous 0.01 0.48 4.77 L 
 

 AUD      476.72  

n-butyllithium 2.5M in 

hexane 

0.00 0.02 0.20 L 
 

 AUD      169.56  

trimethyltin chloride 1M in 

hexanes 

0.00 0.05 0.54 L 
 

 AUD  1,578.38  

     
Total for Step 5 

reaction: 

 AUD  2,245.36  

STEP 6 

Paper yield and quantity of 

this step's product that is 

required for the next step 

0.14 g (64 % yield) 10 g  100 g  
   

 
0.14 10 100 

   

Scaling factor X 71.43 714.29 
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Material Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
 

Cost for 100 g 

product scale 

(only materials 

used) 

bis(2-butyloctyl)-5,5'-

dibromo-[2,2'-bithiophene]-

4,4'-dicarboxylate (Step 4 

product) 

0.22 16.03 160.29 g 
  

5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-

2,2'-bithiophene (Step 5 

product) 

0.15 10.54 105.43 g 
  

toluene anhydrous 0.01 0.71 7.14 L 
 

 AUD      367.86  

Pd(PPh3)4 0.02 1.29 12.86 g 
 

 AUD        69.53       
Total for Step 6 

reaction: 

 AUD      437.39  

Work-up Paper scale 10 g scale of 

PDCBT 

100 g scale of 

PDCBT 

Units 
  

Methanol 0.2 14.29 142.86 L 
 

 AUD      392.86  

Methanol 0.5 1 3 L 
 

 AUD          8.25  

Hexane 0.5 1 3 L 
 

 AUD        15.00  

Chloroform 0.5 1 3 L 
 

 AUD        21.60       
Total for Step 6 work-

up: 

 AUD      437.71  

     
Grand total for Step 6 

(reaction and work-up): 

 AUD      875.09  

Theoretical Total cost to synthesis and purify 85 mg of PDCBT = AUD           5.42 

Actual Total cost to synthesis and purify 85 mg of PDCBT = AUD           7.88 
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4.7 ITIC synthesis and scale up  

Despite high-performance contribution in organic solar cells and longer lifetime than 

fullerene materials, NFA synthesis is typically much more laborious and achieve only 

moderate reaction yields. Therefore, industrialisation of NFAs requires a more simplistic and 

profitable synthesis with higher yields of production. To target better organic photovoltaic 

implementation, reconsidering synthesis strategies and readjusting expensive purification 

methods is important [4]. The synthesis method for ITIC, which follows Yuze Lin et. al. [7], 

consists of two primary reactions as shown in Figure 4.17. Firstly, IT is lithiated and 

quenched with dimethylformamide (DMF) to obtain IT-CHO at 93 % yield, and then after 

reaction with INCN, the ITIC compound is synthesised [7]. 

 

Figure 4.17 Synthesis route to synthesise ITIC 

4.7.1 2,5-dithieno[3,2-b] thien-2-yl-1,4- benzenedicarboxylic acid-1,4-diethyl ester (1) 

synthesis  
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Figure 4.18 Synthesis of 2,5-dithieno[3,2-b] thien-2-yl-1,4- benzenedicarboxylic acid-1,4-

diethyl ester  

The method (Figure 4.18) follows Yun-Xiang Xu et. al. [22], with modification to the work 

up method. We performed recrystallisation instead of the silica gel column chromatography 

for improving costs and simplicity of crude purification. To a three-neck round bottom flask 

with a solution of thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (1.02 g, 7.3 mmol) in anhydrous THF (24 mL) was 

added slowly a 2.5 M solution of n-butyllithium in hexane (3 mL, 7.3 mmol) at -78 °C under 

nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture was left to stir for 30 min at -78 °C and then 

warmed up to -34 °C to stir for an extra 15 min. Dry zinc chloride (0.99 g, 7.3 mmol) was 

dissolved in anhydrous THF (24 mL) and added to the solution, which was then stirred for 1 

h at 0 °C. Then, diethyl 2,5-dibromoterephthalate (1.10 g, 2.90 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4  (167 

mg, 0.15 mmol) were subsequently added and the resulting mixture was refluxed for 20 h 

(Figure 4.19). Once, the reaction was finished, the mixture was filtered, extracted with ethyl 

acetate and solvent was removed after drying over sodium sulfate. The crude was 

recrystallised (Figure 4.20) from a mixture of hexane and ethyl acetate (1:1), to yield a pale-

yellow solid product (1.03 g, 71%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ) 7.89 (s, 2H), 7.38 (d, J = 

5.4 Hz, 2H), 7.30 (s, 2H), 7.28 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H), 4.27 (q, J=7.2 Hz, 4H), 1.11 (t, J= 7.2 Hz, 

6H). 
13C-NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, δ) 167.4, 142.0, 139.9, 139.3, 134.1, 133.8, 132.1, 127.4, 

119.4, 119.3, 61.8, 13.8. 
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Figure 4.19 (A) solution prepared from thieno[3,2-b]thiophene in THF and added n-

butyllithium in hexane; (B) a solution of zinc chloride dissolved in THF solvent 

 

Figure 4.20 (A) and (B) recrystallisation technique  
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4.7.2 6,6,12,12-Tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-6,12-dihydro-dithieno[2,3-d:2′, 3′-d′]-s-

indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b′]dithiophene (2) synthesis  

Figure 4.21 Synthesis of IT  

The procedure is from a paper by Yun-Xiang Xu et. al. [6] (Figure 4.21). The method, was 

reproduced (Figure 4.22): n-BuLi (1.4 mL, 3.9 mmol, 2.5 M in hexane) was gradually added 

to a solution of 4-hexyl-1-bromobenzene (930 mg, 3.9 mmol) in 10 mL of dry THF at -78 

°C. This mixture was stirred at -78 ° C for 1 hour. Then, 2,5-dithieno[3,2-b] thien-2-yl-1,4- 

benzenedicarboxylic acid-1,4-diethyl ester (400 mg, 0.80 mmol) dissolved in 10 mL of THF 

and added slowly to the mixture, which was left stirring overnight at room temperature. The 

mixture was poured into water and extracted with ethyl acetate twice, dried with sodium 

sulfate and then solvent was removed. The resulting crude was refluxed with 20 mL of acetic 

and 0.4 mL of sulfuric acid for 3 hours at 130 °C. After extraction of the crude three times 

with ethyl acetate and drying over sodium sulfate (drying agent), a rotary evaporator was 

used to remove solvent. The resulting crude was purified by silica gel column 

chromatography using a mixture of hexane/dichloromethane (5:1) solvents to give a pale-

yellow solid (114 mg, 14%).  1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ) 7.51 (s, 2H), 7.28 (d, J = 5.1 

Hz, 2H), 7.25 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H), 7.19 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8H), 7.07 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8H), 2.55 (t, 
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J = 7.8 Hz, 8H), 1.60-1.51 (m, 8H), 1.34 – 1.29 (m, 24H), 0.86 (t, J = 6.3 Hz, 12H). 13C-NMR 

(125 MHz, CDCl3, δ) 153.2, 145.9, 143.2, 141.7,141.6, 140.3, 136.1, 133.8, 128.4, 128.1, 

126.3, 120.3, 116.9, 62.9, 35.6, 31.7, 31.2, 29.2, 22.6, 14.1. 

 

Figure 4.22 (A) a solution prepared from 4-hexyl-1-bromobenzene in THF and added n-

butyllithium in hexane; (B) the solution refluxed with 20 mL of acetic and 0.4 mL of sulfuric 

acids for 3 hours at 130 °C; (C) extraction with ethyl acetate; (D) solvent evaporation after 

extraction in the mixture. 

Modified procedure  

Due to low solubility of the crude and poor column recovery (~25 %) the silica gel 

chromatography yield was only 114 mg, 14 %. Hence, the alternative method for purification 

of the crude was considered and silica gel purification method was substituted with 

recrystallisation. The crude was dissolved in 11.3 mL of ethyl acetate at 150 °C and adding 

45.3 mL of hexane resulted in a precipitate which was then filtered. The yield was 163 mg, 
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20 %, which is higher than purification by column, however the process of recrystallisation 

had to be repeated twice in order to achieve the same high purity of the product as the silica 

gel column chromatography. This makes the process laborious, and preferred method for the 

purification remained as the column chromatography, however further exploration of 

recrystallisation for this step is warranted when larger scales are used. 

4.7.3 6,6,12,12-Tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-6,12-dihydrodithieno[2,3-d:2',3'-d']-s-

indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b']dithiophene-2,8-dicarboxaldehyde (3) synthesis 

 

Figure 4.23 Synthesis of 3 6,6,12,12-Tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-6,12-dihydrodithieno[2,3-

d:2',3'-d']-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b']dithiophene-2,8-dicarboxaldehyde 

The Yun-Xiang Xu et. al. [6] procedure for the synthesis of IT-CHO (IT), was reproduced 

without any modifications (Figure 4.23):  To IT (215 mg, 0.22 mmol) in a dry round bottom 

3 neck flask, under the nitrogen atmosphere, was added 25 mL of anhydrous THF and the 

solution was deoxygenated with nitrogen for 30 minutes. Next, n-butyllithium (2.5 M in 

hexane, 0.20 mL, 0.51 mmol) was injected dropwise at -78 °C and the mixture was kept at 

78 °C for 1 hour. Subsequently, anhydrous DMF (0.04 mL) was added. The resulting mixture 

was warmed to room temperature and then stirred overnight. The resultant mixture was 
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worked up with chloroform (54 mL) and brine (27 mL) extraction twice and the organic layer 

was dried over MgSO4 (Figure 4.4 (A) and (B)). Once filtered, the solvent was removed, and 

the crude was purified by silica gel column chromatography using petroleum 

ether/dichloromethane (1:1) as eluent to yield a yellow coloured solid. (201 mg, 87 %).  1H-

NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ) 9.89 (s, 2H), 7.94 (s, 2H), 7.62 (s, 2H), 7.16 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8H), 

7.11 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 8H), 2.58 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 8H), 1.66 (m, 8 H), 1.31 (m, 24H), 0.89 (m, 12 

H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ) 182.89, 154.61, 149.50, 146.65, 144.40, 142.35, 141.77, 

140.21, 139.21, 136.49, 129.86, 128.74, 118.03, 63.14, 35.58, 31.69, 31.27, 29.18, 22.56, 

14.11. 

4.7.4 2-(3-oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (4) synthesis  

 

Figure 4.24 Synthesis of 2-(3-oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile 
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Figure 4.25 (A) Preparation of reaction mixture; (B) extraction with chloroform 

Our synthesis method (Figure 4.25) reproduces Kasali A. Bello et. al. on a larger scale. Dry 

sodium acetate (3.2 g, 39.01 mmol) was added at 22 °C to a mixture of indane-1,3-dione 

(4.38 g, 29.97 mmol), malononitrile (3.96 g, 59.95 mmol) and ethanol (50 mL). Once the 

solid was slowly dissolved in the mixture a dark red coloration rapidly developed (Figure 

4.26). The mixture was left to stir for 45 minutes. 100 mL of water was added, and the mixture 

acidified by 36 mL of 10 M hydrochloric acid to reach a pH between 1-2. Once acidified, the 

solution was stirred for an extra 10 minutes. The mixture was then filtered (Figure 4.27 (A)) 

and washed thoroughly with water several times, and the resultant crude was recrystallisied 

twice from acetic acid. As shown in Figure 4.27 (B), the first recrystallisation was performed 

from 500 mL of water and 250 mL of acetic acid and the second from 500 mL of water and 

100 mL of acetic acid) to obtain 2-(3-oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (3.49 g, 60 %), 1H-
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NMR (400 MHz, C6D6): δ) 2.90 (s, 2H), 7.23 (m, 2H), 7.75 (m, 1H), 8.50 (m, 1H). 13C-NMR 

(400 MHz, C6D6): δ) 33.4, 83.6, 108.0, 108.7, 123.9, 130.0, 163.5, 195.6; m.p. 229 °C.  

The main reason of the lower yields of this step may be due to the recrystallisation efficiency, 

which was cooled enough to reproduce the paper yield. Further optimisation of this 

recrystallisation method is required in order to achieve better yields. 

 

Figure 4.26 Immediate red coloration after addition of anhydrous sodium acetate from left to 

right 
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Figure 4.27 (A) vacuum filtration of the acidified suspension; (B) recrystallisation of the 

crude  

4.7.5 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4-

hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-d:2’,3’-d’]-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene (ITIC) 

synthesis 

 

Figure 4.28 ITIC synthesis 

The final ITIC synthesis method follows Yun-Xiang Xu et. al. [6] (Figure 4.28). 
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The Yun-Xiang Xu et. al. [6] procedure was reproduced successfully on a similar scale 

(Figure 4.28). IT-CHO (200 mg, 0.19 mmol) and 1,1-dicyanomethylene-3-indanone (281 mg, 

1.4 mmol) were dissolved in a mixture of chloroform (50 mL) and pyridine (1 mL) and 

deoxygenated with nitrogen for 45 minutes. After 24 h of reflux under nitrogen, this mixture 

was poured into methanol (200 mL) and then filtered. The crude product was purified by 

silica gel column chromatography, using petroleum ether/dichloromethane (1:1), yielding a 

dark blue colored solid (55 mg, 20 %)  1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ) 8.87 (s, 2H), 8.70 (d, 

J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 8.22 (s, 2H), 7.93 (d, J=6.4 Hz, 2H), 7.79 (m, 4H), 7.63 (s, 2H), 7.23 (d, J= 

8.4 Hz, 8H), 7.15 (d, J=8.4 Hz, 8H), 2.58 (m, 8H), 1.61 (m, 8H), 1.33 (m, 24H), 0.87 (m, 

12H). 13C-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ) 187.19, 161.33, 155.35, 152.86, 147.61, 147.06, 

143.64, 142.51, 140.02, 139.60, 138.94, 138.24, 136.95, 136.86, 135.19, 133.49, 128.87, 

127.99, 125.32, 123.76, 122.73, 118.53, 114.63, 114.57, 70.38, 63.24, 35.61, 31.70, 31.27, 

29.20, 21.59, 14.10. 

For the final step of ITIC synthesis, the method of purification was first substituted with 

recrystallisation (Figure 4.29). 30 mg of crude was dissolved in 1:5 dichloromethane: 

petroleum ether for 30 min at 60 °C and 20 mg of purified product was collected upon 

cooling. The total recrystallisation recovery yield was 67 %, however the resulting product 

still contained impurities (mostly, residual 1,1-dicyanomethylene-3-indanone) so column 

chromatography was subsequently performed (with 83 % column recovery). Hence, this 

chosen method overall purified 154 mg of crude with a recovery of 55 mg, 20 % (Figure 4.30 

(A)-(F)). An NMR of purified ITIC is shown in Figure 4.31. 
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Figure 4.29 Synthesis of ITIC (A) reflux of the reaction mixture; (B) filtration of the crude; 

(C) rotary evaporation process for solvent removal 
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Figure 4.30 (A) recrystallisation of the crude; (B, C, D) column chromatography; (E, F) thin 

layer chromatography technique during the silica gel column purification  

 

 

Figure 4.31 1H-NMR spectra of purified ITIC compound 

4.8 Overcoming high costs of purification 

Successful simplification of the ITIC small molecule acceptor molecule work up has been 

achieved in the overall synthesis route. The main issue encountered during column 

purifications, was the low solubility of the crude materials, that required large quantities of 

solvent (> 2 L) to clean up only small amounts (< 50 mg) of crude. This issue increases the 

silica gel chromatography purification cost drastically and hinders commercially viable 

scaleup. Therefore, recrystallisation as a preferred inexpensive work up procedure was 
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performed to purify the doubly coupled product (step 1, ITIC), synthesised by Pd-catalyzed 

coupling between diethyl 2,5-dibromoterephthalate with 2-thienothienyl zinc chloride 

(generated in situ through transmetalation of 2-thienothienyl lithium with ZnCl2) to afford in 

71 % yield. 

Firstly, to simplify purification of the starting material for the synthesis of IT – one of the 

components in the ITIC production route, recrystallisation using various solvents 

(dichloromethane, hexanes, ethyl acetate etc.) was tested. This technique was improved by 

purifying 250 mg of crude. The crude was solubilised in 187.5 mL of hexane: ethyl acetate 

(1.5:1), and 122 mg, 49% of pure product was recovered.  

Next, to improve the recrystallisation, the solvent system for recrystallisation was modified 

to increase obtained yield. For 360 mg of crude in 70 ml of hexane: ethyl acetate ratio (1:1), 

the recovered yield was 250 mg, 69%. This optimised ratio of hexane: ethyl acetate solvents, 

was repeated on a larger scale. 1.453 g of crude was dissolved in 270ml of hexane: ethyl 

acetate ratio (1:1), with a recovered yield of 1.03 g, 71%. Once, recrystallisation efficiency 

was improved up to 71 % from initial 49 %, it was chosen as a viable alternative method of 

work up instead of the expensive column chromatography technique particularly for this 

reaction step (step 1). This work also highlights the fact that recovery from recrystallisation 

methods tends to increase as the scale of recrystallisation increases, making this method even 

more promising for commercial scaleup of the ITIC synthesis. 

To conclude, it is important to complete a detailed analysis of each reaction step to overcome 

the high cost of purification methods. The most widely used and investigated purification 
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techniques instead of silica gel column are recrystallisation, sublimation and distillation 

techniques. Successful application of recrystallisation processes was performed for the 

starting compound. Additionally, recrystallization was investigated for the IT synthesis (step 

2), as shown in Figure 4.32. 10 mL of ethyl acetate:hexane (1:4) solvent ratio was used to 

dissolve 150 mg of crude to yield 9 mg, 6% of product. Therefore, silica gel purification was 

preferred (14 % column yield, instead of 6 % for recrystallisation method) due to being 

proved as a more efficient work up method. Overall, these adjustments to the procedures 

decreased the cost of the overall ITIC production (as discussed further in Section 5.5). 

  

Figure 4.32 Recrystallisation of IT crude 

In general, in order to overcome the high costs of purification procedures throughout the 

synthesis of ITIC small molecular compound, recrystallisation as an efficient substitutional 

method was identified effectively. It is suggested, to have further detailed research for each 

reaction step of ITIC, to approach simpler, less expensive, safe large-scale procedures, with 

alternative purifications, which may perfect it from industrial and economic point of view.  
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4.9 Modified synthesis 

The major modifications in the synthesis are the starting material production (step 1) where 

instead of starting of from the IT compound, we synthesise it from 2,5-dithieno[3,2-b] thien-

2-yl-1,4- benzenedicarboxylic acid-1,4-diethyl ester and 1-bromo-4-hexylbenzene and 2-(3-

oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (step 4) i.e. the synthesis of intermediate component for 

ITIC production. For a viable, high yield, large-scale synthesis, alternative work up methods 

have been incorporated into the synthesis of ITIC (section 4.6). The summary of the total 

modified synthesis of the ITIC is shown in the reaction scheme in Figure 4.33. 
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Figure 4.33 Modified ITIC synthesis (step 1 yield 71%, step 2 yield 14%, step 3 yield 87%, 

step 4 yield 60%, step 5 yield 20%) 
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4.9.1 Yield  

The main issues encountered in the synthesis of ITIC was column purifications and the low 

solubility of crude, which needs large volumes of solvents (> 2.5 L) to clean up only small 

amounts (< 30 mg) of crude. To achieve the best results for each reaction step, various 

purification techniques were studied, and the yields were in accordance to the published 

results for various reactions. However due to low solubility of crude and poor column 

recoveries the yields were (25-30 %) lower than the published results [7], [22]–[24]. 

4.9.2 Characterisation  

The ITIC and intermediate materials were characterized by UV-Vis and fluorescence 

spectroscopy, TLC (thin layer chromatography), NMR and melting point determination 

techniques. All the compounds for ITC synthesis, were characterised by 1H-NMR and 13C-

NMR and compared to existing literature spectra.  

For detecting impurities NMR spectroscopy is the best technique, also as alternative, TLC 

can be applied for monitoring reaction completion or impurity detection. During reactions, it 

is handy to use TLC (Figure 4.34, 4.35) and NMR (Figure 4.31) to monitor reaction 

completion.  Once, compounds are synthesised, UV-vis and fluorescence spectra can be 

measured. Typical TLC characterisation was used for step 2 (IT synthesis) reaction 

monitoring as demonstrated in Figure 4.34. At the beginning of reaction, the spot of the 

starting material can be observed, then after 1 hour, 3 hours, 4 hours and overnight time the 

progress of formation product is shown. After overnight time, due to all starting material spot 
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disappearance, we can conclude that the reaction reached completion based on these results 

from the TLC plates.  

 

Figure 4.34 Step 2 – IT synthesis reaction has been monitored by TLC. At beginning of r-n, 

after 1 hour, 3 hours, and overnight time. 

Another means to utilize TLC is for determination of the best solvent ratio solvent and during 

the column chromatography for selecting fractions containing the desired product for the next 

characterization step – NMR.  
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Figure 4.35 (A) and (B) solvent ratio determination for the IT crude material (the best solvent 

ratio is 5:1 hexane:dichloromethane); (C) column chromatography TLC spots of fractions 

collected 1-15.  
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Figure 4.36 Melting point apparatus for 2-(3-oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (step 4) 

characterisation 

As shown in Figure 4.37, UV-visible studies of ITIC show an absorption maximum and edge 

at 608 nm and 650 nm, in contrast to PDCBT absorption spectra with similar wide absorption 

spectrum of P3HT from 450-650 nm. The solutions of P3HT, PDCBT and ITIC samples 

were typically diluted with chloroform or chlorobenzene solvent, with concentration 1 x 10-

6 M. Corresponding to their complementary spectroscopic profiles, the maximum absorption 

peak agrees with the electronic transitions occurring in HOMO and LUMO levels [25]. 

  

Figure 4.37 UV-vis absorption spectra of P3HT solution (dotted line); PDCBT solution 

(dashed line) and ITIC solution (solid line) 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of each component was measured individually. With 

excitation at 450 nm and 600 nm (Figure 5.19 (A)), broad PDCBT emission is at 650 nm and 

700 nm and ITIC emission at 720-840 nm. The non-radiative energy of ITIC [4], [26]–[29] 

aids generation of additional ITIC excitons. As shown in Figure 4.38 (B), this allows efficient 
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donor acceptor electron transfer for PDCBT and ITIC system which exhibits the emission 

peak at 780 nm and 800 nm. PL behavior characteristic of a binary blend (PDCBT:ITIC) 

suggests efficient donor acceptor energy transfer in the blend [30].  

 

Figure 4.38 Fluorescence of single component PDCBT and ITIC at excitation wavelength 

450 nm and 600 nm (A) and (B) 

In laboratory PDCBT and ITIC active layer materials OPV device fabrication and their 

detailed characteristics, results and discussions are introduced later in Chapter 6 of this thesis.  
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4.9.3 Costs and scaling up challenge  

As discussed in the previous chapter there are challenges existing with the scaling up due to 

large equipment, cleaning large glassware and chemicals safety measurements and disposal 

of unused extremely hazardous compounds during the synthesis. These challenges apply to 

the mass production of ITIC as well. Large-scale synthesis may cause potential hazards due 

to handling large volumes of n-butyllithium organometallic reagent (which is used to transfer 

the organic group/ the lithium atom to the substrates in synthetic steps, through nucleophilic 

addition or simple deprotonation) and is pyrophoric and may catch fire spontaneously on 

contact to air if not handled correctly. Instead, a flow chemistry method for handling large 

scale of n-butyllithium reagent can be potentially used for the cost improvement and safety 

of the reaction [31]–[33]. In this method the large volume of the reagent is introduced into 

the system by small portions, pumping through the syringe into reservoir where reaction 

occurs. Further research is required to confirm reaction safety and costs for successful 

application of the flow chemistry as a new method in a procedure.  

Another major safety concern of a large-scale reactions is the purification by silica gel 

chromatography, due to high flammability and toxicity of the solvents which requires 

industrial scale equipment in order to carry out the work up and handle the purification 

efficiently [15]. ITIC synthesis requires three column chromatography purifications in the 

overall synthesis, considering the first step was successfully substituted by the 

recrystallisation method (which is a safer and cheaper alternative).  
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4.10 Actual cost verses theoretical cost of ITIC synthesis  

Once, the overall cost analysis of each individual step of ITIC was completed, it was 

summarised, including all of the used reagents and purification techniques as shown in Table 

4.2 in this section.  

All materials used, were upscaled to a 10 g of product scale and the cost for 100 g product 

scale was calculated from the 55 mg of laboratory obtained ITIC small molecule. In the end 

of the costing summary a theoretical cost of 55 mg AUD $12.40 (based on all literature 

procedures including original purification methods and yields, as introduced in section 4.6 

of this chapter earlier [34]) is compared the actual cost to synthesise and purify 55 mg of 

ITIC which is AUD $11.82. The actual unoptimised synthesis of ITIC is 5 % less expensive, 

however, it is still challenging to perform mass production due to reasons explained above.  

Costs on 100 g scale of material shows AUD $21,492.25 in practice, compared to theoretical 

value of AUD $22,542.09.  

 

 

Table 4.2 ITIC step-by-step costing 
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STEP 1 

Paper yield and quantity of this step's 

product that is required for the next 

step 

0.496 g 

(83 % 

yield) 

We require 26.48 g 

of the product to use 

in Step 2 

We require 264.82 g of the product to use in Step 2   

 
78.60 26.48 264.82 

   

Scaling factor x 53.39 533.91 
   

Material Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
 

Cost for 100 g product 

scale (only materials 

used) 

thieno[3,2-b]thiophene 0.421 22.478 224.78 g 
 

 AUD     1,215.57 

THF anhydrous 0.020 1.068 10.68 L 
 

 AUD     1,067.82 

n-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane 0.00124 0.066 0.66 L 
 

 AUD     566.05 

ZnCl2 anhydrous 0.409 21.837 218.37 g 
 

 AUD     77.52  

diethyl 2,5-dibromoterephthalate 0.456 24.346 243.46 g  AUD      470.89 

Pd(PPh3)4 0.0690 3.684 36.84 g 
 

AUD      199.23 

     Total for Step 1 

reaction: 

AUD      3,597.07 

Work-up Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
  

Recrystallisation       

Celite 0.005 0.27 2.7 kg 
 

AUD      123.87 

Na2SO4 0.0006 0.03 0.3 kg  AUD      11.81 

Ethyl acetate  0.0529 2.83 28.28 L 
 

AUD      220.30 

dichloromethane 0.0529 2.83 28.28 L  AUD      141.49 

     Total for Step 1 

work-up: 

AUD      497.46 

     
Grand total for 

Step 1 (reaction 

and work-up): 

 AUD     4,094.54 

STEP 2 
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Paper yield and quantity of this step's 

product that is required for the next 

step 

0.530 g 

(65 % 

yield) 

We require 35.09 g 

of the product to use 

in Step 3 

We require 350.88 g of the product to use in Step 3   

 
0.53 35.09 350.88 

   

Scaling factor x 66.20 662.04 
   

Material Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
 

Cost for 100 g product 

scale (only materials 

used) 
2,5-dithieno[3,2-b] thien-2-yl-1,4- 

benzenedicarboxylic acid-1,4-diethyl 

ester (step 1 product) 

 

0.400 26.482 264.82 g      

1-bromo-4-hexylbenzene 0.930 61.570 615.70 g 
 

AUD      561.72 

THF anhydrous 

 

0.020 1.324 13.24 L 
 

AUD      1,324.08 

n-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane 

 

0.00154 0.102 1.02 L 
 

AUD      871.71 

acetic acid 

 

0.020 1.324 13.24 L 
 

AUD      95.33 

H2SO4  0.0004 0.026 0.26 L 
 

AUD      1.99      
Total for Step 2 

reaction: 

 

Work-up Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
  

Water 0.040 2.65 26.5 L 
 

Water – almost no cost 

Ethyl acetate 0.245 16.19 161.9 L 
 

AUD      1,263.17 

Na2SO4 0.0008 0.054 0.540 kg  AUD      19.97 

Silica gel 0.065 4.32 43.2 Kg  AUD      439.61 

Petroleum ether 0.163 10.80 108.0 L  AUD      777.33 

dichloromethane 0.163 10.80 108.0 L  AUD      539.82 

     Total for Step 2 

work-up: 

 

AUD      3,039.90 

     Grand total for 

Step 2 (reaction 

and work-up): 

AUD      5,894.73 

STEP 3 
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Paper yield and quantity of this step's 

product that is required for the next 

step 

0.200 g 

(93 % 

yield) 

We require 35.09 g 

of the product to use 

in Step 4 

We require 350.88 g of the product to use in Step 4   

 
0.2 35.09 350.88 

   

Scaling factor x 175.44 1754.40 
   

Material Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
 

Cost for 100 g product 

scale (only materials 

used) 
IT (step 2 product) 0.200 35.088 350.88 g 

  

THF anhydrous 

 

0.025 4.386 43.86 L 
 

AUD      4,386.00 

n-butyllithium 2.5M in hexane 

 

0.00019 0.033 0.33 L 
 

AUD      285.00 

DMF anhydrous 0.00004 0.007 0.07 L 
 

AUD      10.88      
Total for Step 3 

reaction: 

 AUD     4,681.88 

Work-up Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
  

brine 

 

0.025 4.39 43.9 L 
 

AUD      10.88 

chloroform 

 

0.100 17.54 175.4 L 
 

AUD      1,263.17 

MgSO4 anhydrous 

 

0.0002 0.04 0.4 kg 
 

AUD      10.06 

silica gel 

 

0.017 3.02 30.2 kg 
 

AUD      307.25 

petroleum ether 

 

0.043 7.55 75.5 L 
 

AUD      543.30 

dichloromethane 0.043 7.55 75.5 L 
 

AUD      377.29      
Total for Step 3 

work-up: 

AUD      2,501.07 

     
Grand total for 

Step 3 (reaction 

and work-up): 

AUD      7,182.95 

STEP 4 

 
Paper yield and quantity of this step's 

product that is required for the next 

step 

2.64 g 

(90 % 

yield) 

We require 48.94 g 

of the product to use 

in the final Step 5 to 

make 10 g of ITIC 

We require 489.47 g of the product to use in the 

final Step 5 to make 100 g of ITIC 

  

 
2.64 48.95 489.47 
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Scaling factor x 18.54 185.41 
   

Material Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
 

Cost for 100 g product 

scale (only materials 

used) 
malononitrile 

 

1.98 36.71 367.10 g 
 

   AUD      124.81 

1,3-indandione 

 

2.19 40.60 406.03 g 
 

   AUD      816.32 

anhydrous sodium acetate 

 

1.6 29.66 296.65 g 
 

   AUD      30.85 

ethanol 0.025 0.46 4.64 L     AUD      13.91      
Total for Step 4 

reaction: 

   AUD      985.89 

Work-up Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
  

water 0.050 0.93 9.3 L 
 

 Water – almost no cost  

acetic acid 0.125 0.46 4.64 L 
 

AUD 166.86      
Total for Step 4 

work-up: 

   AUD      166.86 

     
Grand total for 

Step 4 (reaction 

and work-up): 

   AUD      1,152.76 

STEP 5 

 
Paper yield and quantity of this step's 

product that is required for the next 

step 

0.057 g 

(21 % 

yield) 

10 g  100 g  
   

 
0.057 10 100 

   

Scaling factor x 175.44 1754.39 
   

Material Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
 

Cost for 100 g product 

scale (only materials 

used) 
IT-CHO (step 3 product) 

 

0.200 35.088 350.88 g 
  

1,1-dicyanomethylene-3-indanone 

(step 4 product) 

0.279 48.947 489.47 g 
  

chloroform 

 

0.050 8.772 87.72 L     AUD      631.58 

pyridine 0.001 0.175 1.75 L     AUD      51.93 
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Total for Step 5 

reaction: 

   AUD      683.51 

Work-up Paper 

scale 

10 g scale of ITIC 100 g scale of ITIC Units 
  

methanol 

 

0.200 35.09 350.9 L 
 

  AUD      964.91 

silica gel 

 

0.022 3.81 38.1 kg 
 

  AUD      387.79 

petroleum ether 

 

0.054 9.52 95.2 L 
 

  AUD      685.71 

dichloromethane 0.054 9.52 95.2 L 
 

  AUD      476.19      
Total for Step 5 

work-up: 

  AUD      2,514.61 

     
Grand total for 

Step 5 (reaction 

and work-up): 

  AUD      3,198.12 

Theoretical Total cost to synthesis and purify 55 mg of ITIC = AUD      12.40     

Actual Total cost to synthesis and purify 55 mg of ITIC = AUD      11.82    
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4.11 Results and discussion  

PDCBT (85 mg, 64%) was successfully synthesised on a small laboratorial scale at total 

actual cost of synthesis AUD $92.70/g vs AUD $63.78/g predicted in accordance with 

the modified methods introduced in this chapter. Each step aims to keep the costs 

inexpensive while affording higher yields and utilising a safe synthesis process. Material 

purity and characterization was conducted and OPV device performance studies of the 

PDCBT:ITIC material pairing are presented later in the thesis as part of conclusive 

selection studies of the best candidates for beneficial mass production.  

ITIC (55 mg, 20 %) scale was also successfully synthesised in laboratory scale at total 

actual cost of synthesis AUD $214.91/g vs AUD $225.42/g predicted using the modified 

methods introduced in this chapter. Each step was again designed to keep the costs low-

cost while affording higher yields during the synthesis. 

These results show that gains can be made in material costs by improving purification of 

materials. It is anticipated that increased cost and yield improvements will be achieved 

when production is scaled up and the synthesis and methods further optimised. 

4.12 Conclusion  

One of the key features and challenges of successful material incorporation into a solar 

cell is the scalability. Ability to upscale the synthesis fundamental to OPV becoming part 

of the solution to meet mankind’s sustainable energy demands and afford a fossil fuel-

free future. Less expensive and highly efficient materials need to be developed achieve 

these goals. In this chapter on PDCBT and ITIC synthesis, we have assessed various low 
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budget purification methodologies, alternative synthesis procedures, as well as the 

required significant improvements to be done to the safety of a large scale production 

[29][35].  

More focus in this research area to reach sustainable, commercially viable OPV 

production. Therefore, once the industrial scale equipment, safety gear and handling 

challenges are met, shown all the research conducted, ITIC and PDCBT have been shown 

to be viable compounds for large scale production.  
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Chapter 5: Introducing novel “green” 

PDCBT: ITIC nanoparticle ink synthesis 

and its performance in NPOPV devices 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Bulk heterojunction solar cells based on organic photovoltaic materials are a competitive 

solar technology with inexpensive production, lightweight and flexibility. However, 

OPVs are usually processed from toxic organic solvents such as chloroform and 

chlorobenzene. Using these toxic organic solvents is disappointingly not viable for the 

printing of polymer solar cells on a commercial scale from perspective of increased 

production cost, health safety risk, and environmental toxicity [1]–[3]. 

Consequently, a unique eco-friendly alternative; nanoparticulate organic photovoltaics is 

utilised in this chapter. There is increasing interest in OPV device fabrication from water-

dispersed nanoparticle ink (solar paint). In particular, the ability to process devices in the 

absence of an organic solvent and the morphological control afforded by the method are 

highly desirable. However, nanoparticle performance in OPV devices have been 

traditionally lower than BHJ [1] due, in part, to the infancy of the research into NP device 

function. Importantly, by tailoring the device morphology of synthesised nanoparticles 

we begin to address these issues in this work. 
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In this study, binary-component nanoparticles of P3HT: ICxA and PDCBT: ITIC were 

prepared and characterised using photoluminescence, UV-vis spectroscopy, transmission 

electron microscopy measurements, as well as, scanning transmission X-ray microscopy 

(STXM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to describe the film morphology. NP 

OPV devices were then prepared from these materials and characterised to benchmark 

the materials prepared in Chapter 4 and to allow further calculation of the cost-

effectiveness of the PDCBT:ITIC material combination as a potential commercial 

material system. 

5.2 Preparation processes of aqueous PDCBT and ITIC nanoparticle 

inks 

Nanoparticle inks were prepared by using the miniemulsion method [2], by blending 

PDCBT and ITIC at 1:1 ratio with chloroform solvent to form the organic active layer 

(15 mg/mL) as shown in the Figure 5.1. The aqueous phase was prepared with 33 mg of 

SDS dissolved in DI water (12 mg/mL). This combination of organic and aqueous phases 

was sonicated using a small-ultrasound booster horn and then purified by the centrifugal 

ultrafiltration technique as illustrated in Figure 5.1 (A) and (B). As shown in Figure 5.1 

(B) the small-scale ultrasound equipment (Hielscher ultrasound booster horns UIP400S, 

400 W, 24 kHz, sonotrode 3 mm diameter) was clamped with the top of the horn about 5 

mm from the top of the vial. Once it was ensured that the horn is not touching the side of 

the glass vial a beaker of ice-cold water ( 0 °C) was placed under the vial to cool the 

dispersion. The horn was active for 2 minutes. Afterwards the vial was transferred to a 

hotplate (at 60 °C) and stirred overnight to evaporate the chloroform. The water 

dispersion was dialysed by using a ultrafiltration process to remove excess SDS surfactant 

from the nanoparticles suspension by using ultracentrifuge dialysis tubes [Millipore (10 
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kDa MWCO)], with samples spun at 4000 rpm for 7 min (the time required to reduce the 

NP ink from 2.5 mL to 0.5 mL. Reference nanoparticle devices were prepared from P3HT 

and ICxA organic phase at 1:0.8 ratio blend (54 mg/mL) and the aqueous layer was 

prepared with 33 mg of SDS dissolved in DI water (12 mg/mL). These samples were 

following the same miniemulsion process described above.  

 

Figure 5.1 (A) Micro-emulsion preparation (B) Small-scale ultrasound equipment 

(Hielscher ultrasound booster horns UIP400S, 400 W, 24 kHz, sonotrode 3 mm diameter) 

5.3 NP organic photovoltaic device fabrication versus BHJ 

Nanoparticle OPV devices were successfully prepared using the structure 

glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/NP active layer/ZnO/Al. The thickness of the NP active layer was 
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optimized to 110 nm for both PDCBT:ITIC and P3HT:ICxA active layers. The 

PDCBT:ITIC (25 µL) was spin-coated at 3000 rpm/min under nitrogen atmosphere (in a 

glovebox) onto a PEDOT:PSS Al4083 layer (spun at 5000 rpm/min under ambient 

conditions) to form the photosensitive layer. Then the device stack was thermally 

annealed at 160 ℃ for 10 mins to remove residual solvent. Next, a ZnO in acetone (10 

mg/mL) solution was deposited onto the active layer to give an interfacial layer (~35 nm 

thick) at 5000 rpm/min. The devices were transferred to a thermal evaporator and the 

aluminum top electrode (~86 nm) was evaporated to complete the device structure. The 

same method was used for the P3HT:ICxA nanoparticle devices.  

For comparison PDCBT:ITIC,  PDCBT: PC70BM and P3HT:ICxA bulk heterojunction 

devices were also fabricated with a glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/BHJ active layer/ZnO/Al 

architecture. The thickness of active layer was around 104-110 nm for PDCBT:ITIC, 

PDCBT:PC70BM and P3HT:ICxA active layers. As an example, firstly PEDOT:PSS 

Al4083 layer was spun at 5000 rpm/min (in air/wet lab) to form a photosensitive layer 

~100 nm thick. Next, 25 µL of PDCBT:ITIC solution (15 mg/mL) in 1027 µL of 

chloroform  was spin-coated at 3000 rpm/min in a glovebox onto the substrate. After 

thermal annealing at 160 ℃ for 10 mins, ZnO in acetone (10 mg/mL) solution was 

deposited at 5000 rpm/min onto the active layer to give an interfacial layer (~40 nm thick). 

Devices were transferred to the evaporator and an aluminium top electrode (~86 nm) was 

subsequently evaporated to the complete device structure. 

The UV-visible spectra of as spun nanoparticles films consisting of P3HT:PCBM and 

PDCBT:ITIC are presented in Figure 5.2. The P3HT:PCBM NPs show a maximum peak 

at 500 nm. These peaks as has been studied previously [4], and demonstrate the crystalline 

ordering of the P3HT inside the nanoparticle. The PDCBT:ITIC film exhibits an increase 
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in the light absorbance with maxima peaks shown at 600 and 710 nm.  PL spectra are 

show in in Figure 5.2 and show two transitions at 650 nm and 800 nm for both materials. 

They indicate that P3HT:PCBM nanoparticles include J-aggregates and H-aggregates 

from interchain and intrachain ordering [4]. When testing PDCBT:ITIC films we observe 

an increase in PL emission, relative to P3HT:PCBM films suggesting a higher number of 

exciton dissociations and showing that most of the excitons are generated in PDCBT 

domains.  

As demonstrated in the Figure 5.3 (A) SEM images PDCBT:ITIC nanoparticles are 

similar to SEM images of the P3HT:PCBM nanoparticles images, Figure 5.3 (B). 

However, when we compare the P3HT:PCBM structure to the PDCBT:ITIC 

nanoparticles we observe higher PL emission of the PDCBT-based particles, suggesting 

that exciton separation in the P3HT system may be superior. The fact that significant PL 

spectra are observed for these films is interesting. The inference is that emission from the 

particles is much higher than from standard blended films. In particular, we speculate that 

the observation of the band at 800 nm for P3HT:PCBM (which is not seen in a standard 

blend) is likely to be due to emission from a “trapped” P3HT:PCBM exciplex which 

would separate in a standard film. Further work will be required to confirm this 

hypothesis. 
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Figure 5.2 UV-visible spectra (A) and photoluminescence (PL) measurements (B) of 

nanoparticle film from a 1:1 P3HT:PCBM NP ink (dotted line) and 1:1 PDCBT:ITIC 

ink, as cast film (black line) 

 

Figure 5.3 SEM images of PDCBT:ITIC nanoparticles (A); P3HT:PCBM nanoparticles 

(scales bars are 200 nm) (B) [4] 
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5.3.1 NP device characterisation and performance  

In this section we characterise NP-OPV devices fabricated (by using procedure described 

earlier in this chapter) from water dispersed PDCBT:ITIC and P3HT:ICxA nanoparticles 

which exhibit power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of 2.11 % and 0.87 %, respectively. 

Figure 5.4 shows I-V characteristics for these devices and the summary of device OPV 

parameters is shown in the Table 5.1 for annealed devices at 160 °C for 4 min. Overall, 

hero device fabricated from PDCBT:ITIC nanoparticles exhibited a performance of PCE 

max = 2.11 %, comparing to corresponding devices made from P3HT:ICxA, with a PCE 

max = 0.87 %. The EQE spectral response of devices was measured and is shown in Figure 

5.6 and shows that the current output for PDCBT:ITIC generating is superior above 580 

nm to 750 nm. By comparison the P3HT:ICxA, shows the expected EQE peak in the 

region below 500 nm. 

 

Figure 5.4 I-V characteristic curves of masked PDCBT:ITIC and P3HT:ICxA 

nanoparticles devices  
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Table 5.1 OPV parameters of fabricated PDCBT:ITIC and P3HT:ICxA nanoparticle 

devices 

Device PCE (%) VOC (V) Fill Factor JSC (mA/cm2) 

PDCBT:ITICa 2(2.05)±0.06 0.59±0.01 0.36±0.01 9.31±0.26 

PDCBT:ITICb 1.3(1.48)±0.14 0.5±0.07 0.35±0.01 7.68±0.69 

P3HT:ICxA 0.72(0.86)±0.1 0.43±0.02 0.34±0.02 4.89±0.14 
a
Annealing conditions: 160°C for 4 min, dried at 110 °C for 10 min; 

b 
Annealing 

conditions: 160°C for 4 min, dried at 110 °C for 5 min. 

 

Bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) devices were also fabricated with a PDCBT:ITIC active layer 

for comparison, as well as PDCBT:PC70BM, P3HT:ICxA and P3HT:PCBM. Figure 5.5 A 

and B shows the I-V curves for BHJ devices from PDCBT:ITIC, PDCBT:PC70BM, 

P3HT:ICxA and P3HT:PCBM. The I-V characteristics for these devices are included in 

Table 5.2 below. As demonstrated, the best device efficiency attained for PDCBT:ITIC 

was 5.27 %. Whilst this value is lower than the 10.16% reported by Qin et al. [8], it is 

typical of the efficiencies achieved for this system within our laboratories. Differences in 

the molecular weight of the PDCBT used may contribute to this discrepancy. By 

comparison, PDCBT:PC70BM PCE max= 4.13 %, P3HT:ICxA PCE max = 3.39 % and 

P3HT:PC60BM PCE max = 2.07 % devices gave lower efficiencies. In terms of external 

quantum efficiency data, the devices demonstrated high current output in the region above 

580 nm to 700 nm, in the region where the ITIC absorbs, similar to the PDCBT:ITIC NP 

EQE results. 
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Figure 5.5 I-V characteristics curves of masked PDCBT:ITIC and P3HT:ICxA BHJ 

devices (A); I-V characteristics curves of masked PDCBT:PC70BM and PDCBT:PCBM 

(B) 

 

Table 5.2 OPV parameters of fabricated PDCBT:ITIC and P3HT:ICxA bulk 

heterojunction devices; Annealing conditions: 160°C for 4 min, dried at 110 °C for 10 

min.  
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Device PCE (%) VOC (V) Fill Factor JSC (mA/cm2) 

PDCBT:ITIC 5.02(4.77)±0.25 0.92±0.00 0.57±0.01 9.12±0.59 

P3HT:ICxA 3.22(3.02)±0.17 0.65±0.00 0.66±0.02 7.04±0.24 

PDCBT:PC70BM 3.92(3.21)±0.21 0.82±0.01 0.61±0.02 7.36±0.23 

P3HT:PC
60

BM 2.07(1.88)±0.16 0.53±0.01 0.60±0.04 6.43±0.07 

 

 

Figure 5.6 External quantum efficiency (EQE)  

5.3.2 Surface morphology study of PDCBT:ITIC NPs 

To study the surface morphology of the nanoparticle films SEM technique was performed 

on disperse NP films. The particles size, shape and nanoscale morphology were analysed 

by the SEM. These investigations were performed by Dr. Natalie Holmes using a Zeiss 

Sigma ZP field emission FESEM at hastening voltages of 1 to 3 kV, and amplifications 

of up to x 400k. SEM samples were prepared by mixing Milli-Q water at 1:10 ratio with 

the nanoparticle inks and spun onto conductive silicon substrates. The SEM images bear 

topological data for the sample.  

Unlike circular shaped P3HT:PCBM nanoparticles the PDCBT:ITIC nanoparticles 

present as non-circular ellipse-shaped particles. Their geometry is considered in terms of 
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the two-dimensional particle shape modelling as shown in Figure 5.7 ((A) and (B)), it 

suggests that there will be a greater contact between the elliptical particles rather than 

circular and hence improvements in the nanoparticle device morphology inside the 

PDCBT:ITIC active layer. 

 

Figure 5.7 Two circular shaped particles in a contact position (A); two elliptical particles 

in contact position  

5.3.3 Internal morphology structure characterisation of PDCBT:ITIC NPs 

Internal morphology is a major factor in nanoparticle device optimisation in order to 

achieve high performance. Internal morphology is a result of the material crystallinity, 

particle size and degree of phase separation in the device structure.  

To investigate the internal structure of PDCBT:ITIC NPs films, the scanning transmission 

X-ray microscopy (STXM technique (See Chapter 2 Section 2.9)) was performed and 

results are shown in the images in Figure 5.9. The STXM samples studied for this thesis 

were fabricated by depositing 2.5 µL of NP inks of P3HT:ICxA and PDCBT:ITIC onto 

low stress silicon nitride (Si3N4) window membrane substrates with silicon dioxide 

coating (purchased from Norcada, Canada). The silicon nitride window dimensions were 

250 x 250 μm2, membrane thickness of 15 nm, silicon frame dimensions of 5 x 5 mm2. 

Spin coating conditions were as follows: 3000 rpm, low acceleration of 112 rpm/s, 1 min. 
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The measurements were conducted by Dr Natalie Holmes, Dr Matthew Barr and Dr Adam 

Fahy at the Advanced Light Source synchrotron, beamline 5.3.2.2 Polymer STXM. To 

start with, it was necessary to determine the near edge X-ray absorption fine structure 

(NEXAFS) spectrum for each of the component in the nanoparticles film, in order to 

determine absorption energies which were unique to each material. Then the STXM beam 

energies were necessary to proceed with the measurements. Energies of 285.13 eV and 

288.17 eV were chosen for ITIC and PDCBT, respectively (Figure 5.8). The absorption 

is strong relative to another materials, which helps to determine the composition. 

 

Figure 5.8 Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra of PDCBT (red) 

and ITIC (green) with orthogonal energies for PDCBT 288.17 eV and ITIC 285.13 eV 
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Figure 5.9 (A) TEM image of 1:1 PDCBT:ITIC nanoparticles as cast (no thermal 

treatment) related to area of STXM analysis. STXM mass plots for PDCBT (B) and ITIC 

(C) are shown with corresponding STXM fractional composition maps showing the 

concentration of PDCBT (D) and ITIC (E). All scale bars are 1 µm. The colour contrast 

is scaled such that light colours correspond to higher component concentrations. For (B) 

and (C) the colour scale bars indicate concentration of component in mg/cm2. Minima 

and maxima for the colour scale bar in (D) and (E) are black = 0 and white = 100 % 
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to reimage the nanoparticles at 

positions matching the STXM images. TEM was performed by using a Jeol 1200 EXII at 

an accelerating voltage of 80kV. The NP inks were diluted 1/10 in reverse osmosis water 

and 5 ml of the diluted dispersion were deposited at 3000 rpm, for 1 min onto a low stress 

silicon nitride Si3N4 substrates. These measurements confirmed that deposited films 

contain regions that are localised in a pseudo-hexagonal packed structure. The lighter 

contrast regions represent small nanoparticles in the TEM images that were collected by 

Dr Natalie Holmes.  

The data collected from STXM confirms that both donor (PDCBT) and acceptor (ITIC) 

materials have been incorporated into each nanoparticle. That is, the nanoparticles are 

blends rather than single component nanoparticles. A wide range of particle sizes, from 

~ 500 nm down to the resolution limit of the technique (~ 30 nm) are observed. Compared 

to the P3HT:PCBM nanoparticle morphology which exhibits core shell nanoparticles 

structure [4] (as demonstrated in Figure 5.10), PDCBT:ITIC nanoparticles were observed 

to have more molecularly intermixed morphology of the particles. The STXM data shows 

morphology which is not clearly core-shell, with no substructure resolved for the 

PDCBT:ITIC nanoparticles. This observation is either due to the small size of the 

nanoparticles (not likely since the P3HT:PCBM particles are of similar size) or due to 

more intermixing of materials. We suggest that the surface energy differences of PDCBT 

and ITIC are sufficiently small that the materials do not tend to form a core-shell since 

we would expect the higher surface energy material to be driven to the core and the lower 

surface energy material to the shell. [7]. Also, the EQE for these NP materials 

demonstrated broad current generation which suggests a well-mixed blend and no full 

phase segregation. 
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Figure 5.10 STXM images showing concentration of P3HT (A) and PCBM (B) in a 

P3HT:PCBM nanoparticle film (thermally treated at 110 °C 4 minutes and annealed at 

140 °C for 10 minutes) . The color scale bars show each component concentration in 

mg/cm2; TEM image is a position matched image for the P3HT:PCBM NPs film 

corresponding to the STXM plots. All scale bars are 600 nm [4] 

5.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter we showed how novel nanoparticles devices, which is the first time 

nanoparticles blend of PDCBT and ITIC, were fabricated, tested, and characterised 

morphologically from PDCBT and ITIC components. The preparation of nanoparticles 

ink is presented in detail, as well as the device architecture and performance. The device 

exhibited excellent JSC performance of 9.3 mA/cm2, with 2.11 % PCE when device was 

thermally treated for 10 minutes at 110 °C and then thermally annealed at 160 °C for 4 

minutes. The performance dropped slightly when drying conditions were changed, so the 

PCE was 1.62 % when the thermal treatment was 110 °C for 5 minutes and annealing 160 

°C for 4 minutes. The performance of these devices was limited by poor FF and VOC 

factors. In summary, these devices with highly blended nanostructure exhibit 

performance which is promising for commercial viability on a large-scale production. 

SEM, TEM and STXM data revealed the morphology of the particles, their size, 
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crystallinity, phase separation in the film, which allows us to design the highly efficient 

OPV solar cells for large OPV module fabrication. 
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Chapter 6: Flow synthesis of P3HT and 

upscaled production 

6.1 Introduction  

Materials produced by batch and flow chemistry methods are benchmarked in this 

chapter. Over the past decade, a new alternative method of chemical production has been 

developed to allow continuous materials synthesis of modern organic chemicals: flow 

chemistry [1]. P3HT polymer synthesis as an ideal scalable and reproducible material for 

large scale production and has been synthesised by flow chemistry method in previous 

literature, [6]–[21]. However, modification/upgrading of existing ‘flow” synthesis 

apparatus, addressing of the issues of blockages in the system [6] was required. In the 

current study, a monomer solution and a catalyst solution were used to improve the flow 

synthesis of P3HT on an upscaled production. In this chapter, P3HT synthesis is 

introduced by both large-scale batch and flow chemistry methods. The resulting P3HT 

was tested for purity by NMR and quality was benchmarked by checking performance in 

small scale organic solar cells. A new medium-scale flow chemistry apparatus was built, 

and optimisation of the flow system was undertaken to achieve a sustainable flow 

chemistry facility suitable for effective P3HT material upscale, with improved reaction 

time, cost, and yields.  

6.2 Experimental 

The reaction method to produce P3HT polymer in this thesis follows Grignard metathesis 

polymerisation (GRIM). By this method we were able to produce large batch scale P3HT 
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(100 g) and flow chemistry production of 21 g per day. In terms of reaction mechanism 

(Figure 6.1), in the GRIM method 2,5-dibromo-3-dodecylthiophene is reacted with 

methyl magnesium bromide in THF to synthesise 2-bromo-5-chloromagnesio-3-

dodecylthiophene and 5-bromo-2-chloromagnesio-3-dodecylthiophene in a 80/20 ratio, 

followed by a Kumada coupling using Ni(dppp)Cl2 [17]. There is a regioisomerism 

observed by McCullogh et al. in this reaction with typical percentages of 80 % yield of 

isomer 2 and 20 % yield of isomer 3, as shown in Figure 6.1 below. The ratio of these 

isomers depends on the temperature of the reaction, with higher temperature favouring 

isomer 3. When the polymer is produced in the next polymerisation step, isomer 3 does 

not reacted due to steric effects between the β hexyl chain and the nickel ligand, which 

leads to a decrease in the polymer yield. 

 

Figure 6.1 P3HT synthesis by following Grignard Metathesis polymerization 

The only disadvantage of the Grignard metathesis reaction method for the flow chemistry 

is the poor solubility and dissociation of the nickel initiator (Ni(dppp)Cl2) and high 

molecular weight P3HT in THF [6]. The solubility is a serious issue in flow chemistry 
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where it can cause precipitation in the flow chemistry reactor and thus create blockages 

of the tubing in the system. In order to overcome this challenge 3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) solvent was explored as an alternative solvent/additive 

and details of this change are introduced in this chapter. 

6.2.1 Scale up of materials via batch and flow chemistry 

As discussed previously in Chapter 1, flow chemistry is an advantageous synthetic 

method as it is continuous, easy scalable with better reaction control and lower risk for 

hazardous reaction processes. In this chapter is demonstrated that by using flow chemistry 

method we can generate 32.04 g/day of uninterrupted P3HT polymer which is at total of 

224.28 g/week at a cost lower than that obtained for batch chemistry (See Section 6.3.2). 

By simply utilising a higher flow chemistry system, this allows us large scale reaction 

without actual handling and monitoring of batches.  

6.2.1.1 Large scale batch synthesis of benchmark materials 

Large scale batch synthesis of standard materials such as P3HT, PCBM, ICxA and 

PEDOT:PSS was carried out in the Priority Centre for Organic Electronics (PRCOE) 

group. P3HT polymer was successfully synthesised by following Grignard methathesis 

(GRIM) method [18] with the experimental procedure detailed below. 

In a 5 L three-neck round bottom flask 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene monomer (258 g, 

170 mL, 0.80 mol) and 1 L of anhydrous THF was added under nitrogen atmosphere. 

Then Grignard reagent (400 mL of 2M t-butylMgCl in diethylether) was added at 

temperatures below 40 °C to avoid the exothermic reaction heating the solution above the 

boiling temp of THF (66 °C). After 30 min of stirring, another 3 L of anhydrous THF was 
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carefully added. Then 4.335 g (0.008 mol) of Ni(dppp)Cl2 was added to the reaction 

mixture. As the solution starts to polymerise (after ~5 minutes) there is a colour change 

from the red colour of the Ni complex to orange and then after 10 minutes deep orange 

as the polymer occurs. At this point the polymerisation is completed and the solution was 

left overnight to thicken. The polymerised solution of P3HT was quenched with 4 L of 

methanol, 1.878 g of dimethylglyoxime and 12.6 mL of 32 % concentrated HCl. The 

quenched solution was then filtered immediately and purified by Soxhlet extraction using 

methanol and hexanes as a solvent. The P3HT polymer yield collected was 89 g, 67 % 

following Soxhlet extraction, Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2. (A)-(C) Poly(3-alkylthiophene) P3HT synthesis by Grignard methathesis 

(GRIM) method; (D) soxhlet extraction purification method with methanol, hexanes and 

chloroform solvents. Yield 89 g (67 %) 

The resulting P3HT batch was tested in BHJ devices, Figure 6.3, and Table 6.1.  Figure 

6.3 introduces, this P3HT’s batch device performance comparison with the latest batch 
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P3HT(20K) as well as with the P3HT(40K) as for a reference, to explain the similarity in 

efficiencies obtained. 

 

Figure 6.3 I-V characteristics of BHJ polymer:fullerene OPVs. Masked not annealed 

device average of all 6 cells (one substrate only per blend) 

Table 6.1 Polymer:fullerene BHJ solar cells 

Active Layer PCE (%) VOC (V) JSC 

(mA/cm2) 

FF (%) 

P3HT 

NC08(20K):PC60BM 

2.97±0.02 0.54±0.00 8.37±0.02 0.66±0.00 

P3HT NC08(20K):ICxA 1.64±0.04 0.68±0 5.37±0.09 0.45±0 

P3HT(20K):PC60BM* 3.02±0.17 0.55±0.01 8.84±0.38 0.62±0.02 

P3HT(40K):PC60BM* 3.10±0.15 0.55±0.01 9.45±0.60 0.60±0.02 
*P3HT:PC60BM control devices from the batch P3HT NC05 

We synthesised PCBM (0.546 g, 30%) following the original synthesis method by 

Hummelen et. al. [18]. Firstly, a starting material for PCBM (methyl-4-benzobutyrate p-

tosylhydrazone) was prepared by adding methyl 4-benzobutyrate (25.343 g, 0.123 mol), 

p-toluenesulfonyl hydrazide (27.445 g, 0.147 mol) and methanol (90 mL) into a 250 mL 

round bottom flask. This solution was stirred for 10 min at 85 ℃ and then refluxed for 6 
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hours. Once, reaction was completed, it was cooled down to room temperature and stored 

in the freezer overnight to crystallise. The mixture was filtered, washed with methanol 

and dried to afford the product as white crystals. Yield 43.749 g. (95 %). 

Next, solution 1, methyl-4-benzobutyrate p-tosylhydrazone (0.14 g, 0.37 mmol), sodium 

methoxide (0.02 g, 0.38 mmol) and 2.7 mL of anhydrous pyridine were added into a 250 

mL 3-neck round bottom flask under inert atmosphere at 70 °C for 30 minutes until 

dissolved. Solution 2 was prepared in another 3-neck round bottom flask, where C60 (0.13 

g, 0.18 mmol) was stirred in anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene (9 mL) for 30 minutes. Then 

solution 1 was added to solution 2 over 35 minutes and stirred for 1 day at 70 °C. The 

resulting mixture was then filtered, washed with 1.08 L of methanol, extracted with 4 x 

35 mL of chloroform and then filtered with a further 1.35 L of methanol to collect the 

crude. The crude product was column chromatographed with an open-fulleroid PCBM 

yield 0.546 g, 30 %. The rest of the column chromatography fractions (bis-PC60BM, tris-

PC60BM) were not recovered. Synthesis of the PCBM, the purification and thin layer 

chromatography (TLC) characterisation technique used to determine purity of the 

material are displayed in the picture Figure 6.4. 

ICxA is another cheap and effective that we synthesised as for the fullerene mixture for 

OPV fabrication. It was prepared following the published synthesis by N.A.Cooling et. 

al. [20]. In a 100 ml round bottom flask, C60 fullerene (4.26 g, 0.006 mol), 1,2-

dichlorobenzene (0.074 L) and indene (1.38 g, 0.012 mol) were refluxed for 48 hours. 

The reaction mixture was then cooled down to room temperature and precipitated with 

0.35 L of methanol. The precipitate was subsequently filtered, and the brown coloured 

solid was collected. This filtered solid was mixed in 60 mL of chloroform and stirred for 

1 hour. The fraction which was soluble in chloroform was collected and the extraction 
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process was repeated four times. Once completed, the ICxA was precipitated in 178 mL 

of methanol, filtered, dried and collected as a brown powder crude. The obtained yield of 

the fullerene mixture was 4.685 g, 73 % based on an average ICMA : ICBA : ICTA ratio 

of 36:52:12 [20] (Figure 6.4).  

 

Figure 6.4. (A) Synthesis of PC60BM. Recovered C60 = 0.290g, PC60BM yield: 0.546 g 

(30%) bis-PC60BM, tris-PC60BM were not recovered; (B) thin layer chromatography 

characterization of PC60BM; (C) ICxA batch synthesis yield: 4.685 g (73.4%) 

Another benchmark material: PEDOT:PSS performs as a hole-transport layer an OPV 

device, or as an electrode layer if modified for high conductivity through the addition of 

DMSO. The PEDOT part is a polythiophene which is insoluble in water but is synthesised 

in the presence of PSS to form an aqueous dispersion. PEDOT:PSS was prepared by us, 

following a published synthesis method [6] Figure 6.5. To a 6 wt % NaPSS solution (48 
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g NaPSS made up to 800 mL with RO water was added 19.20 g of EDOT (14.4 mL, 0.135 

mol) to give a mass ratio of 1:2.5 PEDOT:PSS and an initial solids content of 6.72 %. 

38.4 g of Na2S2O8 initiator (0.161 mol) was added and the reaction mixture made up to 

3000 mL with RO water to give an approximate solids content (EDOT and NaPSS) of 

1.79%. After stirring for 10 mins, 300 mg of Fe2(SO4)3 (7.5 x 10-4 mol) 370 mg of 

Fe2(SO4)3.xH2O (approx. 7.5 x 10-4 mol) was added and the solution stirred vigorously 

for 20 hours. To measure the conductivity of resulting PEDOT:PSS, sheet resistance was 

measured on a section of single R2R stripe as 2610 Ω/sq. This was a 2 point measurement 

on ~ 1 cm2 square of PEDOT:PSS film (approximately 200 nm thick) with highly 

conducting busbars positioned on opposing sides of the square. R2R-coated single stripe 

printed layers were coated from an ink formulated by volume as 75% of a ~1% 

PEDOT:PSS suspension in water, 19.9 % IPA, 5 % DMSO and 0.1 % FSO. The 

synthesised PEDOT:PSS batch had relatively higher sheet resistance than previous 

batches with ~ 600 Ω/sq, compared to a typical commercial hole-transport PEDOT:PSS 

with 40 Ω/sq. While there are some challenges that exist in PEDOT preparation, 

particularly around the selection and use of ion exchange membranes during purification, 

this process, as well as doping methods, are very poorly described so far due to the 

commercial nature of the material. PEDOT (in PSS solution) polymerisation (1:2.5 

PEDOT:PSS), ion exchange, dialysis through a 3000 molecular weight cut off (MWCO) 

PES filter are shown in the Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5 PEDOT:PSS synthesis (Sheet resistance measured on a single R2R stripe = 

2610 Ω/sq) (A) PEDOT (in PSS solution) polymerisation (1:2.5 PEDOT:PSS); (B) Ion 

exchange; (C) Dialysis through a 3000 molecular weight cut off (MWCO) PES filter 

should remove both ions and unreacted EDOT from the solution. 

The synthesised materials were tested in the small scale OPV devices, following the 

procedure as published by M. Griffiths [24] and compared to the control P3HT:PCBM 

device from previous COE batch NC05. BHJ devices were prepared from P3HT:PCBM 

and P3HT:ICxA solutions with  concentration of 36 mg mL-1 and a donor:acceptor ratio 

of 1:0.8. The P3HT and PCBM were dissolved in chlorobenzene by sonication, without 

heat, for 30 min and stirred on a hotplate at 60 °C for 2 hrs. The same procedure was 

applied to the P3HT:ICxA prepared solution. A PEDOT (Al4083) layer with a thickness 

of 40 nm was deposited into ITO patterned substrates. Then the active donor:acceptor  

layer 100-104 nm was deposited by spin coating and dried at 60 °C for 5 min under  

nitrogen atmosphere. Calcium and aluminium electrode layers were deposited by vacuum 

deposition onto these BHJ layers. The substrates were then pre-annealed at 140 °C for 4 

minutes.  

As it is shown in the Table 6.1 above, devices with the synthesised materials incorporated 

in the active layer P3HT NC08(20K):PCBM and P3HT NC08(20K):ICxA possess similar 
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performance (PCE = 2.97 % and 1.64 %, respectively) with the compared benchmark 

device P3HT(20K):PCBM (PCE = 3.02 %). The slight decrease in the power conversion 

efficiency can be explained by natural variations in the fabrication procedure which can 

affect the overall device structure and subsequently the device efficiency. Overall, 

synthesised P3HT polymer, fullerenes such as PCBM and ICxA and the conductive 

polymer PEDOT:PSS had very similar device performance as previous batches made in 

the Priority Research Centre for Organic Electronics (COE) group at the University of 

Newcastle.        

6.2.1.2 Flow chemistry synthesis method for benchmark and selected materials  

Detailed synthesis of the benchmark standard OPV polymer; P3HT, by flow chemistry is 

introduced in this section. This work details the chemistry of the flow method, successful 

reaction upscale, P3HT physical characteristic and concludes with results of the 

synthesised P3HT incorporated in photovoltaic devices.  

After careful examination of the synthesis of selected new OPV materials (PDCBT and 

ITIC) for the upscaled production in this thesis, it was found that they were not directly 

suitable for flow chemistry. Despite excellent temperature and reaction concentration 

control in the flow reactor, the main obstacle for synthesising polymers in flow reactors 

is blockages due to precipitation of high molecular weight and low solubility products 

and hence reaction failures.  Reactions at the bromination step (see Chapter 4 section 4.2) 

for PDCBT and using n-butyllithium solution with maintaining temperature below -78 

°C in some of the steps for producing ITIC (see Chapter 4 section 4.6), make the synthesis 

of these materials incompatible with the flow synthesis technique. However, it is possible 
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that individual steps in these syntheses could be adapted to flow chemistry with 

advantages to cost and yield. 

6.2.2 General design for P3HT flow synthesis  

6.2.2.1 First apparatus design for P3HT flow synthesis via dual pump system  

Recent publications on the synthesis of P3HT using Grignard Metathesis (GriM) were 

reviewed with the view to upscale and improve production of P3HT using flow synthesis. 

This literature review focused on “flow” synthesis of highly regular, and low PDI P3HT 

to achieve an understanding of the current “state of the art”. It also helped to find a suitable 

way of upscaling the flow synthesis as well as necessary improvements required for the 

current P3HT “flow” synthesis apparatus.  

As discussed previously in Chapter 1 (section 1.7), initially a dual pump assembly was 

designed as shown in Figure 6.6 to synthesis P3HT polymer using flow chemistry. This 

system was designed and fabricated following the process described by previous PhD 

student M. Wilson’s study [21]. The system maintained a constant flow rate with low 

back pressure. In this dual pump system, two solutions were used; one solution was kept 

in pump 1 and the other solution was taken in an air-tight glass syringe and then placed 

into pump 2 (see Figure 6.6). In the current study, a monomer solution and a catalyst 

solution were used. Post reaction, the mixed solutions were pumped into a receiving 

reservoir, where the polymer was quenched. However, some blockages occurred during 

P3HT polymer production using this dual pump system, which was a major issue that 

encouraged design improvements for this system (See section 6.6.2.2.2). 
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 Figure 6.6 (A) Dual pump continuous P3HT flow synthesis diagram [6] and (B) dual-

pump flow chemistry assembly.  

Based on this literature review, the following issues were identified in the dual pump 

system:  

• The apparent poor stability (e.g., high sensitivity to trace contaminants such as 

water) of the commonly utilised Ni(dppp)Cl2 catalyst. 

• Low solubility of Ni(dppp)Cl2 in the THF solvent typically employed in GRIM. 

• Limitation of reaction rate imposed by operating temperature constraints (< ~55 

°C) imposed by the low THF solvent boiling point.  

6.2.2.2 Optimisation of the flow chemistry setup to the upscale  

In light of insight collected from the literature review [2]-[16], as well as that presented 

in Mitchell’s thesis [21] the following modification/upgrading of our existing ‘flow” 

synthesis apparatus was required:  
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• larger, 1.6 mm2 diameter bore polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing to 

facilitate a higher volumetric throughput (and possibly increase reliability 

by lowering the risk of blockage or fouling). 

• larger, gas-tight reagent syringes to allow greater syringe batch size and 

reducing possibility of reagent contamination. 

• improved mixing tee for 1.6 mm2 bore tubing. 

• non-return valves of inert construction (Viton is incompatible with THF) 

suitable for use with the 1.6 mm2 PTFE tubing to allow continuous feeding 

(from N2 blanketed, reagent reservoirs) and fill – discharge cycling of the 

syringe pumps, converting the apparatus to a continuous flow method. 

• components for N2 gas blanketed reservoir or enclosure (e.g. Schott bottles 

or large pipe tee with transparent flanges and possibly pressurised – see 

Figure 6.7 below). 

• components for development of an in-line mixing system based on an 

axially oscillating “flea” driven by an external solenoid (e.g., from a fuel 

injector). 

A schematic diagram of the modified continuous flow reactor system is illustrated in 

Figure 6.7 and comprises the single length of PTFE tubing of ≥ 1.5 mm2 inner diameter 

into which one syringe injects the monomer solution, whilst the catalyst solution is 

injected by the second syringe. P3HT polymerisation starts in the mixing tee piece, where 

the coil is immersed into a water bath at chosen modified temperature. Resulting growing 

beads of the polymer are then quenched in acidified methanol. Monomer, catalyst and 

reaction quenched solutions are stored in N2 gas blanketed reservoirs. 
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Figure 6.7. Schematic diagram of proposed flow synthesis apparatus 

Several major changes from the initial dual syringe system were proposed and 

implemented: 

• an alternative solvent / catalyst different to the THF / Ni(dppp)Cl2 

combination typically used, such as those used by Kumar et al (2014) or 

Bannock et al (2016) that would allow us to avoid the often experienced 

problems of catalyst solubility and stability and possibly allow operation 

at an elevated temperature due to an elevated solvent boiling point. 

• a moderately pressurised (~ 1.5 bar / 20 psi) N2 enclosure or (more simply) 

a blanketed quench vessel (Figure 6.8 (A)) headspace that allows flow 

synthesis to occur at a moderately increased pressure that again allows a 

raised solvent boiling point. This is almost certainly a better alternative to 

the original idea of using a standard 20 psi chromatography back pressure 
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regulator (BPR) at the end of the reactor tube, due to the likelihood of 

fouling of the BPR. 

• the proposed in-line mixing system possibly as part of a customised 

mixing tee (since mixing in the initiation stage of the polymerisation has 

been identified as critical for low PDI product [11]. 

Subsequently, in the further development of the system it was necessary to introduce 

software control for running the apparatus syringe pump continuously and to regulate the 

transport of monomer and catalyst solutions under the applied pressure in the system. 

Figure 6.8 (B)) 

 

Figure 6.8 (A) Schott bottles with transparent pressurised flanges; (B) updated apparatus 

for the flow chemistry run 
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6.2.2.3 Effect of micro-mixing during P3HT production and its importance in the 

flow synthesis 

In order to achieve good synthetic outcomes every aspect of the physics of flow in the 

reactor must be investigated. To resolve the polymer blockages which occurred during 

the synthesis and ceased the flow reaction, Dr Tim Lewis introduced a mixing component; 

a magnetically operated active mixing tee piece, as shown in Figure 6.9 (A) and (B). In 

the photo a copper wire insulated inside glass was placed inside the mixing piece, when 

connected to a power source it vibrates under the influence of the magnet which allows 

us to achieve proper mixing of the solutions and improve the ratio for polymerisation. 

Ultimately, the constant motion achieves best results for the flow reactor in a continuous 

manner during the synthesis which potentially makes the flow synthesis less expensive, 

easier, and less dangerous for the scaling up, and critically, allows better control of 

polymer molecular weight. 

 

Figure 6.9 (A) copper rod encapsulated inside glass; (B) magnetically driven active 

mixing tee for the flow chemistry apparatus 
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6.2.2.4 P3HT flow synthesis development from a small scale up to large scale 

The initial experiment was performed using the dual pump flow chemistry apparatus 

shown in the Figure 6.6. Based on the literature survey [2],[3], [4]–[6], [8]–[16], there are 

two most effective continuous flow chemistry methods which have been applied to 

improve and upscale the flow synthesis of P3HT by Grignard metathesis polymerization 

method.  

The first method we have adapted is an optimisation of a method developed by former 

COE PhD student Dr Mitchell Wilson, who was able to remove the poorly soluble neat 

Ni(dppp)Cl2 initiator and instead use oligomer chains complexed to Ni to improve the 

suitability for flow chemistry by improving catalyst solubility in organic solvents, Figure 

6.10. However, based on the previous investigations on optimisation for the flow system 

(with rrP3HT yields of 32-55 % [21]) which is represented earlier in Figure 6.6 (A), a 

few improvements were considered to aid the situation: 

1. Find a better solvent for the Ni(dppp)Cl2 and P3HT, to avoid blockages in the flow 

chemistry tubing.  

2. Determination of P3HT solubility in THF during the flow reaction.  

3.Determination of the Ni(dppp)Cl2 solubility in THF and EDOT in particular 

4. Scale up by increasing tubing diameter and achieve consistent flow rate control.  
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Figure 6.10. P3HT flow synthesis 0.5 g scale. Mass recovered 0.305 g (yield = 53 %) 

In the second method, I have modified the procedure described by Kumar et al., where 

they achieved rapid P3HT flow synthesis [22] by using 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 

(EDOT) to improve the solubility of Ni(dppp)Cl2, as this catalyst has poor solubility in 

pure THF. We are trying to achieve a similar result and dissolve Ni(dppp)Cl2 sufficiently 

to perform flow chemistry without requiring the preforming of an oligomer solution [22]. 

An added advantage of this method is that the introduction of EDOT into the catalyst 

solution increases its stability and it remains reactive for up to two weeks, as Kumar et. 

al report, whereby typically the instability of the oligomer solution is observed over few 

hours. This advantage increases the potential in scalability of the flow system. 

To investigate the effect of EDOT in my standard P3HT polymer synthesis, successful 

batch synthesis experiments were performed, by simply adding EDOT to a batch reaction 

(standard batch reaction) which demonstrated that the polymerisation remained 

successful in the presence of EDOT, Table 6.2. The aim of this experiment was to check 

that EDOT does not hinder the reaction or cause other problems with a standard batch 

synthesis method, so that we can proceed with the flow chemistry optimisation. We 

proceeded with the soxhlet purification of P3HT with methanol and hexane solvents. 
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However, the polymer 1H-NMR showed that polymer may not be as pure as the standard 

batch. Therefore, the polymer was further purified by reprecipitation in methanol from a 

chloroform solution and 1H-NMR results improved.  

Table 6.2. P3HT with EDOT and without EDOT batch synthesis results 

 Theoretical yield Actual yield Expected yield 

(batch) 
P3HT with EDOT ~ 0.5 g (100 %) 0.346 g (69.2 %) 64 % 

P3HT w/o EDOT ~ 1 g (100 %) 0.705 g (70.5 %) 64 % 

 

With optimal batch conditions determined, an attempt to modify the flow system by the 

two methods described above was made by introducing identical monomer and catalyst 

concentrations, where catalyst solution concentration is exchanged with equimolar 

oligomer solution. This variation to the suggested concentrations reported in Kumar et.al 

[11] paper, performed well with high yield, which should be further optimised by 

variation of other parameters in the flow system and use of larger vessels will enable 

future mass production. However, so far, our attempts made in order to achieve improved 

flow synthesis of P3HT for a larger scale showed relatively low throughput of the product, 

so we chose to focus on small scale modifications firstly.  
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Figure 6.11. P3HT5KS flow synthesis with Ni catalyst solution without preinitiation. 

Flow synthesis (A); quenching of P3HT in acidified methanol (B); P3HT vacuum 

filtration (C). Yield: 1.0 g (56 %) 

In Figure 6.11 (A) shown above, an upscaled tubing inner diameter of 1.5 mm2 rather 

than 0.8 mm was introduced, which allows better free flowing of particulates (P3HT can 

precipitate in the tube as molecular weight increases) which reduces blockages. To 

achieve higher throughput for the flow chemistry polymerisation reactions, the flow 

reaction monomer and catalyst solution parameters such as concentration, pumping flow 

rates, temperature, mixing control and the residence time and their variation have been 

studied. A more detailed description of the flow chemistry parameters in my experiment 

are represented in Table 6.3 below. 

Table 6.3 Upscaled flow chemistry experiment with 10, 20, 30 and 45 minutes residence 

time yields 

Residence 

time (min) 

Flow 

rates 

monomer 

(mL/min) 

Flow 

rates 

catalyst 

(mL/min) 

Volume 

collected 

(mL/min) 

Monomer 

volume 

used 

(mL) 

Catalyst 

volume 

used 

(mL) 

Theoretical 

yield (g) at 

100 % 

Yield 

(%) 

10  1.5 0.083 1.59  

(135 ml) 

127.5 

(5.8 g) 

7.1 3.01  1.78 

(59%) 

20 0.75 0.041 1.75  

(350 ml) 

331.7 

(15.3 g) 

18.3 7.90  1.35 

(17%) 

30 0.50 0.028 1.12  

(280 ml) 

265.3 

(12.2 g) 

14.7 6.29  1.58 

(25%) 

45 0.33 0.018 0.24  

(110 ml) 

104.2 

(4.63 g) 

5.8 2.39 0.90 

(38%) 
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To increase the throughput of the polymerisation reaction, we firstly introduced larger 

diameter tubing, which improved the flow of particulates at temperatures above 50 °C, 

however blockages were formed in the tubes at the temperatures below that range (35-

40°C) as a result of more efficient polymerisation reaction (i.e., better mixing in the 

narrower tubing). Therefore, in this reaction the temperature of 38 °C degrees have been 

applied, giving a purified yield of 1.0 g (56 %). Fabricated bulk heterojunction device 

from the same experiment but different P3HT batch (P3HT3KS) performance is 

compared in Table 6.4. 

 

Table 6.4. Bulk heterojuction OPV devices performance (P3HT3KS: PC60BM and 

reference P3HT 20K:PC60BM blends). The I-V characteristics is represented for masked 

device average of 6 solar cells. Devices were annealed at 140 °C temperature for 4 min 

Material PCE (%) VOC (v) JSC 

(mA/cm2) 

Fill Factor [%] 

P3HT(P3HT3KS):PC60BM 2.79±0.37 0.56±0.01 7.9±0.38 0.62±0.08 

P3HT 20K:PC60BM 2.47±0.25 0.55±0 6.65±0.67 0.67±0.01 

 

The next step was to optimise the existing flow chemistry setup with the goal of 

improving reaction yield, considering further improvements as discussed above. The new 

upscaled setup, as shown in the pictures above in Figure 6.8 (A) and (B) was used for the 

large scale (theoretical amount of 21.36 g P3HT as 100 % yield) polymer synthesis.  

Firstly, 41.45 g of 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene (~30 mL) was loaded in a 1 L three 

neck round bottom flask with 200 mL of tetrahydrofuran (THF). Then 63 mL of t-butyl 

magnesium chloride was added. Monomer solution volume used was less than 72 mL and 

it was transferred slowly into a Schott bottle reaction vessel. For the catalyst solution, 
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initially 6.01 g of Ni(dppp)Cl2 was dissolved in the mixture of 240 mL of EDOT and 24 

mL of THF solvents. The solution was then heated for 10 minutes at 215 °C and 

ultrasonicated for 5 minutes without applying any heat. The catalyst solution of around 

45 mL in volume was then transferred into another reaction vessel. At the same time, 

quenching solution was prepared for the polymer collection in the flow chemistry system, 

by dissolving 280 mg of DMGO in 700 mL of methanol with 14 mL of HCl (39%) and 

stirring solution for 15 minutes without heat applied. Polymer quenching solution was 

stored in the Schott bottle and connected in the flow chemistry setup. Preparation of these 

solutions and THF solvent transfer by cannula method under nitrogen atmosphere is 

shown in the pictures in Figure 6.12 (A), (B) and (C) below. Upon completion of solution 

preparations, these were transferred into the flow chemistry system as shown in Figure 

6.13 (A), each of reagents were transferred into the appropriate reservoirs in the flow 

chemistry apparatus.  

The system software was set to inject the catalyst solution at the flow rate of 0.5 mL/hr 

and monomer solution at 0.15 mL/min into the tubing. The tube diameter used was 1.5 

mm2 and the reaction pathway length was 3 m. Reaction temperature was controlled by a 

stirred water bath, placed on hotplate which was set up to 40 °C and 350 rpm speed. The 

flow chemistry apparatus during its operation is shown in Figure 6.13 (B), (C) and the 

final crude collected in the quenched solution is shown in Figure 6.13 (D).  

In this experiment flow synthesis efficiency was tested by varying only one parameter 

which is a residence time. The residence time for each of 4 trials performed arise from 

setting a different flow rate for the reaction. For 10 minutes residence time the monomer 

flow rate was 1.5 mL/min and catalyst 0.083 mL/min; for 20 minutes 0.75 mL/min and 

0.041 mL/min; for 30 minutes 0.50 mL/min and 0.028 mL/min; for 45 minutes 0.33 
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mL/min and 0.018 mL/min. There is a trend where flow rates decrease by a factor of 2 

resulting in the residence time increasing by 10 minutes. More details are shown in the 

Table 6.3. Volumes of monomer and catalyst solutions used each set of experiments was 

recorded, as well as the volume of the collected mixture inside the quenching vessel. 

Yields for each test was recorded and are presented in Table 6.3 above. As we can see 

that the lowest residence time resulted in a higher yield outcome. This observation 

suggests that the active mixing component results in rapid mixing and reaction of the 

reagents. However, once the residence time is increased longer chain polymers are 

produced resulted in blockage due to the insolubility of the higher molecular weight 

polymer precipitating inside the tubing. Therefore, in this set of experiments management 

of the flow synthesis residence time for P3HT was performed successfully and 10 minutes 

residence time yielded 1.78 g, 59 % of P3HT. To meet higher yields goals for this 

synthesis improvement of the active mixing tee will help to avoid blockages and allow 

collection of larger quantities of the crude product, however the performance of active 

mixing tee was satisfactory with the shorter periods of residence times.  

 

Figure 6.12 (A) THF solvent transfer under nitrogen to the reaction vessel by using 

cannula method; (B) monomer and catalyst solutions preparation; (C) quenching solution 

preparation 
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Figure 6.13 (A) transfer of reagent solutions into the flow chemistry system; (B) flow 

synthesis; (C) and (D) collection/quenching of P3HT polymer into acidified methanol 

 

Figure 6.14 (A) dilution of acidified methanol; (B) and (C) vacuum filtration of crude 

P3HT 

 

Once the P3HT crude from the 10, 20, 30 and 45 minutes residence times experiments 

was collected inside the quenching solution it was poured into methanol, in order to dilute 
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the acidified methanol, and then vacuum filtered to obtain crude P3HT (as shown in 

Figure 6.14 (A), (B) and (C)  

Next, the Soxhlet extraction method with methanol and n-hexane solvents was performed 

on the crude materials to obtain the best purity quality since the crude material is likely 

to contain residual Ni catalyst and low molecular weight oligomers. Figures 6.15 (A), (B) 

and (C) demonstrate the process of P3HT purification by Soxhlet extraction method with 

the solvents used. It is common to purify P3HT with methanol first to remove remaining 

metal salts and monomers. Once the solvent becomes clear n-hexane was used to remove 

lower molecular weight chains from the obtained polymer to narrow the molecular weight 

distribution (MWD) [23]. 
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Figure 6.15 (A) Soxhlet extraction of polymer with methanol solvent; (B) Soxhlet 

extraction of polymer with n-hexane solvent; (C) thimbles with crude materials 
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6.3.2 OPV performance of flow synthesised P3HT in BHJ OSCs 

After purification and vacuum drying, the P3HT device performance of the flow 

chemistry synthesised materials was tested on a small scale OPV devices. In particular 

10 minute and 45 minutes residence time P3HT batches were chosen due their highest 

yields performances. These bulk-heterojunction photovoltaic devices were fabricated by 

following standard device making procedure as published by M. Griffiths et.al [24]. The 

active layers of the BHJ devices were prepared from P3HT:PCBM solutions 

(concentration of 36 mg mL-1) and ratio of 1:0.8. The P3HT and PCBM were dissolved 

in chlorobenzene by sonication without heat for 30 min and stirred on a hotplate at 60 °C 

for 2 hrs. A PEDOT (Al4083) layer with a thickness of 40-42 nm was deposited into 

substrate. Then a P3HT:PCBM layer of 100 nm deposited and dried at 60 °C for 5 min 

under  nitrogen atmosphere. Finally, calcium and aluminium electrode materials were 

deposited onto the BHJ layers. The substrates were then annealed at 140 °C for 4 minutes.  

 Once devices were fabricated, they were transferred to a Newport Class A solar simulator 

with AM 1.5 spectrum filter for testing the OPV performance. The simulator and 

associated recording equipment records current density–voltage (J–V) curves and 

determines the OPV parameters: VOC, JSC, FF and PCE (%). In addition, EQE response 

was measured for the best devices from I-V characterisation. Overall, the hero device 

fabricated from P3HT (by flow chemistry) exhibited a slightly better performance of PCE 

max =2.04 %, comparing to benchmark devices made from P3HT synthesised by batch 

with a PCE max = 1.87 %. The I-V characteristics for the devices are shown in Figure 

6.16 below and the OPV parameters are further shown in the Table 6.5 (the value of OPV 

parameters is defined by (average ± standard deviation). The EQE spectral response of 

devices is shown in Figure 6.17 and shows that the current output for 
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KS10RTFP3HT:PCBM generates more current across the measured spectrum, consistent 

with the observed increased JSC for these devices. 

 

Figure 6.16 I-V characteristics of flow chemistry P3HT (KS10RTFP3HT, 

KS45RTFP3HT) comparing to batch synthesised P3HT (P3HT05) incorporated into OPV 

bulk heterojunction devices. Annealing conditions: 140°C for 4 min 

Table 6.5 Flow chemistry P3HT (KS10RTFP3HT, KS45RTFP3HT) performance 

versus batch chemistry P3HT (P3HT05) OPV solar cells 

Device PCE (%) V
OC

 (V) FF (%) J
SC

(mA/cm2) 

KS10RTFP3HT:PCBM 1.98±0.06 0.54±0.01 0.50±0 7.40±0.32 

KS45RTFP3HT:PCBM 1.95±0.02 0.56±0.01 0.50±0.01 7.05±0.33  

P3HT05:PCBM 1.79±0.08 0.54±0.02 0.51±0.01 6.55±0.15 

Annealed 140°C/4min 

KS10RTFP3HT:PCBM 2.14±0.06 0.50±0 0.53±0.01 8.35±0 

KS45RTFP3HT:PCBM 2.16±0.03 0.50±0 0.52±0.01 8.25±0.11 

P3HT05:PCBM 2.03±0.05 0.53±0.01 0.49±0.01 7.51±0.12 
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Figure 6.17 Batch P3HT05:PCBM dotted line and flow chemistry 

KS10RTFP3HT:PCBM solid line 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Yield calculation of P3HT synthesised by flow chemistry and its physical 

characteristics 

A sample of 5 mg/mL concentration P3HT (KS10RTFP3HT) polymer in CDCl3 solvent 

was analysed by 1H-NMR recorded on a Bruker Avance-300DPX NMR spectrometer, 

and is shown in Figure 7.18. P3HT 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): d H 0.94 (t, 3H), 1.37–

1.43 (m, 6H), 1.70 (t, 2H), 2.84 (t, 2H), 7.0 (s, 1H). 

The peaks of P3HT polymer have been labelled and were used for a molecular weight 

calculation technique. This method has been developed by Dushanthi S.Dissanayake et.al. 
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[24], it allows us to estimate molecular weight of the P3HT polymer by focusing on two 

peaks in the spectra at 2.6 and 2.8 ppm. The peak at 2.6 ppm arises from the α-methylene 

protons on the terminal tail of 3-hexylthiophene units and that at 2.8 ppm corresponds to 

the α-methylene protons of the hexyl polymer chain. The ratio of these two peaks gives 

us degree of polymerisation (DPn). Once DPn is known, by simply multiplying it with the 

P3HT repeating unit mass 166.282 g/mol we can determine the molecular weight of 

P3HT.  

Flow chemistry P3HT batches molecular weights were compared for 10 minute and 45 

minute residence time experiments (with the highest obtained yields). For 10 minutes, the 

DP of the polymer was calculated to be 35 and molecular weight of ~ 6,233 g/mol.  

DP=17/0.5=35 

Where, Mw of -CH2 = 17; and the integration is 0.5 

Therefore, 

Mn= 35 x 166.282=5,819.87+167.282+166.282+79.90=6,233g/mol 

Where, Mw of repeating P3HT unit = 166.282 g/mol; Mw bromine atom = 79.90 g/mol 

Similarly, the Mn of the 45 minute residence time flow chemistry polymer was calculated. 

It appeared to be lower than that of the 10 minute residence time at Mn ~ 3,240 g/mol. To 

compare this data, we have estimated the batch P3HT molecular weight which is around 

20K is shown in the Figure 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20. It is hypothesised that this drop in 

molecular weight of the isolated material is a result of the higher molecular weight 
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polymer precipitating in the flow system tubing and thus, artificially lowering the 

molecular weight of the remaining isolated material. 

  

Figure 6.18 Flow chemistry P3HT 1H-NMR peak assignment (KS10RTFP3HT) 

 

Figure 6.19 Flow chemistry P3HT 1H-NMR peak assignment (KS45RTFP3HT) 
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Figure 6.20 1H-NMR of batch P3HT  

 

Figure 6.21 UV-vis Spectroscopy of P3HT:PCBM solution 
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The UV-vis spectra of active layer solution made of flow synthesised P3HT:PCBM is 

shown in Figure 6.21. A vibronic band at 550 nm is observed – indicating low crystallinity 

of the P3HT in this film, an indication of the low molecular weight of the material. The 

absorbance intensity is within the wavelength range of 400 –700 nm with the absorbance 

maximum at 500 nm, which is typical for P3HT films with low crystallinity.   

6.3.2 Costing of optimised flow chemistry apparatus  

The cost (AUD) breakdown of the flow chemistry apparatus components is shown 

below in the Table 6.6. Where items were not puchased for this project an estimation of 

purchase cost is given. 

 

Table 6.6 Flow chemistry estimated cost 

 

Valves, tubing and reagent reservoirs (inert materials) $5000        

Glass syringes refitted with FFKM seals $2000        

Dual channel syringe pump $10000      

Vacuum pump $5000        

Hot plate / magnetic stirrer $2000        

Frame, gas regulators, manifold and valves for N2/vacuum $2000        

TOTAL $26000      

 

Finally, the total cost per g was calculated for the flow chemistry synthesis of P3HT at 

$7.97/g (Table 6.7), which compares favourably with the batch chemistry P3HT cost of 

$8.56/g (Table 6.8). 
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Table 6.7 Cost to synthesise P3HT by flow chemistry 

Material Cost per unit  

(kg or L) 

Amount required for 

21.4 g scale of P3HT 

Cost (AUD) 

2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene $632 41.45 g $26.20 

t-butylMgCl $474 63 ml (58.65 g)   $22.52 

THF $90 224  mL  $22.40 

Ni(dppp)Cl2 $375 6.01 g  $2.25 

Methanol $1.91 2.8 L $6.685 

Hexane  $9.63 2.8 L $26.96 

HCl   $15 70 mL $1.05 

EDOT $260 240 mL $62.40 

TOTAL $170.47 

$7.97/g 

 

 

Table 6.8 Cost to synthesise P3HT by batch chemistry 

Material Cost per unit 

(kg or L) 

Amount used for 133 

g scale of P3HT 

Cost (AUD) 

2,5-dibromo-3-

hexylthiophene 

$632 0.4 $252.80 

t-butylMgCl $474 0.6 $284.40 

Ni(dppp)Cl2 $375 0.002 $0.75 

THF $90 6 L $540.00 

Methanol $1.91 3 $5.73 

Hexane $9.63 3 $28.89 

Chloroform $6.60 3 $19.80 

HCl   $15 0.4 $6.53 
  

TOTAL $1,138.90 

$8.56/g  
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6.4 Conclusion 

Flow chemistry setup has been updated from small to a large-scale polymer synthesis. 

The upscale of flow chemistry P3HT production was successfully performed at yield of 

1.78 g at 59 %. This polymer was purified using the Soxhlet extraction technique with 

methanol and n-hexane solvents. Purified P3HT was tested on a small scale BHJ devices, 

and demonstrated a PCEMAX of 2.04 %, which compared well with the batch synthesised 

polymer.  

A goal of this thesis was to be able to produce high quantities of P3HT by flow chemistry 

and to be able to produce it continuously. This was achieved in terms of the flow 

chemistry P3HT upscale. Further experimentations are required to identify the potential 

maximum output from the system during continuous run. So far, the study was performed 

on a set of various residence times which affect the quality and quantity of the polymer 

produced. The apparatus manufactured potentially allows us to generate 8.5 g/day of 

uninterrupted P3HT, i.e., considering our synthesised P3HT of 1.78 g yield during a 5 

hour of continuous flow reaction. Hence, this flow chemistry method allows us to 

synthesise a total of 60 g/week at a cost lower than that obtained for batch chemistry. As 

future work it is suggested that we explore and maximise the capability of the upgraded 

system, as well as exploring molecular weight increase for BHJ solar cells optimisation 

and further improvements to the purification technique. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work 

 

7.1 Conclusions  

This thesis aimed to explore the economic viability of flow and batch synthesis of selected 

high performance materials and address upscale issues, examine device physics and more 

importantly investigate both performance improvements and fabrication cost reductions. 

Mass manufacturing methods of P3HT, PDCBT and ITIC by batch or flow chemistry and 

their respective cost control is still a relatively unexplored area of OPV research. Almost 

no work has been conducted on this subject, with publications focusing on small-scale 

device manufacturing, and especially small-scale device efficiency, only. A recent target 

of solar research is expanding eco-friendly processing technologies for solar cells, to take 

advantage of the sustainable “green” possibilities the technology. Organic solar cells are 

an excellent emerging technology in this regard. One of fundamental requirements for the 

development of efficient large-scale OPV device (both BHJ and NPs) mass production is 

low-cost upscale of organic photovoltaic materials. This thesis has explored the link 

between economic aspect of these selected materials and their upscale potential, looking 

at material costings for both flow and batch chemistry. The thesis also examined these 

material’s nanoparticle device fabrication and performance to achieve the safest, less 

toxic way for both performance and commercialisation.  

7.2 Optimisation of PDCBT and ITIC synthesis  

Firstly, a thorough study of the donor:acceptor literature was conducted to identify 

potentially commercially viable materials pairings. From this study PDCBT and ITIC 
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were chosen as materials with merit. Then to prove that PDCBT and ITIC is a good 

combination of donor:acceptor for a large scale organic solar cells application, an intrinsic 

cost study was performed and the costing were compared to other benchmark materials. 

In Chapter 3 the cost analysis of active layer materials was successfully conducted and 

confirmed commercially feasibility of PDCBT and ITIC for OPVs. This economic 

modeling of the levelised cost of electricity for OPVs concluded, that there exists a trade-

off among three key factors - cost, efficiency, and lifetime. Synthesis step by step costing 

studies were fully assessed and the synthesis cost of high performing materials, focusing 

on PDCBT and ITIC. The theoretical cost for PDCBT was found to be AUD $63.78/g 

and the actual synthesized cost was AUD $92.70/g and the theoretical cost for ITIC was 

AUD $225.42/ g with the actual cost AUD $214.91/g. In addition, the cost of device 

fabrication for these materials was presented, as well as a cost comparison with 

benchmark photoactive materials based on reported literature publications (P3HT, 

PCBM, ICxA, ICBA).  

Secondly, the synthesis of PDCBT and ITIC materials was explored in Chapters 4 and 5 

on a small laboratory scale and their synthesis upscale methods were assessed in detail. 

These chapters demonstrate the use of a range of low budget purification methodologies 

(recrystallisation, distillation etc.) to improve manufacture costs and alternative synthesis 

procedures and significant improvements to improve the safety of large scale PDCBT and 

ITIC material mass production. Much more knowledge and work to optimise these 

syntheses for material upscale are required to fully explore the development of new high-

performance materials.  
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7.3 Optimisation of PDCBT and ITIC OPV devices 

7.3.1 BHJ organic solar cells  

Chapter 6 explored PDCBT and ITIC OPV device fabrication and their performance in 

BHJ organic solar cells. Devices with a maximum power conversion efficiency (max) of 

5.27 % were observed. This value is lower than the reported maximum (10.16%; see 

Chapter 3, Table 3.3), due to existing morphology issues in the device, but sets an 

excellent basis for further optimisation. These devices require further improvements to 

achieve higher efficiency in terms of internal morphology optimisation. Also, apart from 

the efficiency of bulk heterojunction devices it is also important to consider the lifetime 

of the solar cells that are exposed to changing weather conditions. By introducing a UV 

blocking external layer it should be possible to protect the solar cell to achieve longevity.  

7.3.2 Aqueous solar nanoparticle devices (upscale) 

In Chapter 6 we investigated the use of PDCBT and ITIC materials for preparing and 

optimising the nanoparticle inks for use in OPV devices. This is the first time NPs of 

these materials have been produced and consequently, the first report of PDCBT:ITIC NP 

OPV devices. The main focus of this study was through optimisation to transfer NP device 

preparation from the laboratory scale to R2R printing scale. STXM characterisation of 

the PDCBT:ITIC binary NPs showed no clear evidence of the core shell particle 

morphology common to most NP material blends, with an intermixed particle 

morphology predominating. The main finding from this study is that the performance of 

these devices achieved a maximum PCE of ~2.11 %. However, by further optimisation 

of these NP devices we should be able to eliminate the efficiency difference with BHJ 

and fulfill the commercial viability for the pilot scale. 
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7.4 Developments to P3HT upscaled flow chemistry apparatus and its 

synthesis 

A new flow chemistry setup was manufactured to transition the flow synthesis of P3HT 

from the small- to large-scale polymer synthesis and this was demonstrated in Chapter 6. 

Successful upscale of P3HT production via the new flow chemistry apparatus performed 

at a yield of 1.78 g (59 %). Yielded polymer was carefully purified by a Soxhlet extraction 

technique by using methanol and n-hexane as solvents. The resulting P3HT polymer was 

tested in BHJ devices and exhibited a PCEMAX of 2.04 %.  Further experimentations are 

required to identify the potential maximum output from the system during continuous run. 

So far, the study was performed on a set of various residence times which affect the 

quality and quantity of the polymer produced. The current flow chemistry setup 

potentially allows us to generate 32.04 g/day of uninterrupted P3HT flow chemistry 

synthesis, which is 224.28 g/week. Variations in the residence times of the P3HT 

synthesis by flow, suggests further study of upscaling P3HT with the lowest residence 

time permitted as a possible route for better yields. 
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7.5 Future work  

This research project successfully met project aims and focused on organic electronic 

materials for the large-scale development of OPV’s with high efficiency, good device 

lifetime and low cost by their incorporation within the active layer of bulk heterojunction 

and nanoparticles solar cells. Upscale of material synthesis was achieved and optimised 

by both flow chemistry and batch chemistry methods. Our selected donor-acceptor 

materials were characterised and upscaled in terms of their synthesis and application in 

OPVs.  

In Chapter 3, the cost overview is outlined to achieve target of mass application of the 

new high efficiency donor:acceptor materials in devices. Cost breakdown by using our 

developed cost modelling method allowed us to compare and assess large-scale synthesis 

of different materials. However, new donor and acceptor molecules are being produced 

constantly and future work should use the presented costing methodology to continue to 

assess new materials as they become available to ascertain commercial viability. 

Optimisation and upscaling by flow synthesis for P3HT allows us to probe commercial 

viability of OPV at a reasonable price, however at relatively low efficiency for P3HT 

material solar cells. Therefore, the potential for commercial-scale synthesis of new target 

materials PDCBT and ITIC was examined in the Chapters 4. It was expected that PDCBT 

and ITIC synthesis will allow us large-scale application in devices with a low cost. 

Addressing the synthetic issues by substituting expensive column chromatography clean 

up methods with different purification methods might aid this target and reduce the 

overall synthesis costs. However, overall. This material combination proved excellently 
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amenable to large-scale synthesis and work continues in the COE at the University of 

Newcastle to produce these materials at 100 g scale for use in OPV modules. 

Successful work was introduced in Chapter 5, around preparation and incorporation of 

the PDCBT and ITIC materials as nanoparticle and bulk heterojunction active layers. 

Further experiments optimise device manufacturing would be desirable. This method 

could be upscaled large-scale nanoparticle production which could be used R2R 

processing without the use of toxic organic solvent.  There is a wide range of further 

optimisations to the device manufacture and architecture which can be undertaken to 

improve performance, such as adjusting layer thicknesses and material ratios, changing 

annealing conditions, adjusting NP size and morphology by varying initial material 

concentrations. A thorough investigation of these parameters, which were beyond the 

scope of this thesis, will result in improved device performance and suitability for R2R 

printing. 

In Chapter 6, upscaling of flow chemistry synthesis for P3HT was explored. The chapter 

explained the details of upscale synthesis using a new manufactured apparatus design. 

This design allows us to produce larger amounts of the polymer comparing to the old flow 

chemistry apparatus. Also, this system is controlled by installed software in order to 

control the process allowing it to run continuously. The current equipment used for flow 

chemistry would be efficient to use for further optimisation of the synthesis for P3HT 

polymer simply by running in continuous mode, a large scale batch under a careful 

monitoring by the computer software. Finally, as a future work it is suggested that in this 

research, the possibly of molecular weight increase for BHJ solar cells optimisation and 

the purification technique for further improvements. 
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